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ABSTRACT
In a high wind penetration future, transmission must be designed to integrate groups of
new wind farms with a high capacity inter-regional “backbone” transmission system. A design
process is described which begins by identifying feasible sites for future wind farms, identifies an
optimal set of those wind farms for a specified future, and designs a reliable low-cost “resource to
backbone” collector transmission network to connect each individual wind farm to the backbone
transmission network. A model of the transmission and generation system in the state of Iowa
is used to test these methods, and to make observations about the nature of these resource to
backbone networks.
1CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW
Under some future scenarios, states like Iowa with little load and strong wind resources
may supply not only themselves but the regions surrounding them with power derived from
wind. In these futures, the infrastructure of such a state would require significant modifications.
Hereafter is described a design process for transmission in a high wind penetration future. These
methodologies are demonstrated by investigating a future in which 20 GW of wind capacity is
installed in the state of Iowa.
In this chapter, the motivations for this project are described, existing literature on trans-
mission for high wind penetration is discussed, and the design process is laid out.
In Chapter 2, a process is described for identifying viable locations for future wind farms. A
set of candidate wind farms is created, based on land use limitations and wind speed estimates.
Chapter 3 will first describe two possible backbone transmission designs for the state of
Iowa. An optimization method will be described which selects the most optimal set of future
wind farm sites for a given transmission network — balancing capacity factors, distances to
transmission, and transmission capacity requirements. The method will be applied to both of
the backbone transmission networks, and the results of that optimization will be discussed.
In Chapter 4, a process for designing reliable least-cost transmission collector networks will
be described. This design process will be applied to selections of wind farms for both of the
backbone transmission scenarios, and properties of the resulting networks will be discussed.
Chapter 5 will detail some observations and conclusions from this project, and will describe
some future research which could build on this study.
A transmission and generation model of Iowa and the surrounding states was used to test the
optimization methods in Chapters 3 and 4. This model is described in more detail in Appendix
A. In the course of my graduate studies, I also wrote up descriptions for several transmission
2design features that are now used to maximize the capacity and minimize the space used by new
transmission lines. This work was not used explicitly in the design of transmission for a high
wind penetration future, but it is included in this document because it is relevant information
for a more detailed design effort.
1.1 Introduction
1.1.1 A High Wind Penetration Future in Iowa
In this thesis, planning methods are proposed to annalyze a future in which a total of 20
GW of wind energy is sited in Iowa for consumption within Iowa and surrounding states. The
coincident peak load in Iowa is estimated to currently be around 8.25 GW, growing to 9.25
GW by 2030. At present, about 5.1 GW of nameplate wind capacity is sited in Iowa [1].
In 2012, 24.5% of the electrical energy produced in Iowa, and the equivalent of 30% of
the energy used in Iowa was produced by in-state wind [2] This level is already quite high.
Throughout the United States, only 3.5% of all electrical energy was produced from wind energy
[2]. In several European countries, high wind penetrations have already been demonstrated —
in 2010, the proportion of electrical energy from wind was estimated to be 26% in Denmark,
16% in Portugal, 15% in Spain, 14 % in Ireland, and 9 % in Germany [3]. In a 20 GW scenario,
Iowa (a state which uses as much energy as Spain or Portugal) would produce more wind energy
than it would consume total electrical energy.
From 2007 to 2011, wind accounted for 34% of the nation’s new nameplate generation ca-
pacity [4]. Since 2005, 76 % of Iowa’s new nameplate capacity was due to wind energy[5]. Wind
energy has become a significant factor in the development of power infrastructure, especially
in the Midwest.
It is not clear whether this trend will continue. Since 2008, national wind installation trends
have exceeded the levels required to bring the US to 20% wind energy by 2030[6]. However,
industry trends may be changing. The federal production tax credit (PTC) has served as a
significant driver to wind energy development[6]. Its fate was uncertain throughout 2012, and
was only renewed until the end of 2013 in the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 [7]. Even
3generous projections suggest that in 2013 and 2014, the nation will not meet the 9 GW of
new wind capacity per year required to meet 20% by 2030 [6].
Yet, generation fleets are in the midst of a period of transition, and the future could play
out in many different ways. For many years, wind energy has been viewed by planners as a
‘social choice’, or a hedge against futures with high or volatile fossil fuel prices. But, after a
decade of strong industry growth in the US, wind energy costs have decreased dramatically,
to the point that wind is now seen as an economic choice that can lead to cost savings over
more traditional fossil fuels [8] [9]. Changes to pollution emissions standards have made it
more difficult and less cost effective to build new coal generation, and in some cases may force
early retirement of many current coal plants [10]. At the same time, natural gas has dropped
in price, due to the refinement of new drilling techniques and increased access to new gas
sites. The combined pressure of low gas prices and heavy regulatory burdens on coal plants
has caused a shift in the makeup of the national generation fleet. For the last decade, natural
gas plants have comprised the largest segment of new capacity built in the United States[5].
Natural gas turbines can be a natural complement to the variability of wind, due to their
rapid start capability and ability to redispatch quickly. Historically, natural gas prices have
been somewhat volatile, and questions remain about the capacity of pipeline infrastructure to
deliver ever-increasing volumes of natural gas to new plants. Wind, which has a low cost and
no emissions, could be a good fit in a largely natural-gas driven future.
There are still aspirations for a high-wind future, and Iowa appears well-situated to serve as
a site for much of that wind. In 2011, the Iowa Wind Energy Association announced a goal of
20 GW of installed wind capacity in Iowa by the year 2030[1]. This would be an extraordinary
level of wind penetration — such an installation would exceed the entire electrical load of
Iowa for significant portions of the year. This is is not a legal mandate, or a formal industry
target — IWEA are simply wind industry advocates. But, wind development on this scale
has been proposed by some long-term studies. To meet a national goal of 20% wind energy,
in the Department of Energy’s 20% Wind Energy by 2030 report, Iowa was assigned 10GW
of wind capacity by 2024, with capacity increasing further still by 2030 [11]. In the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL) Eastern Wind Integration and Transmission Study
4(EWITS), 337 GW of wind capacity was sited across the eastern US and parts of the Midwest,
in support of a 30% wind energy scenario [12]. Of that 337 GW, 59GW of wind generation
was sited in the western region of the Midwest Independent System Operator (ISO). Under the
Joint Coordinated System Plan (JCSP) study completed by Midwest ISO (MISO) and PJM in
2008, in order to meet a 20% wind energy goal, 84.7 GW of nameplate capacity wind would
be sited in the MISO footprint [13]. Iowa’s 5 GW of wind currently make up around 40% of
the MISO’s existing wind resources, and Iowa made up 20% of the new wind capacity sited in
MISO’s Regional Generation Outlet Study.
1.1.2 Backbone Transmission
Iowa, under a 20 GW scenario, would export very large amounts of energy for most hours
in a year. To accommodate those large exports, transmission would have to fascilitate long-
distance transport of electricity on a massive scale. Power would predominantly flow east and
south, since the majority of load in states bordering Iowa is Illinois and Missouri, while the
majority of wind and low-cost generation is in the North and West.
A “backbone” network is required to efficiently transport large amounts of energy long
distances. A “backbone” (or “overlay”) network is defined for the purposes of this work as a set
of high capacity transmission lines which support long-distance (”inter-regional”) transmission
of power. A backbone network could be composed of any high-capacity medium, so long as it
supported long-distance transfers. In Iowa, the highest voltage AC transmission is at 345kV. A
single 345kV transmission line has a thermally-limited capacity of up to 2000 MW, depending
on its design. A 765kV transmission line has a thermally-limited capacity of 5000-7000 MW,
again depending on its design [14]. AC transmission lines may be further limited by voltage
drops and stability limits which can significantly reduce the capacity of long lines. High Voltage
DC (HVDC) is another attractive transmission option. HVDC transmission has lower losses
than AC over long distances, and unlike AC transmission, can be used to do point-to-point
transfers of power, without stressing the AC transmission system inbetween[15]. Worldwide,
many 500kV and 600kV HVDC projects at have been built with capacities up to 3000 MW,
over distances of 500-900 miles [16]. 800 kV projects are rare, but one operational project in
5China has been built with a capacity of 5000 MW [17], while another 8000 MW project is under
construction[18].
A variety of studies have investigated the benefits of backbone-like transmission projects
in the Midwest. The MISO’s Regional Generation Outlet Study (RGOS) completed in 2011
investigated the transmission necessary to accommodate state Renewable Portfolio Standards
(RPS). In this study, 4500 MW of wind were sited in Iowa, in addition to the existing wind
already in Iowa — a total of about 8000 MW in state [19]. The Joint Coordinated System Plan
(JCSP) was a study performed by PJM, MISO, and a number of other utilities and system
operators in the Eastern Interconnection, in support of the EWITS. In their scenarios, they
also developed generation and transmission plans to meet RPSs. In the 20% federal RPS
case, 85 GW of wind energy was prescribed for MISO’s footprint[13]. The SMARTransmission
study, performed for American Electric Power (AEP), MidAmerican, American Transmission
Company (ATC), and others, looked at the benefits that extra-high-voltage AC investments
could bring to the Upper Midwest. In this study, 41 GW of new generation was included in
MISO’s footprint, of which 21 GW was new wind [20]. All three studies identified beneficial
transmission projects in the base case, some of which were located in Iowa — a few of which
are slated to be built. Backbone transmission has regional benefits that are not simply due
to low-cost wind — including increased access to all generation resources, increased access to
reserves, and increased reliability.
In the models used for this thesis, backbone transmission overlays have been developed and
used, which are at least adequate for a 20 GW wind future. They are not necessarily optimal,
but they should be sufficient to study the issue at hand. However, wind resources require
significant space, and good wind resources are distributed geographically. The focus in this
thesis is to find what transmission is beneficial to integrating geographically dispersed wind
farms reliably, when backbone transmission has been built to support such a future.
1.1.3 Resource to Backbone Transmission
A major premise of this work is that under a high wind penetration future, wind farms
will by necessity be built further and further distances from backbone transmission. While
6backbone transmission can provide capacity over long distances, the geographic distribution of
wind will necessitate construction of transmission to ‘collect’ the output of multiple wind farms
and deliver it to overlay transmission substations.
Resource to backbone “collector circuits” are transmission-level circuits, connecting indi-
vidual wind farms and transmission substations. These are not the collector circuits that are
built within individual wind farms to collect the output of all individual wind turbines, and
concentrate wind output at a single substation. Rather, the collector circuits in this study con-
nect multiple wind farms. Collector circuits within wind farms are built at distribution level
voltages, mostly with buried cables, and usually without redundancy. Resource to backbone
collector circuits are designed at transmission-level voltages, with overhead lines, and designed
for redundancy.
In this project, collector transmission is designed to be “N-1” secure — the loss of any single
3-phase circuit will not result in the overload of any other lines on the transmission network.
Collector transmission operates in the context of the larger network, which is itself dispatched
in an N-1 secure manner.
The goal of the process presented here is to minimize overall system costs including pro-
duction costs and the transmission investment costs associated with resource to backbone
transmission (refered to also as “collector transmission”), while maintaining reliability. Costs
are reduced by selecting high quality wind resources, and by appropriately matching that wind
capacity with resource to backbone circuits.
1.2 Wind Farm Site Selection and Resource to Backbone Transmission in
Existing Literature
A number of studies have investigated transmission planning and wind siting to meet exist-
ing or proposed policy goals. These studies reflect policy requirements, and they reflect socio-
political preferences. Wind integration studies typically do not address backbone transmission
and collector transmission as separate projects. Where wind is expected, overlay transmis-
sion will be upgraded and developed. But, local transmission will be developed as needed by
7generation owners. Region-wide studies look for locations where wind will be developed, site
representative wind resources in those areas, and optimize the location of new bulk transmis-
sion to best accommodate a future where wind is built in those locations. Costs and results for
these studies are typically given on a region-wide basis, with equipment sited on a bulk level.
Other near-term interconnection studies simply look to interconnect new resources, based on
existing transmission.
Wind energy development has been described by senior MISO transmission planning engi-
neers as a “social choice”. Wind resources can truly decrease overall operating costs [9]. But,
even with its low operating cost, wind is a complicating choice. Wind is a poor capacity re-
source — wind sited in Iowa and Southwest Minnesota presently has an effictive load-carrying
capacity of 13%[21]. When wind is online, it increases reserve requirements, and can contribute
to large jumps or drops in power output, causing frequent adjustment of dispatchable genera-
tion. Wind’s economic value is in the low marginal cost of energy itself. But, the investment
cost associated with wind is still relatively high, compared to other resources such as natural
gas. Given that wind energy does not compete well as a capacity resource, or as a lowest-cost
resource, why would wind resources be built? Most of the reasons that wind energy has been
developed until now and the drivers that could sustain its development can be traced back to
public policy decisions — “social choice.” Wind energy has until now been attractive because
of the federal production tax credit, state Renewable Portfolio Standards, and other renewable
energy incentives [6]. Planning studies that incorporate large build-outs of wind do so with a
few public policy goals or regulations in mind — state RPS standards in the reference case,
and possible federal mandates in the alternate case. Federal policies which could drive massive
wind build-out include a federal renewable portfolio standard, or a federal tax or cap on CO2
emissions. Wind energy has value in that it is renewable and pollution free — the environ-
mental cost is significantly lower than that of conventional fuels. But, without public policy
decisions to support renewable resources and prevent pollution, it may be difficult for energy
developers to justify investments in wind and other renewable resources with generally higher
investment costs.
Neither a tax on emissions nor a Federal RPS mandate has been enacted. But, a vision of
8providing 20% of the US’s electrical energy with wind by 2030 has been studied, and a further
vision of powering the US through 80% renewable energy by 2050 has also been proposed and
studied. The latter study found that “Renewable energy resources, accessed with commercially
available renewable generation technologies, could adequately supply 80% of total U.S. elec-
tricity generation in 2050 while balancing supply and demand at the hourly level.”[22] The US
has, through 2011, been on track to meet the 20% wind goal [6].
Since wind development is guided by socio-political drivers, wind siting in build-out studies
is done according to specific policy goals that planners investigate. In reference scenarios, wind
energy is typically sited to meet each state’s RPS goals [19][13]. Iowa’s RPS was met before
the year 2000, so to the extent that these scenarios site wind in Iowa, it is intended to serve the
needs of nearby states. The alternate scenarios in these studies often focus on the possibility of
a federal RPS of 20-30%. In several of these scenarios, large amounts of wind have been placed
in Iowa and other states with strong wind regimes. However, even with the large amounts of
wind prescribed by a federal RPS or federal wind goal, planners must trade off between siting
wind where it is strongest and siting wind where the least new transmission is required. Wind
development can bring jobs and tax revenue, so many states with poor wind capacity factors
may still prefer that wind is developed in their state. At the same time, transmission lines can
be expensive and complex to build, and may not directly benefit the states and counties they
are built in[23].
Both the JCSP and the RGOS relied on the EWITS dataset [12]. This dataset included the
location, capacity, and 3 years of 10-minute wind speed and power output data for candidate
wind farms throughout the Eastern Interconnection. In this dataset, the study area was divided
into 2km x 2km sites. GIS data was used to identify areas where wind farms would be infeasible
based on land cover, airport locations, parks, protected lands, and conservation areas, and
population density. Sites with the highest capacity factors were identified, and a recursive
method combined feasible sites which were located next to each other. 1300 sites were chosen
this way, and their time-series output was modeled based on meteorological data.
In the RGOS, a complicated metric was used to choose sites from the larger dataset. For
each state in the MISO footprint, multiple potential Renewable Energy Development Zones
9(RDZs) were created by lumping EWITS sites together into super-sites each representing
750MW of new wind. Each of these zones was weighted on 4 different measures: Capacity
factor, distance to load center, variability of wind, and distance to infrastructure. Each of
these four measures was a weighted average of other more specific measures. For instance, ca-
pacity factor was a weighted average of 11-year capacity factor, 3-year capacity factor, daytime
capacity factor, nighttime capacity factor, summer daytime and summer nighttime capacity
factor. Based on the weighted ranking of the 4 measures, RDZs were chosen, with stakeholder
input, for a number of scenarios — local siting (meeting state RPS goals with in-state wind),
regional siting (meeting combined RPS goals by choosing the best-ranked sites), and a combi-
nation of local and regional siting. Transmission plans were then developed to accommodate
each RDZ as an individual candidate windfarm.
Figure 1.1 RGOS Scenario Costs, by Zone Selection [19]
Through the process of developing renewable generation buildout scenarios, MISO devel-
oped what they call the “Bathtub Curve”. This chart shows that the least-cost solutions for
renewables development were combination scenarios, where many of the resources are built
near load centers but other resources are built where they are most abundant. The conceptual
Bathtub Curve is shown as Figure 1.2. This has guided their thinking on siting of new wind.
Other guiding ideas include the increased capacity afforded by diversity of wind resources over
a wide geographic area.
The RDZs from the Rombination scenario for Iowa and surrounding states are shown in
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Figure 1.2 RGOS Renewable Energy Development Zones — Regional Focus[19]
Figure 1.2. Each oval represents a 750MW RDZ. Wind development was prescribed for multiple
sites in the western third of Iowa, where the highest windspeeds are observed. Another site was
located in north-central Iowa. Wind in Minnesota was primarily along the southern border,
and tending towards the southwest corner where winds are strongest. In Illinois, wind was
spread throughout the northern half of the state. Iowa was prescribed the largest amount of
wind, relative to its neighbors, with 4500MW. Illinois and Minnesota were prescribed 3750MW,
and Wisconsin and South Dakota were prescribed 2250MW. Transmission was designed to give
access from these sites to the larger grid. But, local collector transmission is the responsibility
of generation owners. Costs for this transmission will not be shared among MISO members,
because this transmission benefits only the generation owner. Thus, local transmission was not
covered in the RGOS.
Wind development is not unique to the Midwestern United States. Wind development
has a somewhat longer history in Europe, where multiple countries have high levels of wind
penetration. Methods of wind site identification differ depending on the incentives and policies
guiding wind development. Two examples are cited by Wizelius[24], showing two ways in which
wind energy has been planned and promoted. In Denmark, the government placed a strong
emphasis on wind development in the 1980’s. They required individual counties and regions
to develop plans for future wind sites. In each of those regions, landowners, advocates for
environmental protection, county officials, private investors, and power utility representatives
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collaborated to create a specific regional plan for future wind farm developments, many of
which were then financed by co-operatives and local landowners while others were financed
by utilities or independent developers. Subsidies encouraged private investments, and regional
and national policy goals incentivised power producers to develop wind according to the plan.
By contrast, in Sweden (a country which placed less emphasis on wind energy goals), coun-
ties were assigned long-term renewable energy goals, and municipalities within those counties
were instructed to plan locations for renewable resources to meet those goals. But, municipali-
ties were reticent to develop these plans, and the central planning agencies have not consistently
followed up on initial goals. This has made planning more difficult for national planners and
for independent developers who cannot be certain that proposed projects will meet the as-yet
unspecified standards of local governances. A national study was done to supplement local
planning studies in identifying wind farm locations. But, the national study gives negative
planning guidance — that is, only infeasible space is identified. Wizelius suggests that specific
positive (prescriptive) plans are needed to encourage and direct development of wind.
In both cases, GIS tools were used to map regions where wind energy could not (or should
not) be developed, as well as to point out locations where wind development will be best suited.
The difference is primarily the proactive and cooperative stance of local governances and interest
groups which are more intimately familiar with local land features and local interests. National
policy guides overall development levels, but the site guidance is done by local stakeholders.
The proactive stance of local stakeholders makes for a more successful and purposeful planning
environment.
Planning for wind in the Midwest has historically not been this coordinated. The RGOS and
other later studies have indicated preferable wind zones, and have now encouraged transmission
investments to accommodate some of that wind. But, wind farm siting is still done individually
for each wind farm. The planning process is not as prescriptive — individual landowners will be
bargained with for access to their land, environmental interests or setbacks will be codified or
will require detailed study to meet regulatory standards. Individual landowners or individual
lawyers can assert their own interests and doom projects that otherwise would be well suited
to an area. The risk to developers is much like that of the independent developers in Sweden
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— a lack of a prescriptive plan can lead to projects that look good on paper, but fail due to
local interests that were not known from the start. The nature of this planning process has
encouraged developers to become familiar with landowners and regulators early in the process,
but this development is not as smooth and directed as it has been in other parts of the world.
The DOE has presented a national vision of 20% Wind by 2030, but that goal is not
backed up by any mandate, and there is no clear consensus as to whether utilities, independent
developers, or politicians are committed to that vision. For that reason, and due to the vast
size of the US wind resource, there is no one prescriptive plan. Individual states have passed
binding RPS mandates, and some have developed agencies to help guide site selections. Iowa
had an RPS mandate of 105MW, which was passed more than a decade ago. Most projects in
the state since have been basically opportunistic — identifying underutilized transmission and
strong wind resources, and building wind farms one at a time. Going forward, wind construction
will be guided by increased access afforded by MISO’s MVP projects, which were intended to
support the RDZs. The RDZs were developed with the input of state representatives.
A 2009 report written in support of the 20% Wind by 2030 study investigated the cost of
transmission upgrades for wind integration. In that report, 40 studies of new wind build-out
throughout the US were analyzed in terms of levelized transmission costs per MW and per
MWh of new wind. Many of the studies included build-outs of greater than 10GW. Out of the
entire set of studies, the median cost of new transmission for wind was approximately $300/kW,
or $15/MWh. Costs vary widely, however. Two small studies by Minnkota and NorthWestern
(now part of Xcel) showed costs of greater than $700/kW. The JCSP — the largest study listed
— had a levelized cost of around $200/kW [25].
The generalized problems of generation expansion optimization and transmission expansion
optimization are quite well studied. The models used in this thesis were influenced greatly by
the linear transmission expansion optimization models given by Wang [26]. A linear trans-
mission expansion optimization problem was prominently published by L.L. Garver in 1970
[27]. Many variations of solutions to this problem exist today. Of particular note are security-
constrained transmission expansion routines which perform production-cost optimization [28].
Many current approaches to transmission expansion planning focus on stochastic futures and
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market-based dispatches [29]. Other recent approaches to security constrained transmission
expansion optimizations include stochastic modeling of outages [30] and use of use of genetic
and other novel algorithms [31][32].
The problem of transmission design for distributed resources has been investigated in con-
ceptual ways, most often for off-shore wind development, using HVDC networks. Various
papers have proposed topological layouts which may be useful for identifying low-cost reliable
transmission designs[33] [34]. In particular, a paper by Herkan Ergun describes an genetic-like
process where several collector topologies are evaluated for lifetime cost, and their elements are
combined and re-combined to form new topologies to test. This is very similar to the process
in this work, but includes a more detailed transmission cost model, and is based on HVDC
transmission [34].
More advanced software exists to perform production costing with expansion optimization.
Ventyx’s PROMOD and Energy Exemplar’s PLEXOS are commercial applications which can
simulate power markets, perform transmission and generation expansion optimizations, and
many other tasks. Some of the optimizations in this thesis could have been performed in
PLEXOS, had a model been developed. However, at the time of model development, all
necessary information was already formulated for use in MATLAB with CPLEX. As well, the
security constraints applied to the new resource-to-backbone transmission elements necessitated
a more dynamic method than was available from PLEXOS. For that reason, a set of custom-
written optimization routines were written in MATLAB and CPLEX, separately performing
generation expansion optimization and transmission expansion operation.
1.3 Planning Method for Resource-to-Backbone Transmission
The process of designing transmission for a high wind penetration future has been broken
down into a series of steps, each of which will be described in the succeeding chapters. The
intent is not just to develop a transmission plan for the state of Iowa, but to document the
process by which it is developed, and to glean some general insights from the results produced
by this process. This design process is diagramed in Figure 1.3.
First, a set of candidate wind farms must be developed and characterized. This is done in
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Figure 1.3 Design Process for Resource to Backbone Transmission in a High Wind Penetration
Future
Chapter 2. GIS data is used to identify regions where wind farms cannot successfully be built,
and wind speed data is used to filter out regions where wind farms will not be profitable.
Next, a transmission overlay is developed which will support the level of wind penetration
that is desired. Two such overlays are developed in the first half of Chapter 3. These designs
are not rigourously optimized, but are simply designed to be adequate to deliver the large
amounts of desired wind towards load centers. Transmission overlays have been designed in a
variety of inter-regional planning studies. It is not the purpose of this section to describe this
process in detail. But, a transmission backbone is prerequisite for the optimal location of new
wind resources, in this process.
Third, a generation expansion optimization is used to select candidate wind farms to be
included in a high wind penetration scenario. These sites are selected to balance the competing
criteria of short distance to transmission, high capacity factors, and adequate transmission
capacity. Conceivably, this routine could be co-optimized with the design of the transmission
overlay, though that has not been done in this case. The generation expansion optimization
was performed for both overlay transmission designs, and the results of that optimization are
discussed in the end of Chapter 3.
In Chapter 4, a number of transmission expansion optimization algorithms are defined which
together will optimize the selection of resource-to-backbone transmission circuits. Collector
circuits are optimized for minimum costs, while maintaining N-1 security. These techniques
are used in the second half of Chapter 4 to identify optimal collector circuit designs for all the
wind farms selected using the generation expansion optimization in Chapter 3. The results of
this optimization are given, and some general observations are gleaned from those results.
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CHAPTER 2. WIND FARM SITE SELECTION
In a high wind penetration future, a large number of new wind farms will be built. Many
factors may oppose the development of a wind farm, so the first step to finding optimal wind
farm locations is to find a set of all feasible locations.
In this chapter, first, the process of selecting wind farm sites is described. Secondly, a
process for identifying feasible wind farm sites in Iowa is given in detail, and the results of that
process are shown.
2.1 Site Selection and Project Viability
Several major issues will impact whether a site is selected to be developed into a wind farm.
The basic qualifications for a feasible wind farm site are described below. These issues will be
generalized in the succeeding section to describe a method of identifying, out of an entire state,
individual sites that can qualify as candidate wind farms.
Figure 2.1 shows the locations of all known wind farms in Iowa . The total capacity of the
40 wind farms in this figure is around 4985 MW. It was compiled based on a list of wind farms
from the trade magazine Wind Today[35], wind turbine permit data from the Federal Aviation
Administration [36], news items [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46], and visual searches
of Google Earth. This map makes clear the two primary features that have dictated wind
farm locations over the past decade — wind speed and distance to transmission. Except for
some rare cases, all major wind farms have been built in locations directly serviced by existing
transmission lines. Lighter colors equate to higher wind speeds. According to this wind speed
map, provided by the NREL[47], all the farms shown have been built in zones with 80m wind
speeds of 7 m/s or higher.
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Figure 2.1 Wind Farms In Iowa, Early 2013
The term “wind farm” colloquially refers to any multiple-turbine wind energy project.
The size of a wind farm will vary according to the goals of the group developing it. The
majority of new wind farms are composed of dozens of turbines, and typically have a nameplate
electrical output of 40 MW or higher. These projects are usually backed by utility companies
or commercial investors. Typically, these projects will be connected to the transmission grid
(100kV or higher), although some smaller commercial projects have been integrated at the
69kV subtransmission level. Commercial or utility-owned wind projects will sell their power
on a market, sell to a specific customer through a power purchase agreement (PPA) or use it
to serve system-wide needs.
A number of smaller community-financed wind farms have been built throughout the Mid-
west, with capacities from 2 to 25 MW. These are often owned by groups of local investors, or
by local cooperatives. These projects are usually installed on the subtransmission or distribu-
tion systems, and are intended to serve local interests. The interest in this thesis is not in these
smaller projects, but it should be noted that community wind makes up a small portion new
wind projects. There have been many single-turbine projects as well. In total, though, 98% of
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new wind capacity comes from wind farms greater than 25MW [35].
Wind farms developments require vast tracts of land. Modern wind farms are composed
of tall, heavy turbines up to 400 ft. tall. As such, there are many locations where wind
farm construction and permitting will not be feasible. The site selection process begins by
identifying feasible sites with attractive wind resources. Selected sites will then be checked
for feasibility[48]. Physical features that are not conducive to wind farm development include
heavy tree cover, steep hills, and poor soil quality. Highly populated areas, areas near airports,
as well as protected wetlands, parks, and historical sites will face stiff regulatory hurdles to
development, and are often considered functionally infeasible [48].
Beyond those functional restrictions, there may be socio-political restrictions to develope-
ment. One oft-noted impediment to development is the resistance that a community may
register towards wind farm development. Regulations by state utility boards, as well as some
county and city zoning regulations, require developers to present their plans in a public forum,
so that nearby residents who may be impacted by the sight, sound, or any other perceived
nuisance caused by either the construction or operation of a wind farm can submit their com-
ments [48]. Projects that do not receive local support will probably not be built, for a myriad of
reasons — for instance, failure to to get zoning approval or failure to secure adequate property
rights. Of course, wind farms can also benefit communities, and their nuisance may not prove
to be very significant. It will be important to patiently, objectively communicate all aspects of
a wind farm that will impact a community — both positive and negative — in order to secure
local support for a project.
What follows is a description of site features that must be considered when determining if
a wind farm could feasibly be built at a given site.
2.1.1 Geographic Features
Wind farms in the Midwest are usually built in open fields. This occurs for multiple reasons.
Wind farms require large swaths of unperturbed airspace, since they rely on the smooth flow of
laminar winds. They must be spread out, since they require sufficient space so that the wake
shadow caused by upwind turbines will not significantly impact the performance of downwind
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turbines. Crop land is abundant and flat, and is conduscive to these requirements.
Ground-level obstacles interrupt the smooth flow of wind. They create wakes at ground
level, but also create turbulence as wind spills around their edges. This turbulence may extend
past obstacles to twice the height of the obstacle, and may still be observable 500 feet past the
obstacle [49]. A low house or out-building may not cause a noticeable wake, but larger obstacles
like tree-lines will. Sites with significant obstacles will hinder wind farm performance, or reduce
the usable space in that site.
Hill slopes can present construction challenges to wind farm development. Parts and sup-
plies must be delivered to sites, and a deep, level foundation must be poured to support each
turbine. The weight and size of the components will make delivery in hilly areas especially chal-
lenging, and can cause damage do the local landscape [50]. Turbines placed along or between
hills may also present an increased risk to migratory birds, which tend to follow the contours
of hills [51].
Some hills, however, can be beneficial. Gentle, shallow ridges can produce wind shear
profiles wherein winds are accelerated over the hilltop, and high winds are seen on the downwind
side of the hill [52]. These localized effects can be used to optimize the performance of a wind
farm.
Sites must have sufficient road access for delivery of turbine components [48]. This is not
a challenge in rural Iowa, where in most places, there are gravel roads laid out in mile-by-mile
grids. Some of these roads will need need improvement, however, before turbine components
can be delivered.
Historically, wind turbines have been spaced roughly according to a proportion of their rotor
diameter. Typically, turbines have been spaced 7-10 rotor diameters apart in the direction of
the prevailing winds, and 3-5 diameters apart in the direction perpendicular to prevailing wind
[24]. This pattern is not universal, and is usually adjusted to local geography — especially if
individual spots with high wind could be utilized, or if some landowners do not grant lease
rights. Turbines downstream of other turbines will see increased turbulence and lower wind
speeds. When a turbine converts the kinetic energy of wind into electrical energy, that energy
is removed from the airstream which passes that turbine. A low-energy column of air, called
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a wake or a shadow, will extend downstream from each turbine. This stream dissipates with
length, as low-speed air at high pressure expands outward until it reaches a uniform speed
and pressure. If another turbine is operating in that wake, the energy that it can produce
will be decreased [24]. Spacing must take this wake into account, so that the performance of
downstream turbines is not significantly hindered. A range of common turbine arrangements
is shown in Figure 2.2[53].
Figure 2.2 Common arrangements of wind turbines in wind farms[53]
2.1.2 Permits and Regulatory Constraints
Regulations regarding construction may occur on a state, federal, or local level. Several
types of regulations will restrict the locations where wind farms may be constructed. The
regulations here are not an exhaustive list, but are intended to describe several aspects of site
selection which are restricted by regulatory requirements and permits.
2.1.2.1 Environmental Impact
One of the first steps in development will be a critical environmental issues analysis. This
study, done by industry professionals, will identify what environmental regulations a project
must follow, and what permits will be needed. Further studies may be performed, if specific
issues come to light. Of particular note will be whether a site intersects with protected habitats,
or with the migratory patterns of endangered species. This information will be available from
the US Fish and Wildlife Service, and from State officials [48]. If a project may have an impact
on a protected species, the developer may require a permit, or may be requested to change the
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site layout to avoid endangering these species.
In many places, local land will be zoned for conservation. Sensitive ecosystems such as
wetlands, natural prairie, or unique geographic features may be protected by state, local, or
federal law [48]. Governance over that jurisdiction will probably disrupt any plan which cites
wind turbines on or near these protected regions.
Other sites of historic importance may be protected by federal, state, or local regulation.
A professional in construction and land use should be consulted to determine if any protected
land will be impacted by construction.
There are a myriad of overlapping agencies and jurisdictions which regulate construction
projects or siting of turbines. The AWEA Siting Handbook [48] includes a comprehensive list of
regulatory agencies which may preside over wind farm project permitting. But, each individual
state and individual locale will vary in their regulations. A professional should be consulted
to discern the breadth and depth of the regulation associated with an individual project. It is
not the purpose of this chapter to identify all of these agencies and regulations, but rather to
acknowledge that environmental impact regulations will require a great deal of time and effort
in a project’s siting, and that addressing the constraint of that regulation will be one of the
first tasks in planning a wind farm.
2.1.2.2 Local Zoning Restrictions
The proximity of a proposed wind farm to existing residences is specifically addressed in
many zoning codes — where specific language exists, commercial wind farms are typically
limited to rural agricultural zones, and multiple setback requirements are listed. A Conditional
Use Permit is usually required — either one crafted specially for the project, or one outlined by
the zoning code. [48] The zoning board will place a variety of restrictions on the location, type,
appearance, and noise associated with the project, as well as restrictions on the construction
process, and some financial stipulations to guarantee the project does not adversely affect local
infrastructure in the short or long term. The combined regulations imposed on wind farm
development will limit the locations where wind farms are permitted.
Most zoning codes or special zoning rules will limit how close a wind turbine can be built to
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an existing residence, property line, or existing right of way. Zoning codes often include limits
on the decibel level of noise produced by the wind turbine, measured from nearby residences.
Other limits may include the color, marking, and form factor of turbines, and minimum blade
clearance height. All of these restrictions are meant to minimize the aesthetic impact that a
wind farm has, and guarantee the safety of people living near and within a wind farm. Wind
turbines must be located far enough from residences that they do not cause any significant
irritating effects. This limits the areas where wind farms can be built. Specifications given by
several Iowa county zoning regulations are given in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Zoning Regulations for Four Counties in Iowa
Story Plymouth Carroll Grundy
County [54] County[55] County [56] County [57]
Zoning Agricultural Agricultural or Agricultural Agricultural
Restriction or Transitional (or Industrial
Agribusiness Agricultural w/ approval)
Distance from 1000 ft. 1200 ft. 1000 ft 1200 ft
Residence or 2x H* or 2x H
Distance from 500 ft or 1x H, Rotor Radius
Other Structure from Livestock pen
Distance from 600 ft
Protected Land
Distance from 1.1x H 1.15x H 1.00x H 1.1x H
Right of Way
Distance from No Overhang No Overhang Rotor Radius 1.25x H
Property Line
Maximum 60 dBA 60 dBA
Sound Level (60 Hz = 55 dBA)
∗ – Full turbine height, from ground to blade tip
2.1.2.3 F.A.A. Obstruction Evaluation
The Federal Aviation Agency (F.A.A.) must give approval to any structure built greater
than 200 ft. tall, and any structure that intersects a cone of airspace around an existing
airport — including the small public airfields common throughout Iowa and the Midwest. This
approval requires an adequate plan for lighting and marking of turbines for visibility [58]. It
also has the effect of preventing wind farm development within a mile or two of any airport,
large or small. Specifically, any construction project must be submitted for evaluation by the
F.A.A. if it will be located “within 20,000 ft. of a public use or military airport which exceeds
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a 100:1 surface from any point on the runway of each airport with its longest runway more
than 3200 ft.”, or “within 10,000 ft. of a public use or military airport which exceeds a 50:1
surface from any point on the runway of each airport with its longest runway no more than
3200 ft.”[58]. In some cases, the county zoning code may prescribe an additional study by the
managers of a nearby airport [56].
2.1.3 Land Lease Acquisition
A wind farm requires access to a great deal of land. A sufficient number of local landowners
must be willing to lease their land to developers, in exchange for turbines being placed on their
property. The benefit to land owners is a consistent payment for the use of land. However,
some land owners may view wind turbines as a nuisance, and may be reluctant to lease their
property. They may also raise objection to turbines placed on neighbor’s property [59]. It
is to the developer’s advantage to please local landowners — a happy public will make the
development process simpler, and some evidence suggests that a willing and happy public may
act as a helpful source of information about the performance of the wind farm, once it has been
built.
Developers will usually start the conversation with land owners by visiting landowners with
the purpose of obtaining lease options on their land. Developers may obtain more options than
needed to site the wind turbines, to ensure that future expansion is possible, or to give site
planners more options when siting wind turbines and underground cables. Once land lease
options have been acquired, and after the project has been initially designed, the developers
will host a public meeting which lays out the entire plan, and solicits feedback from locals and
from land owners. This meeting is required by most local zoning codes before a conditional use
permit can be obtained [48]. Throughout the development process — from lease acquisition to
final construction — multiple meetings may be held, to keep the community informed on the
status of the project. Once the plan has been adopted, developers will exercise the options on
land where a turbine is to be sited. A typical lease term in the range of $4000-7000/yr per
turbine[59] [60], and can last 20-30 years[61]. Lease payments can vary with land prices, power
prices, wind quality, level of public support, or a number of other factors. Payments may also
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include royalties on power produced [59].
Wind farms can be sited with varying capacity density. “Capacity density” describes the
average capacity of wind turbines that are sited within a unit of area. A 2009 survey of existing
wind farms by NREL found the range of wind farm capacity density to average around 3.0 ±1.7
MW/km2. A 5-mile by 5-mile square plot (25 mi2, or 65 km2) with a capacity density of 3
MW/km2 would support a 3 · 65 = 195 MW wind farm. Another way to view this is to note
that the wind turbines being installed in new wind farms are usually 2.3-3.0 MW apiece [6].
At 3 MW/km2 or 8 MW/mi2, 2-3 modern turbines would be installed per square mile.
2.1.4 Grid Interconnection
In order to sell to customers, a wind farm must have access to the transmission grid. The
transmission grid must have sufficient capacity available to support a new wind farm. Trans-
mission costs incurred by the developer include not only the local transmission between wind
farm and existing transmission infrastructure (in this project, this is “collector transmission”).
There must also be sufficient capacity on existing transmission lines between the point of wind
farm interconnection and whatever load that wind farm serves [25].
A wind farm’s size may be limited by existing transmission. Transmission infrastructure
can be costly, so a developer may choose to build only up to the existing transmission capacity.
A system impact study will be done to determine whether the proposed wind farm will cause
overloads on existing transmission lines, transformers, or protective systems.
In the Midwest, these studies are usually performed by the MISO. The MISO has developed
a queue process for proposed generation which steps generation developers through increasingly-
detailed studies, so that serious developers can understand the potential integration costs of
a project before fully commiting to its development. This begins with a feasibility study.
Based on the results of this study, the developer is assigned a set of requirements to prove
their dedication to the project, and to show their ability to pay for further study. From the
feasibility study, they will either progress to a System Planning and Analysis (SPA) queue, or
to the Definitive Planning Phase (DPP). If the current transmission system is not capable of
accommodating the project, they will be moved to the SPA queue. In the SPA queue, a detailed
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analysis will determine the system upgrades required for interconnection. Developers in this
queue also have the option to suspend a project for up to 18 months, to retool or refocus it in
light of the results of the SPA study. From the SPA queue, further SPA study can be requested,
or the developer can continue to the DPP queue. Projects that can already be accommodated,
or have passed the SPA queue will enter the DPP queue. In the DPP queue, a system impact
study will be performed, the network upgrade costs will be assigned to individual developers,
and a Generation Interconnection Agreement will be developed and signed [62].
In the past, wind farms have almost exclusively been built to utilize existing transmission
capacity. Most capacity on existing lines in Iowa has been utilized [63], and further investments
to region-wide transmission will be required to support a significant amount of new generation.
This is the purpose of the transmission overlay — to provide that capacity to deliver between
wind and load. Much of the usable land near transmission lines has also been utilized. Recently,
for the Eclipse wind farm in Western Iowa, a 9-mile stretch of 345kV transmission was built
from the Eclipse wind farm, through an existing wind farm, to the nearby grid transmission [64].
This is the type of development that is investigated in this thesis — as the wind penetration
in Iowa climbs, new wind farm projects will require the construction of new transmission lines
between wind farm and grid transmission.
If new transmission lines are required for a wind farm, they will face additional regulatory
steps and land issues. Developers must obtain right of way for new lines, and must have
their plans approved by a state utilility board [48]. Unlike overlay transmission, resource-to-
backbone transmission serves the purpose of connecting generation to the network, and likely
does not provide increased reliability or efficiency to the broader power grid. For this reason, it
closely resembles typical generation interconnection transmission investment, the cost of which
is almost entirely borne by generation owners[65].
A 2009 report from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory compiled the results of 40
studies which addressed the cost of transmission for wind energy integration. These studies
looked at a range of wind integration scenarios. Many of those scenarios included over 10GW
of added wind capacity. The median of the levelized transmission integration costs identified
in that list of studies was '$300/kW of wind capacity, or simeq$15/MWh of wind energy [25].
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2.1.5 Financial Viability
A project must be financially sound. Publicly-owned utilities must pay for projects with
a limited increase in cost to the consumer. Independent power producers must be able to
attain some minimum rate of return on their investment. Costs can be estimated based on
limited knowledge of the local wind regime, estimation of installation and construction costs,
and estimations of operation and maintenance costs. As the project becomes better defined,
these costs will be clarified, and a financial plan will be solidified.
Costs to developers include parts and construction costs, lease payments to land owners,
local and state taxes, operations, maintenance, and possible repair costs, and payments toward
a fund to cover plant retirement costs [48]. Revenue sources include sales for MWh energy
production and possible anciallary sales from renewable energy credits. Owners may sign a
power purchase agreement (PPA), or may sell power into the day-ahead and real-time mar-
ket. In 2011, the per-MW price of wind turbines throughout the United States ranged from
$1000/kW to $1600/kW, while total construction costs ranged from $1500/kW to $3000/kW.
The weighted averages for these costs were near the low end of the range, and projects in the
Heartland were the lowest in the U.S. Levelized PPA prices within the Heartland were also
among the lowest in the nation, at an average of $52/MWh[6].
Renewable energy certificates (REC) can be sold on a variety of markets. RECs represent
units of energy produced in part or in whole by renewable sources. RECs can be bought and
used to comply with Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPSs), or can be bought and sold in other
voluntary markets [66]. Voluntary markets make up the majority of REC sales, but certificate
prices in these markets are quite low — around $1/MWh. In compliance markets, prices vary
significantly by region. In some NorthEastern states, RECs sell for $40-60/MWh. But, for the
remainder of the nation, compliance prices are quite low — around $1/MWh [67].
Wind farms often benefit from state and federal tax incentives, such as decreases in sales
tax, accelerated depreciation rates, and production tax credits [68]. The federal Production
Tax Credit (PTC) was passed in 1992 and has been renewed every few years since. In years
where it was not renewed, noticeable decreases in wind farm development were seen. Most
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recently, due to a last-minute deal at the end of December 2012, the PTC was renewed through
the end of 2013. But, uncertainty over its future in 2012 lead to a dearth of new project
developments. Most existing projects were completed in late 2012, and few new projects are
still being planned[6].
One significant requirement for financial viability is the amount of wind energy available
from a project. This can be measured in descriptive terms such as annual average wind speed
or capacity factor. Wind farms in Iowa have been built in areas with average annual wind
speeds of 7.0 m/s or greater, with the majority in sites with windspeeds of 7.5 m/s or greater.
NREL estimates that 78% of the land in Iowa has a capacity factor of 30% or higher [69].
2.2 A Process for Identifying Candidate Wind Farm Sites
A set of viable wind farm candidate sites was needed in order to build each high-penetration
wind scenario. A feasibility study was conducted, using georeferenced (GIS) vector and raster
data. First, several factors were expressed as binary rasters, indicating absolute infeasibility as
0 (False) and potential feasibility as 1 (True). Performing a boolean AND operation on these
factors then created a new binary raster, in which 0 indicates areas not suitable for windfarm
development. Using this composite raster, a set of 5 x 5 mi plots was created and characterized
for windspeed and areas. Plots with sufficient windspeed and land served as candidate sites for
wind farm development, and were used in the site selection step (Chapter 3).
This process will first be described in detail, and the resulting set of wind farms will be
identified.
2.2.1 GIS Data Used to Map Infeasible Land
A number of binary rasters were created to define land that would be infeasible with regard
to a single factor. These binary rasters encode infeasible as 0 (shown as black) and potentially
feasible as 1 (shown in white). A new binary raster was created by performing a boolean AND
operation on all single-factor binary rasters, to form a single raster indicating feasibility of wind
development.
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All individual rasters were rendered to an Equirectangular projection, fixed around 41.9281◦
West. Properties of the individual rasters are listed in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Size Properties of Rasters
Min. Max. Cells Resolution Resolution
(degrees) (degrees) (feet/cell) (degrees/cell)
Latitude 40.3755 43.5007 2830 402.9 0.001524
Longitude -96.6394 -90.1399 4264 402.9 0.001104
2.2.1.1 Iowa Shape Raster
The first raster was the shape of the state of Iowa — all of the wind farms in the candidate
set must be located within the boundaries of Iowa. This shape was available as a polygon
through MATLAB’s Mapping Toolkit. All cells located within the polygon were assigned a
value of 1 (potentially feasible), with the remainder of cells assigned a value of 0.
2.2.1.2 Land Cover Raster
The second raster used was converted from a raster of landcover in the state of Iowa.
This was based on an unsupervised classification of satellite data performed for the 2002 Iowa
Geological and Water Survey, provided by the Iowa Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
[70] — the most recent map available at that source. The source raster listed the land-cover
type at 15-meter resolution for the entire state of Iowa, with land cover in each grid cells
defined as one of 17 land cover types. Of the 17 types, only a few were appropriate for wind
farm development. The mapping of land types toraster value is described in Table 2.3. The
only land cover types identified as feasible for wind farm development were grassland, cropland,
and baren land.
The source raster had an extraordinarily high resolution, and was coded according to the
Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate system, using the North American Datum 83 ellip-
soid. Two pieces of open source software were used to convert this raster to conform with the
other single-factor rasters. Quantum GIS Wroclaw was used to convert the land type data into
infeasible or potentially feasible. Next, FWtools was used to re-project the high-resolution fea-
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Table 2.3 Land Cover Types and Feasibility
Raster Index Land Type Feasibility Color
1 Water Infeasible Black
2 Wetland Infeasible Black
3-5 Forest Infeasible Black
6-8 Grassland Feasible White
9-12 Rowcrops Feasible White
13 Roads Infeasible Black
14 Commercial / Infeasible Black
Industrial
15 Residential Infeasible Black
16 Baren Feasible White
17 No Data Infeasible Black
sibility raster as an Equalrectangular raster with the same resolution as the other single-factor
rasters, using nearest-neighbor resampling. Figure 2.3 shows the land cover raster.
Figure 2.3 Iowa Land Cover Mask
2.2.1.3 Incorporated Cities
Wind farms must be built outside of city limits. A dataset of polygons defining the city
limits of all incorporated cities and towns in Iowa as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau, was
acquired from the Iowa DNR GIS database[70], current to 2010. These polygons were rendered
as a raster, with the cells inside each incorporated city rendered as infeasible. The raster of
city and town locations is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Iowa Cities and Towns Mask
2.2.1.4 Conservational and Recreational Land
Regulations often prevent wind farms from being built on protected land. Land can be
protected under many different jurisdictions and for many reasons. For this study, land reserved
for conservation or public recreation was used to model these regulatory restrictions. As noted
in Section 2.1.2.1, many sites set aside for conservation specifically prohibit development of wind
farms. A map set from the Iowa DNR was used [70], which identified the DNR’s own compiled
list of lands reserved for conservation or recreation. This dataset includes both privately and
publicly owned land. There are likely many more types of protected lands throughout Iowa, this
was just one example of land which is infeasible for development due to its protected status.
The lands listed include a number of lakes, wetlands, and roadways. Many of the features
included in this dataset are already partially occluded by the land cover raster.
For this dataset, a buffer zone of 500 feet was added around each identified conservation
zone, to reflect the setbacks usually required for protected lands. The cells inside the original
polygons and the cells inside the buffer zones were rendered as infeasible, and all other area was
rendered as potentially feasible. Figure 2.5 shows the raster of land protected for conservation
and recreation in Iowa.
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Figure 2.5 Iowa Conservation and Recreational Land Mask
2.2.1.5 Airport Locations
The FAA must give approval for any construction over 200 ft. tall. They also define an area
surrounding every airport in which construction of even shorter structures will be analyzed.
The airport needs this clear airspace to allow safe take-off and landing. For airports with long
runways (3200 ft. or more) that area of increase scrutiny is anywhere within 20,000 ft. of a
runway. For smaller airports, that region is anywhere within 10,000 ft. of a runway.
Figure 2.6 Iowa Airport Zone Mask
A dataset from the FAA, hosted by the Iowa DNR, lists a latitude and longitude for every
airport in Iowa, as well as numerous other attributes of those airports [70]. Runway length was
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not listed, but the type of plane that could be operated from the airport was. All airports listed
which supported jets or military vehicles were assigned a clearance distance of 20,000 feet. All
airports which supported any other kind of plane were assigned a clearance distance of 10,000
feet. All helipads were assigned a clearance distance of 5,000 feet. Airports and helipads were
buffered by these clearing distances and a binary raster was created, once again considering
cells inside these buffers as infeasible. Figure 2.6 shows the airport buffer raster.
2.2.1.6 Existing and Planned Wind Farms
Figure 2.7 Iowa Existing and Planned Wind Farms Mask
A large number of wind farms already exist in Iowa. The space that they currently occupy
cannot be used by new wind farms. It is possible that by 2030, some of these wind farms will
be retired. However, the models used later in this report assume that all current wind farms
will still be operating in 2030, or that wind farms of the same capacity will exist in their place.
The models also include wind farms that are in planning, but have not yet been built. The
locations of those wind farms are also occluded.
The location and shape of existing and planned wind farms in Iowa were compiled based on
a number of different sources. The F.A.A. provides the coordinates of every object submitted
for an obstruction evaluation, sorted by a number of attributes [36]. A list of all wind turbines
cleared for construction by the F.A.A. was used alongside a list of existing wind farms, locations,
and number of turbines [35], and the extents of each wind farm were sketched out in Google
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Earth. The polygons created in Google Earth were converted to a binary raster. Cells inside
these polygons were considered to be infeasible. Figure 2.7 shows the mask of existing and
planned wind farm locations.
2.2.1.7 Composite Raster of Feasible Space
Figure 2.8 Composite Raster of Wind Farm Feasibility
A boolean AND operation was applied to all the single-factor rasters, so that only cells that
were considered potentially feasible in every raster were considered feasible in the composite
raster. This composite raster was used to create the set of candidate wind farms, as described
in the next section. The composite raster is displayed in Figure 2.8.
2.2.1.8 80-meter Wind Speed Map
An 80-m height wind speed map of the state of Iowa, provided by NREL [47], was recolored
and stretched to fit the shape and resolution of the composite raster. The various wind speeds
represented were converted to grayscale colors, the data value of which represented the wind
speed. Values on this map were used to estimate annual average wind speeds when character-
izing candidate wind farms. The annual average wind speed map is shown in Figure 2.9, in
which the darkest gray represents annual average wind speeds of 5.0-5.5 m/s, and the whitest
region represents annual average wind speeds of 8.0-8.5 m/s.
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Figure 2.9 Iowa Wind Speed Map
2.2.2 Candidate Wind Farms
The feasible space identified by the composite raster had to be converted into a list of
individual feasible sites. To do this, the raster was split into equally-sized square plots. For
each plot, the feasible area was calculated. A multiplier was used to calculate the capacity of
wind that could be sited on each plot, based on its feasible area. Candidates with little feasible
area or with low annual average wind speed were discarded.
The size of candidate plots was chosen to mirror a typical wind farm project size. An
estimated capacity density of 8 MW/mi2 ( 3 MW/km2) was assumed, and a target project
size of 200 MW was chosen, based on the average final size of new wind farm projects from
2005-2010 [35]. A 200MW wind farm built with a density of 8 MW/mi2 would require 25 mi2
of space. So, the occlusion map of feasible space was split into square plots, 5 miles on a side.
Each of these candidate sites had a limited amount of feasible land, so the capacity of each
individual site was calculated based on the area marked feasible, and the estimated capacity
density. The wind speed map was also masked against individual plots, and the average wind
speed over the feasible space of each plot was calculated.
Now, there was a list of candidate wind farms, each with a location, an area, a capacity,
and an approximate wind speed. From this list, candidate wind farms were discarded if their
wind speed was less than 7 m/s, or if they posessed less than 21 mi2 of feasible space. Figure
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Figure 2.10 Candidate Wind Farm Sites — only Pink sites have wind speeds ≥ 7 m/s and
Area ≥ 21mi2
2.10 shows the sites that were rejected based on the wind speed and area criteria. Black sites
had wind speeds below 7 m/s and less than 21 mi2 of feasible space. Red sites had greater than
21 mi2 of feasible space, but wind speeds below 7 m/s.. Blue sites had estimated wind speeds
above 7 m/s, but less than 21 mi2 of feasible land. Pink sites were retained, since they had
wind speeds greater than 7 m/s and reasible space of greater than 21 mi2. In total, 927 sites
were identified which had sufficient land and sufficient wind speed.
Figure 2.11 Maps of Wind Farms with Wind Speed ≥7 m/s and Area ≥21 mi2
Figure 2.11 shows the candidate sites, their windspeeds, and the infeasible space on them
— with dark colors indicating high wind speeds, light colors indicating low wind speeds, and
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Figure 2.12 Candidate Wind Farm Unobstructed Area
Figure 2.13 Candidate Wind Farm Annual Average Wind Speed
white indicating infeasible space.
The properties of the candidate sites are summarized in Figures 2.12 & 2.13. Together they
constitute 173 GW of wind capacity, based on their combined unobstructed area.
The transmission expansion example scenarios in Chapter 4 were performed using a different
set of candidate wind farms than was shown above. The set used for the transmission expansion
scenarios was based on an older set of maps and criteria. To model environmental constraints,
the candidate wind farms in Chapter 4 utilized a map of protected watersheds in the state of
Iowa. The map used here in Chapter 2 to represent environmental constraints included all of of
those watersheds, but also included conservation areas, recreational areas, and parks that were
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not contained in the watershed dataset. Feasible sites selected for use in Chapter 4 were required
to have a greater amount of feasible area (a > 23mi2), so fewer sites were available to choose
from. The Chapter 2 conservation and recreation overlay map was updated several months
after the original generation expansion studies and transmission expansion optimizations from
Chapter 4 were performed.
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CHAPTER 3. BACKBONE TRANSMISSION DESIGNS AND
GENERATION EXPANSION OPTIMIZATION: IDENTIFYING
FUTURE WIND FARM LOCATIONS
In order to investigate the design of resource-to-backbone transmission in a high wind
penetration future, both backbone transmission and wind farm locations must be identified.
Capacity factor, distance to transmission lines, and existing transmission capacity will guide
the location of new wind farms. The location and capacity of backbone transmission will shape
the possible locations for future wind farms, so the generation expansion optimization will
include a proposed backbone network.
In this chapter, two example backbone transmission networks are designed for the state of
Iowa, and an optimal set of future wind farms is selected for each design. The process by which
backbone transmission was designed is described, as is the optimization routine used in the
selection of wind farms.
3.1 Backbone Transmission
A “backbone” network is effective at transporting large amounts of energy long distances.
A “backbone” (or “overlay”) network is defined for the purposes of this work as a set of high
capacity transmission lines which support long-distance transmission of power. A backbone
network could be designed in many different ways, so long as it supported long-distance trans-
fers.
For this project, two overlay transmission networks were developed which should adequately
accommodate 20 GW of total wind capacity within the state of Iowa. The overlay networks were
not formally optimized, although some basic steps were taken to remove lines which would not
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be necessary. These overlays were based generally on the overlay networks that were developed
in previous wind energy build-out studies, but were not meant to emulate any single plan. The
generation expansion optimization process, described in Section 3.2 could be used with any
transmission overlay, as could the collector transmission methods, so the actual design of the
overlay could vary significantly while still achieving the goal of interconnecting 20 GW of total
wind.
3.1.1 Backbone Transmission Line Modeling
Three basic options were used in designing transmission overlays. 345kV AC transmis-
sion is already used within the state of Iowa. 765kV AC transmission is the highest voltage
transmission built in the United States, and has been proposed as an option in multiple trans-
mission overlay plans. HVDC transmission lines are commonly used to efficiently transmit
power from distant generators to load centers. All three of these options were used in the
backbone transmission plans proposed in this project.
The highest voltage transmission in use in the state of Iowa is 345kV AC transmission. In
recent years, several projects have been proposed or built which expand the 345kV transmission
network and reduce transmission bottlenecks. In 2005, a new line was built between two of
MidAmerican’s load centers — Council Bluffs and Des Moines[71]. Several other new projects
have been proposed based on the MISO’s Multi-Value Portfolio (MVP), in which several Iowa-
based projects were identified which would yield a wide range of benefits to power producers
and consumers over the whole region. The MVP projects increase the east-west capacity of the
network by completing multiple paths east and south across the state[72].
The highest voltage transmission in use in the United States is 765kV AC transmission.
765kV transmission has lower losses and can use less right of way than 345kV transmission
of the same capacity [14]. 765kV transmission has been built in the “rust-belt” states, as far
west as Illinois. One of the MISO MVP projects is a new 765kV transmission line in Indiana
[72], and as recently as 2010 AEP and MidAmerican were jointly considering expanding 765kV
transmission as far west as Louisa County, Iowa [73].
Older 345kV transmission lines in Iowa have capacities of 700-900 MW. Modern 345kV AC
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Figure 3.1 H.P. St.Clair’s Loadability Curve [74], as reprinted by Dunlop and Gutman [75]
lines, built with high temperature conductors and utilizing modern reactive controls, can be
built with thermal capacities up to 2000 MW. Modern 765kV transmission lines can be built
with capacities of up to 7000 MW [14]. Long-distance AC transmission capacity is limited by
voltage drops and dynamic stability. The effects of voltage and dynamic stability limitations
are described by St. Clair’s curves, which approximate a transmission line’s capacity based on
its surge impedence loading (SIL) and its length. St. Clair’s curves are shown in Figure 3.1.
In the electrical model used for this project, new AC transmission lines were modeled with
the following properties: Reactance x and capacity Pmax. Reactances were approximated
from a set of approximate line geometries. Capacities were calculated based on conservative
estimates of the thermal rating of a typical new transmission line of that voltage[14], as well as
the SIL value associated with each line’s assigned geometries. For the 345kV and 765kV AC
transmission used in transmission overlays, the following properties were used:
Table 3.1 345kV and 765kV AC Parameters
Conductor Phase Bundle Conductor Reactance — SIL — Thermal
Spacing Geometry Height (Ω/mile) (MVA) Capacity
(ft) (ft) (MW)
345 kV 1113 kcmil 25 ft 2x 45 ft 0.616 403 1100
”Finch” ACSS Vert. 18”
765 kV 1113 kcmil 45 ft 4x 70 ft 0.493 2505 6000
”Finch” ACSS Hor. 18”
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HVDC transmission lines can also be used for long-distance bulk transfer of power. HVDC
lines have less losses than 765kV transmission lines, and can take up very little right of way.
Common voltage levels for HVDC lines include 500kV, 600kV, 750kV, and 800kV. One 600kV
HVDC project is currently being planned to deliver wind power from Northwest Iowa into
Illinois. Similar to other 600kV transmission lines, the capacity of this project would be 3500
MW [76]. HVDC transmission must be managed differently than AC transmission, since HVDC
flows are quite stiff and the loss of an HVDC line causes large wide-area power imbalances.
HVDC transmission has been used in the past for efficient point-to-point transfers between
areas with very different resource costs.
In the electrical model used for this thesis work, new HVDC transmission lines were modeled
as 600 kV HVDC lines with bi-directional capacities of 3500 MW. Since HVDC lines have no
reactance, they were modeled as a generator and a variable load, dispatched to equal values.
Transmission losses are not modeled for this project, due to complications that they would
add to the model. Losses may add interesting details to the study — especially in comparing
the two overlays. But given the low level of precision attributed to the models (built, as they
were, from approximations of public data), the effects of losses would have been difficult to
precisely identify.
Several transmission design features have changed in the decades since the majority of
existing transmission lines were built. High temperature conductors can enable significantly
higher thermal capacities. And, improvements in construction materials and electromagnetics
modeling have enabled the use of more compact transmission line structures with higher SIL.
These features were not explicitly employed in the modeling of transmission for this thesis, but
they were investigated in the course of the author’s graduate studies. Descriptions of these
design features are included as Appendices B and C.
3.1.2 Previous Backbone Transmission Design Studies
Two backbone transmission overlays were designed — one which utilized 765kV trans-
mission, the other which utilized 600kV HVDC links. Both backbone designs were sized to
accommodate a future 20 GW of wind in Iowa. Backbone designs were informed by previous
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studies in which backbone transmission overlays had been designed.
A variety of studies have investigated the benefits of backbone-like transmission projects
in the Midwest. The MISO’s Regional Generation Outlet Study (RGOS) completed in 2011
investigated the transmission necessary to accommodate state Renewable Portfolio Standards
(RPS). In this study, 3000 MW of wind were sited in Iowa, in addition to the existing wind
already in Iowa — about 6500 MW in total[19]. The Joint Coordinated System Plan (JCSP)
was a study performed by PJM, MISO, and a number of other utilities and system operators in
the Eastern Interconnection, in support of the DOE’s 20% Wind by 2030 study. In their scenar-
ios, they developed generation and transmission plans to meet RPSs. In the 20% federal RPS
case, 85 GW of wind energy was prescribed for MISO’s footprint [13]. The SMARTransmission
study, performed for American Electric Power (AEP), MidAmerican, American Transmission
Company (ATC), and others, looked at the benefits that extra-high-voltage AC investments
could bring to the Upper Midwest. In this study, 41 GW of new generation was included in
MISO’s footprint, of which 21 GW was new wind [20]. All three studies identified beneficial
transmission projects in the base case, some of which were located in Iowa — a few of which
are slated to be built. Backbone transmission has regional benefits that are not simply due
to low-cost wind — including increased access to all generation resources, increased access to
reserves, and increased reliability.
From participation in several of these studies, MISO identified a consensus list of “no
regrets” transmission projects — projects which under every studied scenario enabled benefits
that outweighed their costs. These projects make up the Multi-Value Portfolio (MVP), a list
of projects that provide benefits throughout the region, and are scheduled to be built by 2018.
A number of those projects were located in Iowa. One project extends a 345 kV transmission
line in Southeast Iowa through Missouri and into Illinois. The other projects complete a 345kV
loop around central Iowa, so that multiple east-west and north-south paths exist through Iowa
[72].
For the RGOS, collaborations with stakeholders produced a long list of indicative overlay
designs. Designs were differentiated by wind siting preference (siting wind to meet local RPS
needs, or using the region’s best sites) and by technology (345kV, 765kV, or HVDC). Overlays
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Figure 3.2 MISO RGOS Overlays: Regional 345kV Optimized, Regional 765kV Optimized,
Regional 765kV and HVDC Optimized
were optimized by removing transmission elements which were underutilized. In these overlays,
HVDC transmission was only used in combination with 765kV transmission designs. Three of
these designs are shown in Figure 3.2, all of them regionally focused. One common feature
in these plans is a transmission corridor through the windy west region of Iowa, terminating
near the Lakefield region of Southwest Minnesota to the north, and Des Moines to the south.
Where 765kV transmission is used, a loop is usually formed which connects the Quad Cities, Des
Moines, multiple sites in Western Iowa, Southwest Minnesota, South central Minnesota, and
points east. Where HVDC is used, multiple lines link Western Iowa and Southern Minnesota
to Northern Illinois and to West Central Illinois. These designs were subsets of larger regional
transmission overlays [19]. Based on the milage shown, and the cost estimates used in the
RGOS, the Iowa portion of these overlays would cost $6.7B,$4.0B, and $4.5B. These costs
would include any transmission that was part of the MVP projects.
Figure 3.3 Joint Coordinated System Plan ‘08, 20% Scenario
For the JCSP, a similar collaboration process took place, this time with stakeholders from
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Figure 3.4 Strategic Midwest Area Renewable Transmission Study: 345kV and 765kV Over-
lay, 765kV Overlay, 765kV &HVDC Overlay
across the Eastern Interconnection. Designs differentiated between a reference plan in which all
states met their individual RPS goals and a regional plan in which 20% of energy was produced
by renewables, and renewables were sited wherever they were most available. The transmission
upgrades from the MVP portfolio were included in most of these plans. In the optimized 20%
wind plan (shown in Figure 3.3), a 765kV corridor runs east to west through central Iowa
following an existing set of 345kV transmission lines, and it meets a very long 765kV corridor
which stretches from the Eastern border of Kansas all the way north to the Eastern border
of North Dakota. Another corridor forms a secondary path past the eastern border of Iowa,
into Southern Minnesota, to the Twin Cities, and across to the north-south corridor [13]. The
estimated costs for this plans, in total, was $80 billion. Of this, around $4.5 billion would be
invested in or near Iowa.
The SMART study was performed for MidAmerican, Xcel, and various other utilities, to
identify transmission plans which could accommodate significant amounts of wind, and fulfill
state and federal policy standards. In the high-wind case for this study, 7,700 MW of wind
was located in Iowa in 2029, with 10,200 MW in Illinois and 7,300 MW in Minnesota. These
studies differed from the JCSP and RGOS in their increased focus on reliability. The first
phase of this study identified three overlays which could meet those goals in a cost-effective
manner. Transmission overlays all followed a similar set of routes, but differed in transmission
line type, with one scenario utilizing more 345kV transmission, and one utilizing some HVDC
transmssion. The three designs are shown in Figure 3.4. The total costs of these three scenarios,
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over the whole study footprint, were $23B-$26B, with around $4.5B of that in Iowa.
3.1.3 Two Backbone Transmission Designs for the State of Iowa
The two backbone transmission designs examined in this thesis are a 765kV overlay and an
overlay which utilizes 600kV HVDC transmission lines. These were designed with a number
of considerations in mind, and were tested alongside the generation expansion optimization
in order to verify that sufficient wind resources could be incorporated in each design with
minimal curtailment. Initial designs were modified by removing extra overlay transmission
that was underutilized. No formal parameterized method was used to optimize these designs.
No claims are made as to the optimality of these overlay designs, but they are each adequate
to handle a future 20GW of wind capacity in Iowa for the purposes of this thesis.
Both backbone overlays started with the transmission model anticipated by the Midwest
ISO’s Transmission Expansion Plan from 2011 (MTEP11). This plan included the 3 MVP
projects located in Iowa, which improve east-west and north-south capacity across the state.
3.1.3.1 765kV Overlay
Figure 3.5 First Attempt at 765kV Overlay Design
The design of the 765kV overlay began with a string of 345kV transmission which was sited
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along the heart of the windiest section of the state — one where wind speeds were known to
be high, where most of the EWITS sites were located, and where many of the RGOS RDZs
were located. This string was intended to pick up wind from across a 100-mile north-south
stretch, and connect it to east-west 345kV transmission which either exist or which is included
in MTEP11. Features similar to this had been included in all of the RGOS overlays, and a
similar feature was added in the optimized JCSP overlay, described as “collector transmission”
. It would appear that for the purposes of that study, wind integration was modeled only at the
345kV level. An additional 345kV loop was added in Northeastern Iowa, fascilitating greater
east-west flow of wind from Northern Iowa and Southern Minnesota into Wisconsin and Illinois.
For the 765kV overlay, designs began with a basic idea — connect the largest loads and
highest concentrations of wind, in wide loops, with terminals near major import and export
points in Minnesota, Illinois, and Missouri. Loops ensure reliability — the loss of a single line
can be more easily absorbed, since a high-capacity route remains connected. Several of the
overlay plans included a 765kV loop around Iowa. Only a few 765kV substations were used,
since few points in the state had enough existing transmission to absorb the transfer of an
outaged 765kV line, and similarly few sites would have enough load or generation to justify
a 765kV line. The initial design included two large loops — one which met load centers in
the Quad Cities and Des Moines, picked up wind generation in Western Iowa, picked up wind
exports from Minnesota as well as Iowa wind in North Central Iowa, then looped back towards
Northern Illinois / Southern Wisconsin. The other loop diverged at Des Moines, looped south
and across northern Missouri, and ran along the Northwest border of Illinois. Power was
expected to flow generally West to East, and the overlay must have a transfer capacity to
match that flow, even with a relatively high output of wind. Figure 3.5 shows this initial
overlay design, with thick lines representing new transmission — 345kV lines in red and 765kV
lines in purple.
A 20GW future is a very high penetration level, so it was not clear how much additional
wind to expect in surrounding states. It was observed that through 2011 (the last year which
EIA data was available for), only Minnesota and Illinois had a significant capacity of wind —
each with around 2.5 GW of wind. 5 GW of additional wind capacity was added to each of
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Minnesota and Illinois, in addition to the approximately 15 GW of new wind in Iowa. 5 GW is
slightly greater than the total additional capacity of the RGOS RDZ zones chosen for Illinois
and Minnesota in the Regional overlay plans.
In the electrical model, all generation and load outside of Iowa was modeled in bulk at a
single node for each state, with DC ties between those state-center nodes and the nodes near the
border of Iowa. To model the overlay, additional ties were modeled between major export nodes
and the centers of bordering states, to add capacity between the Iowa overlay and the state load
or generation centers. Two 5000MW transmission links were added from Minnesota to Iowa,
and two 5000MW links were added from Iowa to Illinois. These links represent the backbone
transmission investments in those states. They were sized generously, so that transfers over
these lines would be limited by the backbone lines in Iowa, rather than by assumptions placed
on the out-of-state transmission.
The transmission lines and wind generation listed above were added to the base transmis-
sion model. To test the performance of this transmission overlay, the generation expansion
optimization was run, to bring the wind capacity in Iowa to 20GW. The results of that ex-
pansion were examined based on three basic factors. First, whether significant curtailment of
wind resources occured. Wind was the cheapest resource to dispatch, so if wind resources were
curtailed in a particular area, that area was likely under congestion. Second, the flow on the
765kV links was checked. If the flow on a line was not very strong, that line was underutilized,
and one or more lines should be removed from the overlay. Third, the contingencies caused by
outages on the 765kV lines were examined. In several locations, 765kV lines were contingency
limited to a very low capacity, since they connected to weak sections of the 345kV network.
After running the generation expansion, several observations were made regarding the trans-
mission overlay. The Southern 765kV loop was contingency limited because transmission in
Northern Missouri was not strong enough to handle outages on the 765kV system. What was
more, even though that loop was contingency limited to a low capacity, little curtailment was
observed in the Iowa transmission system. A generation expansion optimization was run with
the southern loop removed. The same pattern of new wind farms was observed, no excessive
curtailment occurred, and the pattern of generation appeared to remain the same. So, the
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Figure 3.6 Final 765kV Overlay Design
Table 3.2 Cost Estimate of 765kV Overlay
Unit Cost # New or Upgraded Cost
345kV Transmission $2.3M/mi 493 mi $1,134 M
345kV Substations $17.5M 17 $ 298 M
765kV Transmission $3.2M/mi 706 mi $2,259 M
765kV Substations $54.0M 6 $324 M
Total $ 4,015 M
southern loop of 765kV transmission was removed from the overlay, leaving only the 345kV
lines and a single 765kV loop.
Figure 3.6 shows the final 765kV overlay design. Thick lines indicate transmission added
for the overlay design, and thin lines indicate transmission that either exists today or is in
MTEP11. Table 3.2 shows a rough estimate of the cost of this overlay within the state of Iowa,
based on the costs listed in the RGOS appendices (the same costs used to calculate in-Iowa
costs for the other overlays). Split over 15GW of new wind, this overlay represents an backbone
transmission cost of approximately $270/MW.
3.1.3.2 HVDC Overlay
The HVDC overlay design used here began by including the 345kV lines indicated in the
765kV design. Additional transmission was added along the Council Bluffs - Des Moines -
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Quad Cities corridor to improve the cross-state capacity. Two HVDC links were included
in this design — one from Northern Iowa, collecting Iowa and some Minnesota wind and
depositing it in Northern Illinois near Rock Island, and one collecting wind from Western Iowa
and depositing it near the Missouri-Illinois border. The first line feeds loads in Illinois, the
second feeds loads in Illinois and Northern Missouri.
Figure 3.7 Final 600kV HVDC Overlay Design
When tested with the generation expansion optimization, little curtailment was observed
for wind resources, and no major congestion was noted on the lower-voltage lines. A test was
done where the the northern-most HVDC line was terminated at a different bus in Northern
Iowa. The resulting selection of wind farms was not strikingly different, and curtailment was
very similar. The original placement of the HVDC line terminal was strongest, so the final
design included that bus.
Figure 3.7 shows the final 600kV HVDC overlay design. Thick lines indicate transmission
added for the overlay design, and thin lines indicate transmission that either exists today or is
in MTEP11. Table 3.3 shows a rough estimate of the cost of this overlay, within the state of
Iowa. Split over 15GW of new wind, this overlay represents an integration cost of approximately
$280/MW.
Several other less-successful overlay networks were tested prior to arriving at the designs
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Table 3.3 Cost Estimate of HVDC Overlay
Unit Cost # New or Upgraded Cost
345kV Transmission $2.3M/mi 809 mi $ 1,861 M
345kV Substations $17.5M 25 $ 438 M
600kV HVDC Transmission $2.2M/mi 546 mi $ 1,201 M
600kV HVDC Terminals $350M 2 $700 M
Total $ 4,200 M
described abve. 765kV overlays in particular proved challenging, since contingencies on such
high-capacity AC lines are difficult for lower-capacity lines to absorb, and parallel flows on lower-
voltage AC lines can limit 765kV flows if line reactances are not well matched. It was generally
noted that strong flows on high-capacity AC overlay lines often produced congestion on lower-
capacity parallel lines, even before considering contingencies. Care is needed in designing these
lines, to match the impedences of the existing network, and to prevent contingency overloading.
HVDC lines did not exhibit these limitations. Under an HVDC overlay scenario, a great deal
of wind is built directly next to the HVDC terminal, and quite a bit less power must flow across
the state on the AC system.
3.2 Generation Expansion Optimization
The generation expansion optimization (GEO) step (also described as “wind farm selec-
tion” or “candidate selection”) selected wind farms from the set of candidate wind farms, to
bring the total wind capacity in Iowa up to 20,000 MW. This optimization balanced two factors
in site selection — distance from transmission substation, and capacity factor of wind. Wind
farms further from backbone transmission would require greater investments in collector trans-
mission, so sites close to backbone transmission are preferable. But, many of the sites close
to transmission lines had low capacity factors, so they would contribute less energy and their
selection would result in less production cost savings than would be seen if windfarms with
higher capacity factors were selected. The GEO method is described below, and the results of
the GEO for both backbone transmission networks are shown and discussed.
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3.2.1 Generation Expansion Optimization Method
The generation expansion optimization was performed by a linear program which included
a basic production cost model, an investment cost for each wind farm candidate, and a capacity
goal. All costs were compared on an annual basis — all investment costs were calculated as
annuities over the life of a project. The resulting selection of candidate windfarms was given
as a single list. The production cost model considered various dispatch levels, to capture the
range of operating states expected in a year. The optimization was not multi-period, in that it
only considered the optimal selection of wind farms for one future time step, as if all new wind
farms were built at once.
The GEO incorporated a basic production cost model which was used in all the optimization
steps. This model was based on the generation and transmission system in Iowa in 2030. It
included existing transmission lines as well as expected future transmission lines (the MVP
projects and the two different transmission backbones). Transmission within the state was
modeled as AC transmission with DC powerflow. Exports and imports were modeled as DC
ties between nodes on the state border and “state center” nodes at which the entire load
and all generators of a state were located. Five bordering states were modeled — Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Illinois, Missouri, and Nebraska. This model was a simplified version of a small part
of the Eastern Interconnection. It is useful for demonstrating the application of this generation
expansion process. But the model itself is not necessarily representative of the true system.
The most glaring irregularity in this system model is that in neglecting the more eastern and
southern states, as well as the AC networks within bordering states, the true tendancyin the
Eastern Interconnect for power to flow East and South from Iowa is not represented. As such,
during significant portions of the year, this model finds power flowing westward from Illinois
towards Minnesota, which would not be common in actual system operation. Nevertheless, the
model is self-consistent enough to demonstrate the design and optimization methods in this
project.
This production cost model included 5 “system states” to describe the full range of operating
conditions expected throughout the year. “System states” were selected based on the level of
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Figure 3.8 Iowa Load, Wind, and Net Load Time Series
wind output statewide, in comparison with load levels. An hourly load time-series was created
for each load node in the state, based on population, on daily average temperature, on season,
and on daily load patterns (See Appendix A). Each wind farm in the state was assigned an
output time-series based on a scaled version of the nearest EWITS site data. Wind output was
subtracted from the load time-series to get a “net load” time series. Figure 3.8 shows the load,
wind, and net load time-series. The net load time-series was sorted from lowest net load (low
load & high wind) to highest net load (high load & low wind). The hours from that time series
were split according to sections of that sorted net load, so that the 2% of hours throughout the
year with highest net load were in one bin, the next 23% of hours were in the next bin, and so
forth. Figure 3.9 demonstrates the relationship between load time series, wind time series, and
bin selection. For each bin, the average wind output at each candidate wind farm during the
hours in that bin was calculated. Thus, wind availability was not just described by a capacity
factor, but by an average generation availability level for each system state.
Table 3.4 gives the details of those system states. “Load” and “Wind” describe the statewide
load in Iowa and the total wind in Iowa for those system states. “Availability” in the rightmost
columns refers to the average wind output available during that system state, per MW of
capacity. Wind farms generally uncorrelated with the existing wind farms in Iowa would have
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Figure 3.9 System State Scatter Plot — Black Stars Indicate System States
Table 3.4 System States for Generation Expansion Optimization
State % of hrs. hrs/yr. Load Wind Site 0398 Site 3980
(MW) (MW) Avail. Avail.
#1 5% 438 4481 4294 0.8202 0.7215
#2 20% 1751 5157 3427 0.6833 0.5932
#3 50% 4381 5516 1626 0.345 0.3283
#4 23% 2015 6708 764 0.1592 0.227
#5 2% 175 8136 431 0.087 0.1981
All 100% 8760 5719 1897 0.388 0.3750
flatter load curves. Two EWITS sites are included on this table. Site 0398 is from Western
Iowa, near a number of existing wind farms. Site 3980 is from Eastern Iowa, where there is
almost no developed wind. Note that the Eastern site is less correlated with wind from the
developed part of the state, and is thus more available during hours that existing wind is not.
Generation capacities, fuel and operating costs, and transmission parameters are described
in Appendix A, and were derived from publicly available data. The cost data of this model
was projected out for 2030, based on estimates from the EIA’s AEO. Load data was based on
information from the EIA as well as population projections from the US Census Bureau, with an
overall 1% annual increase in load over the whole system. The model does not consider either
retirements or investments in new conventional generation. It is likely that the generation
portfolios of Iowa and surrounding states will change in the intervening 17 years, but the
specifics of those changes are beyond the scope of this project. The existing generation portfolio
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included in the model was sufficient to cover the modeled 2030 loads.
Wind farms were modeled as generators with differing availability for each block of hours,
and were dispatched (rather than being subtracted from the load). Thus, they could be cur-
tailed. Wind farm investment costs were assigned as the sum of two costs — a capacity based
cost and a transmission distance based cost. The capacity based cost was equal to the capacity
of a candidate wind farm (based on feasible area), multipled by a cost per MW (based on NREL
data), and computed as an annuity from present value, with a weighed average cost of capital
of 8% and a life-time of 20 years. The transmission distance cost was approximated from the
distance between a candidate wind farm’s substation (the center of the site) and the nearest
345kV or higher transmission substation. It was equal to a cost per mile of new transmission,
with a multiplier for extra lines required for N-1 connectedness. This cost was scaled to an
annuity from present value, with a WACC of 8% and a lifetime of 40 years. Equation 3.1
demonstrates these calculations. More details are provided in Appendix A.
cxpw = AFPV (8%, 20) · kcapPratedpw +AFPV (8%, 40)kdkN1dpw (3.1)
Where
AFPV (i%, N) — Annuity from Present Value multiplier, for WACC of i% and N
years, AFPV (i%, N) = i · [1− (1 + i)−N]−1
cxpw — Annualized investment cost associated with wind farm pw, in $/yr
kcap — Investment cost per MW for a new wind farm, $1.536M/MW
Pratedpw — Capacity of candidate wind farm pw, based on feasible area
kd — Approx. cost per mile for transmission, 1.2M/mi
kN1 — Distance multiplier, for reliability and suboptimal route, ' 1.3
dpw — Distance from wind farm pw to nearest 345kv+ substation, in mi
Candidate wind farms were connected at the nearest 345kV or higher transmission sub-
station. This is where the collector transmission would connect to these wind farms, if they
were selected. Collector transmission would be mostly localized, so the power injected into the
transmission network in the GEO would be nearly equal to what was injected when collector
transmission was modeled.
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The GEO was formulated as follows:
min:∑
i
∑
g
hicggPgg,i +
∑
i
∑
w
hicwwPww,i +
∑
i
∑
pw
hicpwpwPpwpw,i
+
∑
pw
xpwcxpw
subject to:
Nodal Balance:∑
g(n)
Pgg(n),i +
∑
w(n)
Pww(n),i +
∑
pw(n)
Ppwpw(n),i +
∑
t(n)
Bt(n),i −
∑
f(n)
Bf(n),i
+
∑
td(n)
BDtd(n),i −
∑
fd(n)
BDfd(n),i = Ln,i, ∀n = 1 : Nn, i = 1 : Ni
DC Powerflow:
1
Xl
(
Θf(l),i −Θt(l),i
)
= Bl,i, ∀l = 1 : Nl, i = 1 : Ni
Conventional Gen. Limits:
Pgming < Pgg,i < Pgmaxg, ∀g = 1 : Ng, i = 1 : Ni
Wind Gen. Limits:
0 < Pww,i < Pwmaxw,i, ∀w = 1 : Nw, i = 1 : Ni
Candidate Wind Gen. Limits:
0 < Ppwpw,i < xpwPpwmaxpw,i, ∀pw = 1 : Npw, i = 1 : Ni
AC Transmission Limits:
−Bmaxl < Bl,i < Bmaxl, ∀l = 1 : Nl, i = 1 : Ni
DC Transmission Limits:
−BDmaxdl < BDdl,i < BDmaxdl, ∀dl = 1 : Ndl, i = 1 : Ni
Security Constrained Transmission Limits:
− 1.1 ·Bmaxmon(c) < Bmon(c),i + LODF (c) ·Bcont(c),i < 1.1 ·Bmaxmon(c)
∀l = c : Nc, i = 1 : Ni
Wind Capacity Goal:
EW +
∑
pw
xpwPratedpw > FW
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Where
hi — Number of hours/year in system state (‘period’) i
cgg — Cost to operate conventional generator g, in $/MWh
cww — Cost to operate wind farm w, in $/MWh
cpwpw — Cost to operate candidate wind farm pw, in $/MWh
Pgg,i — Power output of conventional generator g during period i, in MW
Pww,i — Power output of wind farm w during period i, in MW
Ppwpw,i — Power output of candidate wind farm pw during period i, in MW
xpw — Selection of candidate wind farm pw, 1 or 0
cxpw — Annualized investment cost associated with wind farm pw, in $/yr
Xl — Reactance of AC transmission line l, in Ω
Bl,i — Flow on AC transmission line l during period i, in MW
BDdl,i — Flow on DC transmission line dl during period i, in MW
Ln,i — Load at node n during period i, in MW
t(l), td(dl) — Index of ‘to’ node of AC line l or DC line dl
f(l), fd(dl) — Index of ‘from’ node of AC line l or DC line dl
g(n), w(n), — Index of generators, wind farms, or candidate wind farms
pw(n) connected at node n
Pgming, — Minimum and maximum dispatch of conventional generator g, in MW
Pgmaxg Minimum dispatch is 0 for all gen. except for nuclear,
for which Pgming = 80%Pgmaxg
Pwmaxw,i — Maximum power available from wind farm w in period i, in MW
LODF (c) — Line outage distribution factor for contingency c
cont(c) — Line outaged by contingency c. Contingencies only consider outages
on transmission lines 345kV or above
mon(c) — Line monitored for contingency c. Lines l only monitored if
Bmaxcont(c) · |LODF (c)| > 0.1 ·Bmaxl
Only 3 lines with the highest
Bmaxcont(c)·|LODF (c)|
Bmaxl
are monitored
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EW — Capacity of existing wind farms, in MW
FW — Future capacity goal for wind farms, in MW
Several aspects of this model should be explained further. The output from this model
included not just a list of the best candidate wind farms. It also included a dispatch for all 5
periods of the modeled year. That dispatch was based on a security constrained OPF based
primarily on a model by Wang [26]. All generators were assumed available — there was no
integer unit committment, or a stochastic treatment of unit outages. For each period, a SCOPF
was solved to minimize production costs.
Security constraints were modeled using a method outlined by Wood and Wollenberg [77],
and calculating LODFs as formulated by Jiachun Guo et. all [78]. It is impractical to include
all possible security constraints and all possible affected lines, so a subset of security constraints
was selected according to a set of criteria. Contingencies were only considered for the highest
capacity AC lines in the system (345kV and above). For each contingency, lines were only
monitored if the outage had the potential to increase their flow by 10% or more of their rated
capacity. And for each contingency, a maximum of three lines were monitored. The three lines
for monitoring were chosen from the lines for which a contingency had the potential to cause the
greatest change in flow, as a percentage of the monitored line’s rated capacity. Contingency
flows were limited to 110% of a line’s rating, since the short-term contingency rating of a
transmission line is often higher than the normal operational limit. The transmission system
modeled had a total of around 350 AC transmission lines. Among those lines, around 100
contingencies were modeled, and 300 transmission lines were monitored.
The candidate wind farm selecting variable x was given solved as an integer choice. The
GEO was formulated as a mixed integer linear program (MILP) and solved in CPLEX. With
a typical scenario file (207 nodes, 350 AC transmission lines, 26 DC ties, 81 conventional
generators, 45 wind farms, and 927 candidate wind farms), the problem could be solved and
returned in under 30 seconds on an Intel i5 M520 machine with 4 cores and 4 GB of RAM.
Many elements of the GEO formulation, given above, were re-used in the transmission
expansion optimization steps. This was purposeful. The models were meant to behave in the
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same way in both cases, so that the generation patterns within the network remained the same,
and so that the constraints of the existing and backbone transmission were modeled the same
way. The only elements of the GEO that were not utilized in other formulations were the
generation investment cost and the future wind capacity goal.
3.2.2 Generation Expansion Results
Wind farm candidate selections could be generated for a wide variety of scenarios. The two
scenarios investigated in this thesis are 20GW wind futures in Iowa, for each of the 765kV and
HVDC overlays. A range of future capacities was also investigated. This suggested that the
capacity of the backbone network was well matched to the wind future, and showed where sites
may be located once the most optimal sites have been used.
3.2.2.1 Wind Farm Candidate Selection for 765kV Overlay
Figure 3.10 765kV Overlay with Candidate Wind Farms
Figure 3.10 shows the 765kV overlay, with the candidate wind farms for selection. The
shade of blue indicates annual average wind speed, with darker blue indicating higher average
speeds. Existing wind farms are shown in grey.
Figure 3.11 shows selections of wind farms for 10GW, 20GW, and 30GW of wind in Iowa.
Table 3.5 shows a few statistics about the selected candidate wind farms. A few properties of
these selections may be observed.
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Figure 3.11 765kV Overlay Generation Expansion Results for 10GW, 20GW, and 30GW
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First, even in the comparatively low 10GW future, wind farms do not conform exclusively
to high-wind areas. Many wind farms were, in general, selected near the RGOS RDZs. The
majority of wind was selected along the high wind corridor in Western Iowa. But, a significant
amount of wind was selected in northern central Iowa. The greatest concentrations of wind
development are near nodes with a large number of 345kV and 765kV connections. The largest
single group of wind farms was selected in Northwest Iowa, even though there was no direct
connection to the 765kV node in the area.
Several areas of the state appear to be viable for wind development, even though they were
not included in the RGOS zones. Wind sites were commonly selected near Grinnell in the
center of the state, as well as northeast of Davenport and east of Cedar Rapids. These areas
have lower wind speeds than were observed in the more western sites. But, they are located
closer to load centers — the Quad Cities and Dubuque in Iowa, and the load sinks in Illinois
and Wisconsin. As noted previously, these sites will also be less correlated with the western
winds. They may benefit from accessing the grid while capacity is not in use by the more
western sites. Especially as transmission capacity fills up, site selection becomes prevalent in
the eastern portion of the state.
Figure 3.12 demonstrates the impact that higher capacities of wind had on generation
dispatch across the region. As wind penetration increases, the contributions from combined
cycle natural gas plants and from coal plants decrease. In the highest penetration periods,
wind power constitutes nearly half of the dispatched generation.
Table 3.5 Generation Expansion Optimization Statistics for 765kV Overlay
10 GW 20 GW 30 GW
New Capacity (MW) 4954 14956 24960
New Wind Farms 27 79 133
CF of New Wind 0.3824 0.3751 0.3708
Curtailment (% of MWh/year) 0 % 1.1 % 7.4 %
Mean Distance (mi) 4.33 6.52 8.68
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Figure 3.12 Generation Dispatch for 10GW, 20GW, and 30GW for 765kV Overlay
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Figure 3.13 765kV Dispatch for Select Conventional Generation
Figure 3.13 shows the dispatch levels of three types of conventional generation across all 5
periods, for the 20GW future. Coal represents the largest amount of energy overall, though
there are periods when there is almost no coal in the dispatch. Natural gas combined cycle
units (‘cct’ on the chart) were dispatched in a bit of on odd fashion — a small number of units
had a very low marginal cost, but the remainder had a cost which was higher than that of most
coal units, so the cheap units were dispatched in every hour, but the more expensive units were
only dispatched at peak net load. Nuclear units each had a minimum dispatch of 80%, but
their price was low enough that they were always very close to full capacity.
Figure 3.14 Iowa Wind Dispatch and Curtailment for 765kV Overlay
Figure 3.14 shows the dispatch of Iowa wind units. Notice that the curtailment constitutes a
very small portion of annual energy, but occurs as low as 70% of the nameplate capacity of wind
in the state. This suggests that the transmission capacity required to export high penetration
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Figure 3.15 State Imports and Exports for 765kV Overlay
wind may be well below the nameplate capacity of that wind. Geographic diversity, even just
within the state, flattens out peak wind levels. This curtailment may be a low estimate, due to
the chunkiness of the modeled system states, but it nonetheless demonstrates that curtailment
occurs when the system becomes congested.
Figure 3.15 shows the nature and magnitudes (in MW) of exports between Iowa and sur-
rounding states in this model, with each tic representing one system state. During high wind
hours, imports occur in all surrounding states. And, in fact, Iowa is a net exporter for all
the system states identified here. The largest exports during high winds are to Missouri and
Illinois. As load rises, Illinois becomes a net exporter to Iowa. This is due to the large number
of Illinois generators with mid-range fuel costs, and the generally large amount of generation
situated in Illinois.
These results demonstrate, in general, what was expected of the GEO — wind was sited in
the RGOS RDZs, and exports to Illinois and Missouri were strong during high-wind periods.
But, some aspects of these results demonstrate shortcomings in this model. Minnesota became
a net importer for all periods investigated. This occurred because ties to external states were
modeled as bi-directional DC lines, and transfers between states were not fully modeled. In
a full AC model of the Eastern Interconnection, the imports to Minnesota would have been
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more rare, since the bias of the AC network flow is typically towards the South and East. This
model includes only a small simplified part of the Eastern connection, so it does not accurately
model that network bias.
As well, during high-wind periods there is very little conventional generation online in Iowa
or Minnesota. Reserves and regulation requirements were not included in this model. Wind is
variable in time and difficult to predict. High wind dispatches without access to quick ramping
generation could result in unreliable operation of the larger network. But, it may also be noted
that geographic diversity should blunt the impact of ramping events in any single portion of
the state, and the stronger AC transmission system should allow increased access to reserves
located both in-state and out-of-state. Future studies should consider the impact of reserve
requirements on wind siting and interconnection, in a high wind penetration future.
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3.2.2.2 Wind Farm Candidate Selection for HVDC Overlay
Figure 3.16 HVDC Overlay with Candidate Wind Farms
Figure 3.16 shows the HVDC overlay, with the candidate wind farms for selection. The
shade of blue indicates annual average wind speed, with darker blue indicating higher average
speeds. Existing wind farms are shown in grey.
Figure 3.17 shows selections of wind farms for 10GW, 20GW, and 30GW of wind in Iowa.
Table 3.6 shows a few statistics about the selected candidate wind farms. A few properties of
these selections may be observed.
First, the selection of wind farm locations again follows the pattern suggested by the RGOS
RDZs. Also, as with the 765kV overlay, selected wind farms are also seen near Grinnell,
Davenport, and Cedar Falls. There is a pocket of wind farms in the Northwest corner of Iowa,
next to the HVDC terminal. Similarly, an outcropping of wind farms is selected close to the
other HVDC terminal in Western Iowa. This is something which should be expected — an
HVDC line is directly accessible capacity between wind farms to the distant loads they benefit.
Table 3.6 Generation Expansion Optimization Statistics for HVDC Overlay
10 GW 20 GW 30GW
New Capacity (MW) 4970 14956 24956
New Wind Farms 27 80 133
CF of New Wind 0.3834 0.3755 0.3695
Curtailment 0% 0.56% 2.41%
Mean Distance (mi) 4.07 6.03 8.49
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Figure 3.17 HVDC Overlay Generation Expansion Results for 10GW, 20GW, and 30GW
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Figure 3.18 HVDC Overlay Dispatch for Select Conventional Generation
This overlay has a generally higher export capability than the 765kV overlay. The selected
wind farms in this scenario are located closer to transmission lines, and have higher capacity
factors at all three levels of penetration. Both of these aspects are advantageous to the selection
of wind farms, so the only reason they would not have been selected in the previous overlay is
if there was insufficient transmission capacity between those wind farms and load.
Figure 3.19 Iowa Wind Dispatch and Curtailment for HVDC Overlay
Figure 3.18 shows the generation profile of the 20 GW expansions, with the HVDC overlay.
It is not noticeably dissimilar to those dispatches for the 765kV overlay generation profile.
Figure 3.19 shows the dispatch of Iowa wind units. Notice again the slight curtailment
during periods of high wind.
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The northern HVDC line may be oversized. In all five periods, the flow on this line was
below 2300MW (about 65% of its modeled capacity). This line also illustrates the flaw in
this model which was previously mentioned — that the bias flow of the larger interconnect is
not accurately represented in this model. As such, power feeds westward at high load This is
seen in the operation of the northern HVDC line, which actually backfeeds just over a GW of
power into northern Iowa at high load (this power is transferred almost directly into Minnesota,
having very little effect on the rest of the AC system in the model). This would be abnormal
but not impossible behavior for an HVDC link. The only HVDC project proposed for the
state of Iowa, the Rock Island Cleanline, is designed as a merchant transmission line, to sell
generation directly into PJM’s market. It has been designed with the explicit intent to have
no impact on the transmission system in Northwest Iowa, and thus would only be operated in
one direction [79].
In the 10 GW expansion optimization no wind farms were built near the northern HVDC
link. This suggests that its location was not necessarily optimal — either there were not enough
nearby sites (not likely, considering the later patterns of selection), or the wind resources were
not very good. At 10 GW of total wind, there is likely still ample capacity on the AC system
to deliver wind from a more optimal location to that link. At 20GW, however, the link is still
not fully utilized, but curtailment is observed during high wind events. At the same time, the
price of wind is still well below the cost of the generation at the line’s sink. This suggests that
the energy cost of curtailment at new sites is less costly than the loss of siting a wind farm
nearer to an HVDC terminal. And, this cost of curtailment must also be less than the cost of
developing a wind farm in a less-correlated portion of the state (which may or may not have a
similar capacity factor). All of this points to a general observation suggesting that sites with
high capacity factors can still be valuable, even if they cause some congestion or experience
some curtailment.
3.2.2.3 Production Cost Comparisons
Table 3.7 compares the production costs and investment costs of the GEO for several sce-
narios. The first two “MVP” scenarios include only existing transmission and the transmission
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Table 3.7 Production and Investment Cost Comparison
MVP MVP 765kV HVDC
5 GW 10 GW 20 GW 20 GW
Operating Costs ($M/yr) 20821 20265 18120 18133
Annual Investment
0 854 2598 2591
Adder ($M/yr)
PV Wind Investment ($M) 0 8134 24469 24468
PV Local Transmission
0 241 1005 940
Investment ($M)
PV Backbone Transmission
4015 4200
Investment ($M)
Operating Costs +
20821 21119 21135 21160
Investment Adders ($M/yr)
Total Energy (M MWh) 539.34 539.34 539.34 539.34
Total Wind Energy (M MWh) 40.596 56.973 114.71 115.1
Total Iowa Wind Energy(M MWh) 16.521 32.898 65.041 65.429
planned in MISO’s Multivalue Portfolio, for either just the existing 5 GW of wind or an addi-
tional 5 GW added through the GEO.
One simple observation here is that the operating cost savings, according to this model,
nearly offset the combined annualized costs of transmission and generation investments. This
model, of course, does not take into consideration retirements or new investments in conven-
tional generation, and it does not include reserve requirements. Changes in the generation fleet,
or changes in fuel costs could make wind energy even more valuable, increasing its comparative
savings in operational costs. Reserve requirements, on the other hand, could require increased
unit commitments and inefficient operation of conventional generation, which would increase
operational costs.
In both of the 20GW futures, local transmission costs were estimated to account for approx-
imately 1/5 of total transmission investments. This cost is based on an estimate of transmission
costs. Local costs will depend on the length and capacity of local transmission links. If the
cost adder has overestimated local transmission costs, local costs will be less than 1/5 of the
total transmission investments.
It is again notable that the model used here only considers the state of Iowa and its neigh-
bors, and neglects the AC transmission network bias outside of Iowa. As such, it is possible
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that congestion may be under-represented. If AC bias caused increased congestion, we should
expect increased curtailment and a resulting decrease in operating cost savings.
3.3 Conclusions
Two transmission overlay designs were proposed, and optimal selections of new wind farms
were found for each overlay for a 20 GW future wind capacity in Iowa. According to the model
used, the transmission overlays were adequate to accommodate the desired wind capacity.
An optimization method was proposed to select an optimal set of future wind farms, given a
future capacity goal. This optimization balanced two properties of wind farm sites — distance
to transmission and capacity factor — based on an approximation of annual costs. This opti-
mization was performed for both overlay designs. In each case, wind farm sites were selected
which roughly followed the locations proposed in the RGOS RDZ development. Sites were also
selected in portions of Central and Eastern Iowa, which had generally lower capacity factors
than those in the RGOS zones, and which were less correlated with the existing wind regime.
The HVDC design resulted in selections of wind farms located closer to transmission sub-
stations, with higher average capacity factors and lower curtailment. This was attributed to
decreased congestion on the transmission network, due in part to the point-to-point nature
of HVDC transmission, but also due to the generally higher throughput of this network. The
HVDC overlay may have been oversized, in that one of the HVDC links was never fully utilized.
Since connection through the HVDC link was an available option but was not fully utilized,
it seems likely that selection of wind farm locations was not overly restrained by transmission
capacity, but was a simple trade-off between capacity factor and distance to transmission.
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CHAPTER 4. DESIGN OF RESOURCE TO BACKBONE
TRANSMISSION NETWORKS
In the previous steps of this process, a set of candidate wind farms was generated, a trans-
mission backbone was designed, and a subset of the candidate wind farms were selected to
be integrated into the transmission network. Next, transmission must be designed to connect
these new wind farms to the backbone network. This step (or, series of substeps) is not unlike
a generation interconnection study, but for groups of generators.
The goal of this step will be to identify collector transmission designs which minimize system
costs while ensuring N-1 security. Much like the GEO, this step includes a simple production
cost model, but includes investment options in new transmission lines (the collector circuits)
which enable the integration of all new wind farms. This process is implemented as a series of
optimization steps, and starts from few assumptions about optimal designs based on engineering
judgement. The intent is to present a large number of alternatives, to weigh them objectively
against each other, and to find the collector circuits which appear to be most cost-effective. A
seasoned engineer may be able to propose more optimal solutions than those presented here.
But the process laid out below should produce low-cost reliable designs, and the results of this
process can be used to make observations about what design features contribute to an efficient
reliable transmission collector network design.
The design of optimal collector circuits is accomplished by breaking down the task into a
series of optimization steps. First, a set of candidate transmission lines is selected to minimize
investment costs while delivering wind power to the backbone network. This usually produces a
tree-like N-0 connected collector network. A heuristic is used to add circuits until this network
is N-1 connected. Then, a number of variations on that network topology are proposed, and a
list of collector topologies is passed through a Branch and Bound algorithm which discerns a
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least-cost set of transmission lines which connect the new wind farms in an N-1 secure manner.
This process was applied to both the 765kV and HVDC overlay scenarios, and the results
will be shared and discussed at the end of this chapter.
4.1 Collector Transmission Design Process
The stated goal of the design of collector transmission is to identify a selection of transmis-
sion lines of varying types which minimize costs while maintaning reliability. Costs, for this
process, are given as a single price, in $’s. But, those costs represent a number of properties
about the transmission lines under development — not just design and construction costs, but
the costs of acquiring right of way, and any other cost associated with the project. Reliability
can be modeled in many different ways. In this case, designs are forced to be reliable in that
dispatches are security-constrained for any outage in the collector circuit.
The design process is given as a series of optimization steps. Although the numerical
optimization is done algorithmicly, there is also a great deal of human intervention required at
present to set up these models.
Starting from a set of un-connected wind farms and an expected overlay transmission sys-
tem, the following process is proposed:
 Separate selected wind farms into subsets, based on location.
 For each subset of wind farms
– Identify a set of candidate transmission paths between new wind farms and nearby
transmission nodes
– Find an initial N-0 connected collector network solution
– Identify a least-cost set of additional transmission circuits to make the initial solution
N-1 connected
– Create a list of transmission topology variations on this N-1 initial solution
– For each topology variation, perform a branch-and-bound search to find the least-
cost set of transmission lines. Enforce security constraints.
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 Re-combine the wind farm subsets, selecting the best-performing collector network from
each subset
4.1.1 Dividing Wind Farm Selection into Subsets
In the first step, wind farms are divided by geographical location. Most selected wind
farms will be close to transmission nodes, and this behavior often forms clusters of wind farms.
It is often possible to identify groups of wind farms which will not likely interact with each
other. Dividing up wind farms by location is also beneficial for the solution of the transmission
expansion problem. Transmission expansion in this formulation is an mixed-integer problem,
and each candidate transmission link is an integer decision variable. Selecting small clusters of
wind farms to solve separately will reduce the complexity of these solutions. So long as groups
are selected wisely and wind outside each grouping is represented accurately, the solution to
any one subsets should not greatly impact the solution to any other subset. In the example
scenarios, this step was done by hand, with no algorithms involved. Groups of windfarms were
limited to around a dozen, and care was taken to split subsets of wind farms along natural
gaps.
Subsets of windfarms are used to create separate scenario files. In a high wind penetration
network, flows on the transmission near a set of wind farms may be greatly impacted by the
rest of the wind on the network (much of which is correlated with the wind in that subset). To
account for this, in scenarios with a subset of selected wind farms, the remaining selected wind
farms are connected at the backbone transmission node that they are closest to geographically.
4.1.2 Identifying Candidate Transmission Paths
Candidate transmission paths were also identified by hand. Candidate paths are formed as
straight lines between connection nodes, with their reactances and costs based on the euclidean
distance between nodes. For each new node, candidate paths were formed to at least two other
nodes — either those of new wind farms or of the larger transmission grid. If there are nearby
non-backbone transmission nodes, effort is made to provide candidates connecting those nodes
to selected wind farms. This way, the existing transmission can conceivably act as part of a
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secondary path to the high-capacity overlay.
Transmission planners will consider more criteria than just the shortest line distance be-
tween two points. land can be difficult to acquire, and straightline paths may cut across
infeasible space. Line routes could be designed with more criteria in mind. These criteria could
be important in considering a more imminent future scenario, but they were not considered in
this particular study.
4.1.3 Identify an Initial N-0 Collector Solution
For the initial (“N-0”) collector transmission expansion optimization (TEO), transmission
candidate paths are modeled as multiple candidate transmission lines with varying capacities
and costs. The same basic production cost model used in the GEO is used for the N-0 TEO, with
the following differences: Instead of new generation choices, transmission candidate lines are
given as investment choices, and transmission candidate lines are added as selectable lines with
variable capacity. New nodes are added for the wind farms in this subset, but the remainder
of selected wind farms are connected at the nearest backbone transmission node. In this step,
lines are not assigned reactances, so they behave essentially as DC transmission lines would.
Transmission candidates are decision variables, and including the reactances would make the
model non-linear. In most cases, this detail was unimportant, since the most efficient networks
were usually radial, with only one direction for power to flow.
This part of the problem is entirely linear, with some integer decision variables. It is a true
Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP).
The price of transmission line path tl with line type option o is calculated:
cttl,o = AFPV (8%, 40) · koDtl (4.1)
Where
AFPV (i%, N) — Annuity from Present Value multiplier, for WACC of i% and N years
cttl,o — Annualized investment cost associated with candidate path tl, and line type o
ko — Cost of transmission line type o, in $/mi
Dtl — Length, in miles, of candidate path tl
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The N-0 TEO was modeled as follows:
min:∑
i
∑
g
hicggPgg,i +
∑
i
∑
w
hicwwPww,i
+
∑
o
∑
tl
xttl,octtl,o
subject to:
Nodal Balance:∑
g(n)
Pgg(n),i +
∑
w(n)
Pww(n),i +
∑
t(n)
Bt(n),i −
∑
f(n)
Bf(n),i
+
∑
tt(n)
∑
o
BTtt(n),o,i −
∑
ft(n)
∑
o
BTft(n),o,i
+
∑
td(n)
BDtd(n),i −
∑
fd(n)
BDfd(n),i = Ln,i, ∀n = 1 : Nn, i = 1 : Ni
DC Powerflow:
1
Xl
(
Θf(l),i −Θt(l),i
)
= Bl,i, ∀l = 1 : Nl, i = 1 : Ni
Conventional Gen. Limits:
Pgming < Pgg,i < Pgmaxg, ∀g = 1 : Ng, i = 1 : Ni
Wind Gen. Limits:
0 < Pww,i < Pwmaxw,i, ∀w = 1 : Nw, i = 1 : Ni
AC Transmission Limits:
−Bmaxl < Bl,i < Bmaxl, ∀l = 1 : Nl, i = 1 : Ni
DC Transmission Limits:
−BDmaxdl < Bdl,i < BDmaxdl, ∀dl = 1 : Ndl, i = 1 : Ni
Candidate Transmission Limits:
−BTmaxtll,oxttl,o < BTtl,o,i < xttl,oBTmaxtl,o,
∀tl = 1 : Ntl, o = 1 : No, i = 1 : Ni
Security Constrained Transmission Limits:
− 1.1 ·Bmaxmon(c) < Bmon(c),i + LODF (c) ·Bcont(c),i < 1.1 ·Bmaxmon(c)
∀c = 1 : Nc, i = 1 : Ni
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Where
hi — Number of hours/year in system state (‘period’) i
cgg — Cost to operate conventional generator g, in $/MWh
cww — Cost to operate wind farm w, in $/MWh
Pgg,i — Power output of conventional generator g during period i, in MW
Pww,i — Power output of wind farm w during period i, in MW
xttl,o — Selection of candidate line type o on path tl, 1 or 0
cttl,o — Annualized investment cost associated with candidate path tl,
line type o, in $/yr
Xl — Reactance of AC transmission line l, in Ω
Bl,i — Flow on AC transmission line l during period i, in MW
BDdl,i — Flow on DC transmission line dl during period i, in MW
BTtl,o,i — Flow on candidate transmission line type o path tl during period i,
in MW
Ln,i — Load at node n during period i, in MW
t(l), td(dl) — Index of ‘to’ node of AC line l, DC line dl, or candidate path tl
tt(tl)
f(l), fd(dl) — Index of ‘from’ node of AC line l or DC line dl, or candidate path tl
ft(tl)
g(n), w(n), — Index of generators or wind farms connected at node n
Pgming, — Minimum and maximum dispatch of conventional generator g, in MW
Pgmaxg Minimum dispatch is 0 for all gen. except for nuclear,
for which Pgming = 80%Pgmaxg
Pwmaxw,i — Maximum power available from wind farm w in period i, in MW
LODF (c) — Line outage distribution factor for contingency c
cont(c) — Line outaged by contingency c. Contingencies only consider outages
on transmission lines 345kV or above
mon(c) — Line monitored for contingency c. Lines l only monitored if
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Bmaxcont(c) · |LODF (c)| > 0.1 ·Bmaxl
Only 3 lines with the highest
Bmaxcont(c)·|LODF (c)|
Bmaxl
are monitored
The result of this step is the most efficient set of transmission line paths (and types) to
connect the new wind farm nodes (and their attendant wind farms) to the existing transmission
system. Typically, these results will be tree-like, with no redundancy.
Occasionally, a set of candidate lines between two different parts of the AC transmission
system will present a network efficiency — a point where a reduction in congestion makes a
bridging connection attractive. This can change the flows on the larger network in ways that are
not localized. However, all of the non-local new wind farms are still represented and dispatched.
So even if the flows near other wind farms are changed, the optimization still accounts for the
power injection from that wind.
The N-0 TEO results in a topology that spans all the new nodes. But, a cut on any of
the edges of that tree will likely disconnect at least one wind farm. The stated goal of this
design process is to find an N-1 secure collector network, and observe its properties. An N-0
connected solution does not suffice as a design, but it gives a good indication of efficient routes
for a collector network. Thus, it is used as a partial initial solution, from which to start a
search for an N-1 secure collector network.
4.1.4 Identify Least-Cost Additions to Achieve N-1 Connectedness
The next step is to identify an initial N-1 connected topology. This will be used as a basis
for the list of topology variations which will be compared to find a least-cost collector network.
To find this N-1 connected initial topology, a heuristic optimization is applied to the N-0 TEO
solution. The N-1 heuristic seeks to find the least-cost combination of additional circuits which
will make the N-0 solution N-1 connected.
First, for each candidate path, the additional cost of adding another circuit to that path is
calculated. If a double circuit has already been added, the cost is zero. A table of marginal
costs, based on the line type selected in the N-0 TEO, is given as Table 4.1.
The algorithm for finding a least-cost set of additional circuits to ensure N-1 connectedness
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Table 4.1 Marginal Cost to Add one Circuit to N-0 Solution
N-0 Choice Redundant Choice Marginal
# Name Cost # Name Cost Cost
($M/mi) ($M/mi) ($M/mi)
0 None 0 1 Single-Circuit 161kV 0.8 0.8
1 Single-Circuit 161kV 0.8 4 Redundant 2x161kV 1.5 0.7
2 Double-Circuit 161kV 1.2 4 Redundant 2x161kV 1.5 0.3
3 Single-Circuit 345kV 2.3 5 Redundant 2x345kV 2.8 0.3
4 Redundant 2x161kV 1.5 4 Redundant 2x161kV 1.5 0.0
5 Redundant 2x345kV 2.8 5 Redundant 2x345kV 2.8 0.0
is as follows:
1. Find a path that was selected in the N-0 TEO solution
2. In the initial solution, remove one circuit from that path, and check if all nodes are still
connected
 IF all nodes are still connected, THEN select a different path and go back to step 2
 ELSE Make a list of nodes connected to the existing network and a list of nodes
disconnected by this cut. For this outage z, set rz,tl = 1 if adding a circuit to path
tl would reconnect the two groups. Else, rz,tl = 0. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1
 Select a different path and go back to step 2. If all paths have been checked, proceed
to step 3.
3. Perform the following optimization:
min:
∑
tl cmttl · xN1tl
subject to:
∑
tl ro,tl · xN1tl > 0, ∀ outages o
Figure 4.1 Identify Lines to Reconnect Outages
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4. For all paths selected by xN1tl, transition the initial N-0 solution line type to the
additional-circuit type
This N-1 connected solution may not be optimal, as it may have undersized or oversized
transmission links. But, it is an N-1 connected topology. This topology can now be used to
create a list of collector topologies which are N-1 connected, and are similar to this topology.
The N-0 solution was optimal, and the N-1 connected solution is a low-cost adaptation to that
N-0 solution. So, the N-1 connected solution may not be the least-cost N-1 secure solution, but
it is a low cost solution.
4.1.5 Create a List of N-1 Connected Topology Variations
Optimizing the N-1 collector topologies is a two-layer process. At the first layer, a number
of varied collector topologies are listed. Topologies, in this sense, refers to a subset of candidate
transmission paths for which a line type will be selected. Within a topology, some paths may be
identified for which two circuits must be built in order for that topology to be N-1 connected.
For each topology, in the second layer, a branch and bound routine will search for a set of line
options for the selected topology which together minimize system operating costs and collector
investment costs.
A list of collector topologies is generated based on the initial collector solution. This list
should include topologies which retain most of the elements of the initial topology, but are
varied enough to capture topology differences that could reduce costs. The topologies in this
list should also be N-1 connected. There are a variety of ways that these topologies could be
generated. Topologies are represented as binary variables which either select or do not select
a candidate path. Several methods of varying topologies were tested, all of which vaguely
resembled genetic permutation of topologies.
In the first attempt, an exhaustive search of the solution space near the initial topology was
attempted. First, all possible 1-path variations on the initial topology were checked. Next, all
possible 2-path variations were checked. This was continued either until a minimum number
of topologies had been created, or until the depth of variation (the number of paths changed)
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exceeded some threshold. Figure 4.2 demonstrates this method. This algorithm succeeded in
programatically identifying thousands of topology variations for each subset scenario. But, its
method was brutish. N-1 connected topologies comprise a very small portion of all topologies,
so a great deal of time was spent checking ridiculous topologies for N-1 connectedness. The
few topologies that were detected were often not very different from the initial topology — a
change of even 3 elements is only enough to swap one path with another, then add or remove
a third path. Many subsets of windfarms will have 20 or more paths, so exhaustively checking
every topology of 3-path variations would constitute a search of over 8000 topologies, most of
which were either highly redundant or infeasible. This was a purely breadth-first approach,
and it was not very productive.
Figure 4.2 Programmatic Variation of Topologies
The topology variation method that was eventually used was a labor-intensive manual
method similar to genetic permutation. In this method, based on the initial topology, several
basic “feature changes” were identified which could reduce the cost of the collector network.
Next, numerous combinations of multiple feature changes were generated. Feature changes were
combinations of single-path changes to the topology which could result in an N-1 connected
network, but which may reduce line miles or reduce the capacity needed for a single path.
Example feature changes include unselecting a selected line and selecting another line which
connected to the same source node, replacing two selected paths with a single selected path,
selecting an unselected path between a new wind farm and an existing transmission node, or
unselecting a redundant path. A single feature change would include changes to 1-5 paths.
These feature changes would be combined with each other, to create a wide variety of new
topologies. In this way several hundred topologies could be generated which were known to be
N-1 connected, and were intuitively believed to be efficient. This manual method did not cover
the entire solution space, but it did cover a large portion of solution space which was believed
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to be near the optimal solution. This method is demonstrated in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3 Variation by Hand Method — A set of feature changes, and all the two-feature
combinations
The approaches given here are meant to generate a wide array of topologies so that the
best topologies could be identified without being significantly constrained by intuition or imag-
ination. The purpose of the second method was to cover a wide breadth (which paths were
changed) and significant depth (the total number of paths changed) of topologies, and the
granular nature of each feature change was meant to allow wide combinatorial variation. An
engineer designing collector circuits may not use a method like this — he may simply try de-
signs which appear intuitively to be low-cost and reliable. The purpose of designing this search
process was to identify a way of objectively comparing collector circuit designs according to
specified cost and reliability criteria. Resulting can be shown to be low-cost and reliable, and
thus may serve as guides to intuition.
4.1.6 Branch and Bound Topology Search
By now, an initial topology and a number of topology variations have been identified. A
branch and bound method will search each topology for a set of line type options which has the
lowest cost. This process again incorporates the production cost model, but includes a different
treatment of collector transmission circuits which accounts for N-1 security.
There are two elements to this search — the branch and bound algorithm, and the function
being minimized. The function is the production costing model with the addition of cost
functions for selected line types. For every topology, the line type selections are described by
integer choices. A cut is made by “fixing” a line choice. The objective function is relaxed
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by allowing incremental (continuous) investment in capacity on all paths where the line type
choice has not been fixed.
Figure 4.4 Search Tree Position — transition table and position vector. Colored cells are
selected, green cells are cuts
For each path, one line type can be chosen, and the order of line type choices to select is
codified as a transition table. Figure 4.4 shows the information used to track the search tree
position, and to identify where cuts had been applied. The transition table lists all the possible
line types for each path. Each column corresponds to a separate path. The order of these
line types is based on the initial line type, so line types in the last row will be the least like
line types in the first row (the initial line type). The position vector lists the position on the
transition table of the line type that has been selected for each path. The vector topo lists the
current set of line choices for the topology under scrutiny. All the line choices with indices less
than or equal to fix are fixed as integer choices (that is, they are not relaxed), and all those
with indices greater than fix are relaxed. Note that the relaxed line choices are always set
to the initial value. The costing calculation is not based on a truly linear model, as will be
described below. Instead, line choices are linearized around an initial line type choice.
The branch and bound search method seeks to find the lowest-cost set of transmission line
options for a given topology. Not every topology will return a lowest-cost set of line types —
rather, the search method will return a lowest-cost set of line options for a topology only if
that topology has a set of line-options which outperforms the best-known topology and set of
line options that has been studied. There are many varieties of branch and bound algorithms,
which vary by search strategy (depth vs. breadth), and by memory used to store the search
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tree. The strategy here was a depth-first search method which used almost no memory. It was
selected for simplicity. All information associated with the search tree is contained in position,
transition, and fix. The branch and bound method is outlined and illustrated in Figure 4.5.
F (topo, fix) calculates the model’s cost if the set of line types in topo are applied to the paths
selected in a given topology, and the line choices in the first fix paths are fixed.
Figure 4.5 Branch and Bound Algorithm, with Illustration
The cost function is calculated according to the following optimization. This optimization
is re-constructed every time an integer line choice is updated, so that the admittances in the
model are accurate to the selected set of line types. The function F (topo, fix) in the branching
algorithm is simply the objective function from this optimization. The candidate lines here
only include the specific paths included in an individual topology and only the line options
given in topo. Since several line types include multiple circuits, candidate lines are identified
both by path tl and by circuit cct.
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min:
F =
∑
i
∑
g
hicggPgg,i +
∑
i
∑
w
hicwwPww,i +
∑
tl
cttl +
∑
tl
xtitlctitlNccttl
subject to:
Nodal Balance:∑
g(n)
Pgg(n),i +
∑
w(n)
Pww(n),i +
∑
t(n)
Bt(n),i −
∑
f(n)
Bf(n),i +
∑
tt(n)
∑
ct
BTtt(n),ct,i
−
∑
ft(n)
∑
ct
BTft(n),ct,i +
∑
td(n)
BDtd(n),i −
∑
fd(n)
BDfd(n),i = Ln,i,
∀n = 1 : Nn, i = 1 : Ni
DC Powerflow:
1
Xl
(
Θf(l),i −Θt(l),i
)
= Bl,i, ∀l = 1 : Nl, i = 1 : Ni
1
XTtl,cct
(
Θft(tl),i −Θtt(tl),i
)
= BTtl,cct,i, ∀tl = 1 : Ntl, cct = 1 : Nccttl, i = 1 : Ni
Conventional Gen. Limits:
Pgming < Pgg,i < Pgmaxg, ∀g = 1 : Ng, i = 1 : Ni
Wind Gen. Limits:
0 < Pww,i < Pwmaxw,i, ∀w = 1 : Nw, i = 1 : Ni
AC Transmission Limits:
−Bmaxl < Bl,i < Bmaxl, ∀l = 1 : Nl, i = 1 : Ni
DC Transmission Limits:
−BDmaxdl < Bdl,i < BDmaxdl, ∀dl = 1 : Ndl, i = 1 : Ni
Candidate Transmission Limits:
|BTtl,cct,i| < BTmaxtl,cct + xtitl, ∀tl = 1 : Ntl, i = 1 : Ni, cct = 1 : Nccttl
Security Constrained Transmission Limits:
|Bmon(c),i + LODF (c) ·Bcont(c),i| < 1.1 ·Bmaxmon(c),∀c = 1 : Nc, i = 1 : Ni
|BTmon(ctl),cct,i + LODF (ctl) ·BTcont(ctl),o,cct,i|
< 1.1 · (BTmaxmon(ctl),cct + xtimon(ctl))
∀ctl = 1 : Nctl, i = 1 : Ni, cct = 1 : Nccttl
Relaxation Investment Variable:
−BTtl,cct < xtitl, ∀tl = (fix+ 1) : Ntl, cct = 1 : Nccttl
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Where
hi — Number of hours/year in system state (‘period’) i
cgg — Cost to operate conventional generator g, in $/MWh
cww — Cost to operate wind farm w, in $/MWh
Pgg,i — Power output of conventional generator g during period i, in MW
Pww,i — Power output of wind farm w during period i, in MW
xtitl — Incremental (relaxed) capacity investment for each circuit in
path tl, in p.u.
cttl — Annualized investment cost associated with candidate line tl, in $/yr
ctitl — Annualized incremental investment cost associated with adding 1 p.u.
capacity to each circuit in path tl, in $/yr/p.u.
Xl — Reactance of AC transmission line l, in Ω
XTtl,cct — Reactance of circuit cct of candidate transmission path tl, in Ω
Bl,i — Flow on AC transmission line l during period i, in MW
BDdl,i — Flow on DC transmission line dl during period i, in MW
BTtl,cct,i — Flow on candidate transmission line circuit cct of path tl during
period i, in MW
Ln,i — Load at node n during period i, in MW
t(l), td(dl) — Index of ‘to’ node of AC line l, DC line dl, or candidate path tl
tt(tl)
f(l), fd(dl) — Index of ‘from’ node of AC line l or DC line dl, or candidate path tl
ft(tl)
g(n), w(n), — Index of generators or wind farms connected at node n
Pgming, — Minimum and maximum dispatch of conventional generator g, in MW
Pgmaxg Minimum dispatch is 0 for all gen. except for nuclear,
for which Pgming = 80%Pgmaxg
Pwmaxw,i — Maximum power available from wind farm w in period i, in MW
LODF (c) — Line outage distribution factor for contingency c
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cont(c) — Line outaged by contingency c. Contingencies only consider outages
on transmission lines 345kV or above
mon(c) — Line monitored for contingency c. Lines l only monitored if
Bmaxcont(c) · |LODF (c)| > 0.1 ·Bmaxl
Only 3 lines with the highest
Bmaxcont(c)·|LODF (c)|
Bmaxl
are monitored
LODF (ctl) — Line outage distribution factor for contingency ctl on candidate line
cont(ctl) — Candidate line outaged by contingency ctl. Outages are included for
one circuit in each path tl
mon(ctl) — Line monitored for contingency ctl. Lines ctl only monitored if
BTmaxcont(ctl),ct · |LODF (ctl)| > 0.1 ·BTmaxctl,ct
The relaxation of this model is accomplished by allowing incremental investments — both
positive and negative — for any non-fixed path tl > fix. For line options with multiple
circuits, each circuit is given an equal investment in capacity. The incremental investment cost
was based on a line fit against the cost and cumulative capacity for all the line type options. As
shown in Figure 4.6, this incremental investment cost was around $0.1M/p.u.. For this model,
1p.u. = 100MVA.
Figure 4.6 Transmission Investment vs. Capacity — Estimating the Marginal Cost of Trans-
mision
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This cost is converted into an annuity, to match the treatment of other investment costs.
Investment is given in p.u. of incremental capacity on each circuit, and is allowed to to be
negative as long as the total capacity of the path is not negative. When a transmission line
choice is relaxed, it allows the integer transmission capacity choice to be linearized, so that
the line’s capacity can be optimal, even if the choice was linearized around a badly-sized
line. Transmission investment costs are compared based on an annualized net present value of
investment. Investment costs are annualized over the life of the resources — assumed to be 40
years - at a weighted average cost of capital of 8%. An additional annual cost of 2% of the
investment cost per year is added, representing operational and maintenance costs.
The selection of a line type can change three things for a given path — the capacity,
the reactance, and the number of circuits. These three properties all impact not only the
normal line flows but also the contingency line flows. In the branch and bound algorithm, the
network model is re-built every time an integer choice is changed. This changes some network
admittances, and can change the number of circuits (if a double-circuit line type choice is
made). This means that the objective function is nonlinear. Thus, the optimization here is
not of a linear model, but a linearized model. The branch and bound method should still find
most low-cost solutions, but this cannot be guaranteed.
In particular, the selection of double-circuit lines can greatly impact contingency flows.
For that reason, in topology variation selection, effort was made to initialize paths that may
benefit from double-circuit lines (usually, high-consequence links that serve as the arteries to
transmission nodes) with double-circuit lines. The loss of one of these circuits, in a single-circuit
initialization could reverse the power flow in large sections of the network and require extra
capacity throughout the network. Initializing with double-circuit lines presumably initializes
the topology around a low-cost point, so it will not be immediately fathomed.
Security constraints are considered for the loss of any of the new transmission circuits.
LODFs are re-calculated for each candidate line, and any LODF for which the maximum
impact to a candidate line is greater than 10% of the impacted line are considered in the
dispatch. These LODFs are re-computed for every integer cut, so that all security constraints
are considered in the production cost.
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The objective function can be compiled as a linear program and solved in 0.3 - 3 seconds
of processing time, over a variety of different computing resources. This includes recomputing
all LODFs and re-forming the linear program. This is performed for every branching move,
so solving for the integer line type solution to a single topology can take a great deal of
time — from 10 min. to 20 hours, depending on the number of selected paths. However, as
mentioned previously, each solution of the objective function is compared to the best-known
line selection from the best-known topology. After the initial topology has been fully optimized,
most topologies can be rejected after just a few cuts, without having to plumb the depths of
their combinatorial variation. These topologies are rejected because even their relaxed cost is
greater than the cost of the best-known integer solution.
4.2 Collector Transmission Design for Overlay Scenarios
The process described above was applied to the transmission overlay scenarios and selections
of candidate wind farms. This process produced sets of transmission lines which were found to
be the most optimal collector networks according to the optimization routines. This process
will be described, and the results will be discussed. Finally, general observations will be made
about the resource to backbone networks selected by this method.
4.2.1 Wind Farm Selections for Overlay Scenarios
The sets of wind farms used in this example were slightly different than those identified in
the previous chapters. This set was generated several months before the sets shown in Chapter
2, and the input data was slightly different. First, a map of protected wetlands was used instead
of the more-inclusive map of parks, recreational areas, and conservation areas. This wetlands
map was less obstructive, but covered many of the same areas. Second, the set of wind farm
sites used here was selected with a higher feasible-area requirement. This was a byproduct of
using the wetlands map — the wetlands map did not mask out major rivers, which were quite
grainy on the land cover raster map. Areas in the East of the state which had rivers and other
obstructions were not as effectively masked. So, to prevent these sites from being selected, the
area requirement was raised. This area requirement (a > 21 in the previous chapters, or a > 23
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in the case of these examples) was based on my own judgement and observation of accepted
sites.
The major difference caused by this set of sites was that candidate sites in the North-
Central section of the state were more sparse. In the GEO, instead of a few wind farms closer
to the center of the state on the 345kV line, wind farms were simply selected near the high
capacity node near the Minnesota border. In general, wind farms candidates in this set were
more sparsely located. There were only 635 candidates in the GEO for these examples (down
from the 927 shown previously). The wind farm candidate set for these examples is shown in
Figure 4.7, along with the 765kV overlay.
Figure 4.7 Wind Farm Site Candidates for Overlay Collector Circuit Examples
The sites selected from this older dataset for the 765kV overlay are shown in Figure 4.8.
The sites selected for the HVDC overlay are shown in Figure 4.9. They are colored to show
the way that the selections were split into subsets of wind farms.
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Figure 4.8 Selected Wind Farm Sites for 765kV Overlay Collector Circuits
Figure 4.9 Selected Wind Farm Sites for HVDC Overlay Collector Circuits
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4.2.2 Candidate Transmission Design Options
Five transmission line types were offered as options in the resource to backbone design
process. Two of these options were modeled as two-circuit lines. Collector circuit transmission
options were 161kV or 345kV lines. Existing transmission in Iowa is all 345kV and below. The
majority of the rest of the existing lines above 100kV are 161kV lines, and many of the existing
115kV lines are being uprated to 161kV. The next lowest voltage in Iowa is 69kV. There are a
few current wind farms on the 69kV system. But, the 69kV system is not modeled here, and
69kV lines generally are not designed for power flows of over 100 MW.
There are 3 transmission line options at the 161kV level — single circuit, double circuit,
and redundant double-circuit. The double-circuit options have the same parameters, but the
redundant double-circuit line is modeled as two circuits, where the other option is modeled
as just a single high-capacity circuit. This option would not be wholly dissimilar from a very
high-capacity single circuit — some high-gauge HTLS conductors would be capable of currents
that high. These two options serve as a trade-off between reliability and capacity. The last
two options are 345kV lines — single circuit or double-circuit. Here, the double-circuit line
is modeled as two circuits. Properties of the candidate transmission line options are given in
Table 4.2.
Costs for these lines were estimated based on project costs listed in MISO’s MTEP11
Appendices.
Table 4.2 Candidate Transmission Line Options for Collector Circuit Optimization
Option Voltage Cost Rating PSIL X Circuits Incremental
# (kV) ($M/mi) (MW/cct) (MVA) (p.u./mi) $/(p.u./cct)/mi
1 161 0.8 273 76 0.00276 1 0.1
2 161 1.2 546 158 0.00133 1 0.1
3 345 2.3 1100 385 0.00054 1 0.1
4 161 1.5 273 79 0.00276 2 0.2
5 345 2.8 1100 403 0.00052 2 0.2
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4.2.3 Candidate Transmission Paths
Candidate paths were identified by mapping the locations of transmission lines and sub-
stations along with the locations of new wind farms. Paths were manually placed between
new wind farm nodes and the nearest nodes — either existing/planned substations or new
wind farms. Except for isolated wind farms, most wind farms were connected to at least two
candidate paths, and usually three or more. Some attempts were made at generalizing this
process to an algorithm, but early tests with these algorithms created an excess of unnecessary
candidates while ignoring some efficient candidates.
4.2.3.1 Candidate Paths for the 765kV Overlay Scenario
The candidate paths selected for the 765kV overlay scenario are shown in Figure 4.10.
Candidate lines are in grey, while wind farms are colored squares, and existing wind farms are
dark grey polygons. Some of the candidate lines are two-segment lines, where they were routed
around large obstacles like towns or lakes. In places where there was only one wind farm, often
only one candidate path was offered. For those wind farms, the only available N-1 connected
solutions were redundant double-circuit lines.
Table 4.3 shows statistics of the wind farms and candidate paths for subsets of wind farms
in the 765kV Overlay scenario.
Table 4.3 Statistics for Subsets of the 765kV Overlay Scenario
Subset A B C D E F G H
Wind Farms 15 11 13 9 11 5 6 6
Wind Farm 2963 2128 2572 1778 2163 982 1184 1185
Capacity
Capacity Factor 0.380 0.352 0.371 0.389 0.376 0.369 0.376 0.375
Candidate Paths 34 23 29 25 25 10 12 14
Candidate Path 235 135.7 176.8 166.6 226.8 94.9 74.7 118
Miles
Average 6.9 5.9 6.1 6.7 9.1 9.5 6.2 8.4
Miles/Path
Notice that the square-site layout results in many equally-sized lines along the cardinal
directions. Note also that many of the transmission links follow closely the path of existing
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Figure 4.10 Candidate Transmission Paths for 765kV Overlay Subset Wind Farms
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transmission, and that many selected windfarms actually intersect the backbone transmission.
In many cases, new wind farms are located close enough to transmission lines that they
could connect directly to those lines. As well, there are many cases here where moving the
substation could decrease the distance to other wind farm substations.
This study did not include options for new substations on existing transmission, nor was
substation cost specifically included. Substations directly connected to backbone transmission
would enable very large wind farms. Future study should consider the costs of new substation
equipment, and the advantages of direct connection to overlay transmission. Most existing
wind farms have been built directly on existing transmission lines.
4.2.3.2 Candidate Paths for the HVDC Overlay Scenario
The candidate paths selected for the HVDC overlay scenario are shown in Figure 4.11.
Candidate lines are in grey, while wind farms are colored squares, and existing wind farms are
dark grey polygons.
Table 4.4 shows statistics of the wind farms and candidate paths for subsets of wind farms
in the HVDC Overlay scenario. In general, subsets in this scenario had fewer individual wind
farms. This was due to the differing patterns of wind farm selection. In specific, the group
of wind farms in Subset C was smaller in the 765kV scenario, so it was simply lumped in
with Subset A. Notice that the subsets are not labeled consistently between the two scenarios,
though many of the subsets in the HVDC overlay cover similar regions to the subsets in the
765kV overlay.
Table 4.4 Statistics for Subsets of the HVDC Overlay Scenario
Subset A B C D E F G H I
Wind Farms 12 9 8 10 10 7 10 6 4
Wind Farm 2377 1747 1563 1970 1985 1389 1950 1184 788
Capacity
Capacity Factor 0.381 0.351 0.366 0.373 0.372 0.390 0.376 0.373 0.375
Candidate Paths 28 20 13 23 27 20 21 18 11
Candidate Path 212.2 123.8 68.8 183.4 179.9 155 193.7 148.4 101.6
Miles
Average 7.6 6.2 5.3 8.0 6.7 7.8 9.2 8.2 9.2
Miles/Path
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Figure 4.11 Candidate Transmission Paths for HVDC Overlay Subset Wind Farms
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4.2.4 N-0 Transmission Expansion Optimization
The N-0 MILP was constructed and solved for all the windfarm subsets in the two scenarios.
The results of this optimization are shown visually in Figure 4.12 and 4.13. Existing trans-
mission lines are shown in black, and all wind farms are shown in gray, to give contrast to the
chosen candidate lines in blue and red. 161kV lines are shown in blue, and 345kV lines are in
red. Non-redundant double-circuit 161kV lines are thicker, and redundant double-circuit lines
are shown as two separate lines. There were no redundant double-circuit 161kV lines selected
at this stage, and there shouldn’t be, since they have the same capacity as the non-redundant
lines, but a greater cost.
Several features may be noted in these expansions. First, note in Figure 4.12, Subset A, a
line of transmission is selected which parallels the existing 345kV line. This suggests that the
underlying 345kV line could benefit from an increase in capacity. In addition, many of these
wind farms could be connected directly to this line, if the option were given. In the HVDC
overlay, this complete circuit is not formed. But, in that overlay, the underlying 345kV line
was already fortified with an additional line.
Several of the scenarios selected double-circuit 161kV lines in places that they should not
be selected — for instance, in the HVDC overlay Subset A, on the left (East) side. A higher-
capacity line feeds into a lower capacity line. This most likely occurs because the stopping
criteria for the CPLEX instance was not set to a small enough precision. Even though this
occurs, in the manual process of selecting topology variations, these missteps can be corrected.
But, the fact that this occurs suggests that if the stopping criteria was modified, the initial
topologies selected may be different. This could also have occurred because some of these runs
were stopped before they reached the identified stopping criteria. A small case could take 1-5
minutes to meet the default CPLEX stopping criteria. A large case (a dozen or more wind
farms) may take well over an hour. In any case, the selected set of lines shown here should be
close to optimal, and if the process were given a more exacting stopping criteria, they would
be more optimal.
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 give some statistics for the N-0 expansion optimization for the 765kV
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Figure 4.12 N-0 Transmission Selections for 765kV Overlay Scenario Subsets
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and HVDC overlays. Two items are of note here. First, the vast majority of selected circuits
are 161kV circuits, and most of those are single circuit lines. Note from the maps in Figure
4.12 that it is quite common to see chains of just two wind farms, on the end of a set of
161kV single circuit lines. This is important because the single-circuit 161kV line candidates
do not have enough capacity to pass 2x 200MW of power through them. Notice that most of
these subsets have significant curtailment. This is well above what was seen in the generation
expansion, and suggests that the ‘chunky’ integer nature of the optimization can make it more
optimal for some wind farms to forego revenue from wind, rather than paying for additional
transmission upgrades. If transmission choices were allowed to be somewhat more relaxed (for
instance, represented as a base cost with a linear adder for addition capacity), this behavior
may not occur. Second, the per-mile cost of transmission selected here is around $1M/mi or
less. This is well below the $1.5M/mi estimated in the GEO. With this new information, it
may be instructive to repeat the GEO with a lower per-mile cost, and observe whether the
locations of some wind farms change.
Table 4.5 N-0 Initial Statistics for Subsets of the 765kV Overlay Scenario
Wind Paths 161kV 161kV 345kV Miles Cost Avg. Avg. Local
Farms Single Double Single ROW ($M) mi./farm $M/mi. Curtailment
A 15 16 14 2 0 87.9 74 5.86 0.84 0.70%
B 11 12 10 2 0 66.2 57.2 6.02 0.86 6.30%
C 13 15 12 3 0 63.7 58.1 4.90 0.91 2.03%
D 9 11 9 2 0 65.6 55.6 7.29 0.85 1.53%
E 11 13 11 2 0 94.1 84.3 8.55 0.90 3.49%
F 5 5 5 0 0 47 37.6 9.40 0.80 0.63%
G 6 6 4 1 1 38.6 39.3 6.43 1.02 0%
H 6 6 5 1 0 33.2 28.1 5.53 0.85 5.44%
Table 4.6 N-0 Initial Statistics for Subsets of the HVDC Overlay Scenario
Wind Paths 161kV 161kV 345kV Miles Cost Avg. Avg. Local
Farms Single Double Single ROW ($M) mi./farm $M/mi. Curtailment
A 12 12 10 2 0 73.1 60.9 6.09 0.83 1.11%
B 9 10 6 4 0 49.6 46 5.51 0.93 2.44%
C 8 8 7 0 1 29.6 29.9 3.70 1.01 5.16%
D 10 10 9 1 0 68.8 58.1 6.88 0.84 4.39%
E 10 12 9 3 0 57.5 51.6 5.75 0.90 1.52%
F 7 8 6 2 0 53.4 51.4 7.63 0.96 5.92%
G 10 12 10 2 0 93.9 85.2 9.39 0.91 0.12%
H 6 7 5 1 1 46.2 45.3 7.70 0.98 0.51%
I 4 4 2 2 0 17.6 19.1 4.40 1.09 0.24%
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Figure 4.13 N-0 Transmission Selections for HVDC Overlay Scenario Subsets
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4.2.5 Additional Circuits for N-1 Connectedness
The N-1 connectedness heuristic was applied to the N-0 connected solutions shown above.
This algorithm solves very quickly, since it is of a low order, and does not have to consider
the electrical characteristics of the network. The results of this heuristic are not necessarily
optimal — they are more like an adaptation cost. Due to some properties of the N-0 solution,
parts of these solutions may be obviously innefficient. But, they again should come close to an
optimal solution.
Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the N-1 heuristic solutions that were used to create the topo-
logical variations. But, by and large, the behavior of this method (N-0 optimization to N-1
heuristic) identified realistic structures — small loops and longer strings which connect to the
existing transmission on both ends. Some wind farms, if located far from other new wind farms,
were connected by redundant double-circuit lines. It is not likely that a developer would build
such a line just for reliability, but it is the logical choice in this model. The additional cost of
the second circuit represents an additional cost paid for reliability. In some cases, they have
been adjusted, if some features were inefficient. This frequently happened with 45◦ angle lines,
which would be selected in the N-0 solution, and would be connected to a line in a cardinal di-
rection due to the N-1 heuristic. In some cases, the 45◦ lines were replaced by cardinal-direction
lines which filled out a larger loop (for instance, a square 5 miles on a side). This decreased
circuit miles and increased the connectedness of the solution, so it was an obvious choice.
Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show some statistics of the N-1 initial collector circuits. In bulk, they
represent an increase in ROW miles of around 25% from the N-0 initialization, and an increase
in cost per mile of 6-7%. The increase in miles is due to a number of new paths, which
typically can provide a redundant connection for more than one wind farm. The increase in
cost-per-mile occurs when single-circuit lines are swapped for double-circuit redundant lines. It
should be noted that this optimization routine does not investigate powerflows when considering
redundancy, so the selected lines may not be totally appropriate. Optimization of line types
occurs in branching and bounding step.
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Figure 4.14 N-1 Initial Transmission Selections for 765kV Overlay Scenario Subsets
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Figure 4.15 N-1 Initial Transmission Selections for HVDC Overlay Scenario Subsets
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Table 4.7 N-1 Initial Collector Statistics for Subsets of the 765kV Overlay Scenario
Wind Paths 161kV 161kV 161kV 345kV Miles Cost Avg. Avg.
Farms Single Double Redundant Single ROW ($M) mi./farm $M/mi.
A 15 20 15 2 3 0 113.8 107.9 7.59 0.95
B 11 14 11 2 0 1 74 66.8 6.73 0.90
C 13 17 12 2 3 0 78.7 72.1 6.05 0.92
D 9 13 11 2 0 0 77.8 65.3 8.64 0.84
E 11 17 14 2 1 0 123.9 113.6 11.26 0.92
F 5 7 5 0 2 0 62.3 63.1 12.46 1.01
G 6 8 5 2 1 0 48.6 50.2 8.10 1.03
H 6 7 4 1 2 0 38.2 39.8 6.37 1.04
Table 4.8 N-1 Initial Collector Statistics for Subsets of the HVDC Overlay Scenario
Wind Paths 161kV 161kV 161kV 345kV Miles Cost Avg. Avg.
Farms Single Double Redundant Single ROW ($M) mi./farm $M/mi.
A 12 16 14 1 1 0 99.2 84.7 8.27 0.85
B 9 12 6 4 2 0 59.6 59.3 6.62 0.99
C 8 10 7 0 3 0 43.9 40 5.49 0.91
D 10 13 10 1 2 0 89.8 87.6 8.98 0.98
E 10 15 13 2 0 0 77.5 64.1 7.75 0.83
F 7 10 6 2 2 0 63.4 66.4 9.06 1.05
G 10 13 5 2 6 0 98.9 113.9 9.89 1.15
H 6 9 7 2 0 0 65.8 56.3 10.97 0.86
I 4 4 0 0 4 0 17.6 26 4.40 1.48
4.2.6 Identifying Topology Variations
As previously stated, topology variations were created by identifying small feature changes
to a given topology, then listing combinations of those feature changes. A feature change may
include selecting an additional candidate path, unselecting a candidate path, replacing one
candidate path with another nearby candidate path, or other more-complex changes. A list
of feature changes was made, and those features were combined meticulously, to identify full
lists of the combinations of those features. In all cases, topology changes began from the initial
topologies identified above.
Where a feature change rendered a wind farm or group of wind farms N-0 connected, single-
circuit lines were replaced by redundant double-circuit lines. In topologies with few connections
to sink nodes on the transmission overlay, paths were initialized with redundant double-circuit
lines, so that they would not be fathomed due to poor security-constrained performance.
A list of the number of feature changes and number of topology variations analyzed for
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each subset of wind farms is given in Tables 4.9 and 4.10. The number of variations considered
depended significantly on the number and type of feature changes identified. Many feature
changes were very similar, and combining them would have been non-sensical, so those com-
bination variations were not considered. Scenario A of the 765kV Overlay scenario should be
explained further. The large number of paths in the solution to this subset required very long
compute times. Some topologies could be rejected in a few minutes, but others would require
days of branch-and-bound computation. Thus, of the 63 variations identified, only 29 have been
computed. These include the most significant range of variations — those composed of one to
three features. As will be noted later, most of the optimal variations included combinations of
only one to three feature changes.
Table 4.9 Topology Variation Statistics for Subsets of the 765kV Overlay Scenario
Subset Wind Candidate Feature Total Min Max
Farms Paths Changes Variations Paths Paths
A 15 34 7 63(29) 19 21
B 11 23 12 279 12 15
C 13 29 7 101 17 19
D 9 25 9 143 10 14
E 11 25 11 180 14 17
F 5 10 6 21 6 8
G 6 12 7 58 7 9
H 6 14 6 59 7 9
Table 4.10 Topology Variation Statistics for Subsets of the HVDC Overlay Scenario
Subset Wind Candidate Feature Total Min Max
Farms Paths Changes Variations Paths Paths
A 12 28 12 145 16 18
B 9 20 11 125 10 13
C 8 13 8 8 9 10
D 10 23 11 269 13 17
E 10 27 15 312 13 17
F 7 20 11 337 9 12
G 10 21 21 273 13 16
H 6 18 21 119 8 10
I 4 11 7 19 5 6
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4.2.7 Branch and Bound with Topology Variation Results
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the selected optimal topologies and line type selections for the
765kV Overlay and HVDC Overlay scenarios. Once again, narrow lines indicate single circuits,
thick lines indicate non-redundant double circuits, and two lines are used to indicate double
circuits. Grey polygons indicate wind farms of all types.
Several features may be noted here. Redundant double circuit lines are often used near
the sink nodes on the overlay network. These lines allow greater security-constrained flow, by
maintaining connectedness even when one circuit goes out. Single 345kV circuits are never
selected, though several redundant 345kV circuits are. A single-circuit 345kV line will not be
very useful in this network — any time it was outaged, its normal load would have to be carried
to an outlet on lower-capacity lines. This idea could be generalized to suggest that for an N-1
secure collector network, high-capacity lines may not be beneficial, unless they are redundant.
This is similar to the idea behind the so-called “rule of three”, wherein planners have observed
that projects at a new higher voltage are usually not cost-effective unless at least three new
lines are built, due to security constraints.
One frequent feature of these networks is a 3-path loop connecting two wind farms to one or
two overlay nodes. Under contingency, the entire contents of both wind farms will be limited to
the capacity of a single-circuit 161kV line. This capacity is somewhat below the expected peak
capacity of two wind farms, but the curtailment seen in this model is apparently not enough
to warrant a higher-capacity solution in this type of case.
The C subset of the 765kV network is interesting in that it makes ample use of the existing
transmission system. This is the most meshed collector solution identified. The spur line on
the West end is used as a return path in the case of an outage. And just above that, the
existing East-West route is mimmicked by a 3-segment network connecting to two wind farms.
To the South, multiple connections are formed between the existing 161kV line and the new
wind farms. These lines mimick behavior that was seen in the initial solution — a bridging
connection between two previously un-connected circuits.
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Figure 4.16 Branch and Bound Best Transmission Selections for 765kV Overlay Scenario Sub-
sets
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Figure 4.17 Branch and Bound Best Transmission Selections for HVDC Overlay Scenario
Subsets
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In general, where loops are formed, they are mostly 4 wind farms tied together by 161kV
lines, as is seen in the C subset of the HVDC network.
Table 4.11 and 4.12 give some statistics of the collector network solutions presented above.
Table 4.11 Branch and Bound Best Collector Statistics for Subsets of the 765kV Overlay
Scenario
Wind Paths 161kV 161kV 345kV 161kV 345kV Miles Cost Local Avg. Avg.
Farms Single Double Single 2x 2x ROW ($M) Curt. mi./farm $M/mi.
A 15 19 10 4 0 3 2 109.1 120.3 1.32% 7.27 1.10
B 11 13 6 0 0 6 1 61.4 75 1.36% 5.58 1.22
C 13 18 10 1 0 6 1 93.5 101.7 5.29% 7.19 1.09
D 9 12 9 0 0 2 1 66.2 68 1.46% 7.36 1.03
E 11 17 17 0 0 0 0 120.3 96.2 1.44% 10.94 0.80
F 5 6 3 0 0 3 0 48 58.8 3.69% 9.60 1.23
G 6 8 4 2 0 1 1 49.3 59.1 10.90% 8.22 1.20
H 6 7 3 0 0 4 0 42.9 49.7 0.31% 7.15 1.16
All 76 100 62 7 0 25 6 590.7 628.8 7.77 1.06
Table 4.12 Branch and Bound Best Collector Statistics for Subsets of the HVDC Overlay
Scenario
Wind Paths 161kV 161kV 345kV 161kV 345kV Miles Cost Local Avg. Avg.
Farms Single Double Single 2x 2x ROW ($M) Curt. mi./farm $M/mi.
A 12 16 11 2 0 2 1 108.7 102.3 1.14% 9.06 0.94
B 9 11 5 2 0 3 1 47.8 55.5 1.19% 5.31 1.16
C 8 10 5 2 0 3 0 45.1 44 3.42% 5.64 0.98
D 10 13 9 0 0 4 0 89.9 91 3.78% 8.99 1.01
E 10 15 13 0 0 1 1 82.5 71.4 1.17% 8.25 0.87
F 7 11 8 2 0 1 0 63.9 57.8 0.78% 9.13 0.90
G 10 14 12 0 0 2 0 98.4 85.3 1.74% 9.84 0.87
H 6 8 4 4 0 0 0 57.6 55.9 8.93% 9.60 0.97
I 4 5 3 0 0 2 0 31.6 30.5 7.17% 7.90 0.97
All 76 103 70 12 0 18 3 625.5 593.7 8.23 0.95
In both cases, the cost per mile of transmission path is around $1M/mile, with an average
path-distance per wind farm of around 8 miles. In the HVDC scenario, the average cost is
significantly lower, and the total cost of all collector circuits is 5% lower than that of the 765kV
scenario, even though it has 5% more miles of ROW. The HVDC scenario makes greater use
of the two lowest-cost transmission options, and it requires more miles of ROW even though it
is a lower-cost option.
A different metric may explain this behavior. Tables 4.11 and 4.12 examined the average
miles of ROW and $M/mi of ROW. Table 4.13 describes the results on the basis of circuit-
miles, and cost per circuit-mile. The average cost per circuit-mile is equal between the two
scenarios. The difference is in the circuit-miles per wind farm, which are a few percent higher
for the 765kV overlay (in which wind farms were further from the transmission nodes). The
HVDC solution used new single-circuit paths for redundancy, whereas the 765kV solution more
frequently used redundant double-circuit lines for redundancy.
The cost for both sets of optimized collector designs was approximately $7.3M-$8.3M per
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Table 4.13 Circuit-mile Statistics for Best Branch and Bound Collector Circuits
[0.5ex]
765kV Miles Circuit Cct. Miles/ Cost Avg.
Overlay ROW Miles Wind Farm $M $M/cct/mi
A 109.1 133.61 120.3 8.91 0.90
B 61.4 92.9 75 8.45 0.81
C 93.5 127.3 101.7 9.79 0.80
D 66.2 80.2 68 8.91 0.85
E 120.3 120.3 96.2 10.94 0.80
F 48 77.2 58.8 15.44 0.76
G 49.3 62.4 59.1 10.40 0.95
H 42.9 64.8 49.7 10.80 0.77
All 590.7 758.71 628.8 9.98 0.83
HVDC Miles Circuit Cct. Miles/ Cost Avg.
Overlay ROW Miles Wind Farm $M $M/cct/mi
A 108.7 121.4 102.3 10.12 0.84
B 47.8 62.6 55.5 6.96 0.89
C 45.1 52 44 6.50 0.85
D 89.9 117.2 91 11.72 0.78
E 82.5 87.7 71.4 8.77 0.81
F 63.9 68.9 57.8 9.84 0.84
G 98.4 107.7 85.3 10.77 0.79
H 57.6 57.6 55.9 9.60 0.97
I 31.6 39.1 30.5 9.78 0.78
All 625.5 714.2 593.7 9.40 0.83
wind farm, or $40-$42/kW. On average, wind farm collector circuits required 9.4-10.0 circuit-
miles per wind farm, when wind farms were located 7.4-7.8 miles from transmission hubs.
Significant curtailment is seen in some subsets of wind farms — specifically, the G subset of
the 765kV scenario and the H subset of the HVDC scenario. Both of these subsets are located
near Grinnell Iowa, on the East-West 345kV line across Iowa. Curtailment occurs because the
dispatch in this optimization considers all generation resources in the production model, and
during high-wind periods, some wind resources must be curtailed. All wind on the system has
the same price, and backing off those wind farms allows wind from the West to flow with less
congestion. In the cases of high curtailment in a subset, all generators were cut to zero output
during high-wind periods, to allow other wind onto the system. This means that the 765kV.C
and HVDC.G collector networks were not necessarily well-sized to their capacity. However, an
examination of the powerflows on those collector lines shows that they were well below their
capacity for the remainder of the year, and may have been able to handle full output from the
local wind farms. This discrepancy could be solved by adjusting the dispatch conditions for
wind resources in the model to more equitably dispatch all wind resources.
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The smaller curtailments (around 1%) are due to security constraint limitations on 161kV
single circuit lines with multiple wind farms. These lines could be upgraded in capacity for a
low cost, relative to the cost of the line. If a wind developer were having these lines built, he
would design them to match or exceed the capacity of the planned wind farms.
The first steps of the optimization process (from generation expansion through N-1 heuristic
and topology selection) were performed locally on a personal computer, but the branch and
bound search process with topology variation was perfomed mostly on research servers. Smaller
scenario subsets could be computed locally, and solved within an hour. The larger subsets, such
as the A subset in either scenario, required days or even weeks to compute. This was due in
part to the combinatorial nature of this integer problem. But, it was exasperated by the fact
that the whole production cost model had to be re-solved after every cut. Some simple steps
were used to minimize that time, but only a portion of the compute time could be avoided.
In the future, a reduced form of this problem could be created which could greatly reduce the
compute time. This could be done by assuming the global powerflow as computed by the GEO,
and modeling only local buses and lines.
4.3 Observations and Conclusions from Collector Circuit Design Process
The collector design process, in general, was a useful way to frame the process — first finding
economical N-0 connected solutions, second finding nearyby N-1 connected solutions, offering
alternative topologies, then optimizing the line types for each path. Breaking the problem into
subproblems was a useful way to make the huge problem more manageable.
Re-computation of LODFs and security constraints is performed for every link in the collec-
tor. A different method may be better for computing other reliability metrics, but the security
constraints enforced here produced very robust collector networks.
Common features observed in collector network solutions included: redundant double cir-
cuits near the collector sink node, prevalence of 161kV transmission, and 3-4 windfarm loops
or subloops. The cost for both sets of optimized collector designs was approximately $7.3M-
$8.3M per wind farm, or $40-$42/kW. On average, wind farm collector circuits required 9.4-10.0
circuit-miles per wind farm, when wind farms were located 7.4-7.8 miles from transmission hubs.
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The dispatch in this model was global in scope. This was intended to provide a trade-
off between wind curtailment and transmission investment, and to allow more flexible local
transmission line flows. This allowed for some meshed solutions, such as the 765kv.C subnet-
work. But, it also resulted in excessive curtailment of some wind resources (such as those in
765kV.G), during high wind events. It also increased solution times. Reducing the network
model for subproblems may increase the accuracy of the curtailment tradeoff, while still allow-
ing some flexibility in flows on existing transmission lines. This would also significantly reduce
solve times.
The solutions for the 765kV overlay scenario and for the HVDC overlay scenario were quan-
tifiably different — the HVDC scenario has a lower cost and more transmission miles. Evidence
suggests that the HVDC scenario, where wind farms were located closer to transmission nodes,
was better able to use single-circuit lines for redundancy than the 765kV scenario. Thus, ac-
cording to the model used here, the optimal features for ensuring N-1 security may depend on
how widely candidate wind farms are spaced. More study on this topic is needed.
New substation locations were not considered here, and the costs of substation equipment
were not considered. Adding these considerations could produce very different network designs.
As well, it would be valuable to consider whether variations in wind farm size impact choices
in collector network design. Large wind farms sited directly at transmission nodes may make
large portions of these collector networks superfluous.
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY OF RESULTS, AND TOPICS FOR
FURTHER STUDY
5.1 Overview of Results
In Chapter 1, the problem of transmission design for a high wind penetration future was
described, along with relevant studies and literature. A process was outlined which could be
used to design transmission collector networks.
In Chapter 2, a process for identifying feasible wind farm locations was described. It was
used to create a set of candidate wind farm sites for the state of Iowa. 927 candidate sites
were identified which could, according to the criteria listed, be used to site new wind farms of
roughly 200MW. This selection of wind farms had a feasible area which was estimated to be
able to support 173 GW of new wind farms.
In Chapter 3, backbone transmission network designs were described, and an optimization
method was proposed with which to identify a likely set of wind farms that could be built to
support a future with an identified nameplate capacity of wind. This process was used to iden-
tify sets of new wind farms to satisfy a 20GW wind future in the state of Iowa for two different
transmission backbone designs. In each case, 76 wind farm sites were identified throughout
Iowa. Sites conformed generally to the expectations set forth in MISO’s Regional Generation
Outlet Study. Wind farms were also selected in a few additional areas — central Iowa near
Grinnell, Eastern Iowa near Cedar Falls, and Eastern Iowa just NorthWest of Davenport. Many
sites were selected near substations of high-capacity transmission.
In Chapter 4, a multi-step process for designing and optimizing resource-to-backbone trans-
mission networks was described in detail. This process was used to design collector networks
for 20GW wind scenarios on the two backbone transmission networks. Details of these designs
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were discussed, as were common features. Transmission collector circuits commonly featured
small loops, redundant circuits near backbone generation sink nodes, and rarely featured single-
circuit 345kV lines. The collector circuit designs for the HVDC scenario appeared to favor the
use of new single-circuit lines for redundancy, where the 765kV scenario collector circuits more
often utilized redundant double circuits. The cost for both sets of optimized collector designs
was approximately $7.3M-$8.3M per wind farm, or $40-$42/kW. On average, optimized N-1
connected wind farm collector circuits required 9.4-10.0 circuit-miles per wind farm, when wind
farms were located 7.4-7.8 miles from transmission hubs.
The model used to test this process was self-consistent but may be a poor representation
of the state of Iowa. During significant portions of the year, the direction of flow across the
network was reversed from what should be expected. A larger and more accurate model which
reflects the network bias of the Eastern Interconnection may yield different results than what
were seen here.
5.2 Possible Topics for Future Study
The process laid out here used very limited models to describe a complex electrical system.
Significantly, only a small portion of the Eastern Interconnection was modeled, leading to
results that did not truly reflect the conditions that should be expected in the state of Iowa.
Repeating these studies with a larger and more accurate model may yield differing results.
The land use masks utilized for this project represent a subset of all limitations to wind
farm development. It would be beneficial to develop a more comprehensive list of geographic,
environmental, and infrastructure features which impede wind farm development.
These models did not consider regulation and reserves. Regulation and reserve require-
ments may change the dispatch pattern of generation, and thus cause congestion or change the
directions of flow in some parts of the network. These resources would be necessary for the
reliable operation of a high wind penetration network, so it would be beneficial to study their
impact on future wind farm locations.
The emphasis on this project was on identifying a single future collector network for each
subset of wind farms. The future is never certain, and the wind expected in these scenarios
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would not be built in one year. Research must be done to identify methods of designing collector
circuits in a multi-step uncertain future.
Wind farms in this model were all nearly 200MW in capacity. This model also did not
allow for investment in new substations. Larger wind farms may be preferable to groups of
small wind farms, and may reduce transmission investment requirements. They may even
direct the location of new backbone transmission. Offering new substation choices on existing
transmission may also reduce the need for transmission.
The use of a full network model in collector circuit design may not have been necessary or
appropriate. The full network generation dispatch lead to excessive curtailment in some new
wind farm zones. The full network also substantially increased compute times. Performing
the collector design with reduced local models of the transmission system would dramatically
speed up the process, and may allow for more detailed or more complex models to be studied.
This process could be applied to expansion of wind resources at any arbitrary penetration
level. This process could be tested on varying levels of wind penetrationin the state, to test
whether network design choices are impacted by wind penetration level.
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APPENDIX A. SYSTEM MODEL
The transmission and generation system used in these studies was assembled from public
sources, and was subject to many approximations. In this appendix, the system will be de-
scribed, as will the data sources from which it was assembled, and the approximations used in
its creation.
A.1 Generation Resources Model
In this model, generators are specified by the following parameters: name, node name, gen-
eration technology, maximum capacity, minimum dipatch, and marginal price of energy. Gener-
ator data was compiled from the Iowa Utility Board 2001 system map [80], news items[81] [82],
and many generators were verified from generation owners’ websites. Generation in bordering
states was modeled in bulk, using information from the Energy Information Administration
[83].
Most attributes of generation are readily available via public data — location, generation
technology, and maximum capacity. Other attributes had to be estimated. Marginal cost of
generation was estimated from EIA fuel and operational cost data [83], and from assumptions
about heat-rate.
Generating limits were modeled very simply. In all the optimization routines, an optimal
powerflow formulation was used wherein all units were available. There was no integer dispatch.
Singular generators within Iowa had a maximum and minimum output. For most generators,
the minimum output is 0 MW. However, nuclear units are assigned a minimum dispatch of 80%
of nameplate capacity. These units have long-term contracts, are relied on for capacity, and are
usually dispatched as must-run. Thus, even if they are more expensive than the marginal unit,
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they would still be dispatched. The same could be done for coal units on long-term contracts
which run as baseload. However, the future of many coal units is in question, and many of the
units in this model may be retired, or used quite differently in the coming decades, if emissions
regulations make them less profitable or less efficient. To this end, all coal generation is assigned
a minimum output of 0 MW.
States that border Iowa were each modeled as a single node. Generators were differentiated
by type, but all generation of a type was aggregated to a single generator, with one price and
one capacity. Generation capacities were sourced from the EIA’s Annual Electricity Report for
2011[83].
No generator retirements were considered. Although by 2030, the conventional generation
fleet may change significantly, the possible impacts of this change were not within the scope of
this project. Nor was generation adequacy of particular interest. Wind generation contributes
very little to peak capacity - its value is primarily in its energy component. The aggregate
generation represented in this model is more than sufficient to supply the load here represented,
so no conventional generation had to be added to make the scenarios feasible.
The cost of fuel was differentiated by state and by technology. In the model, costs are
represented in $(2013), for the year 2030. That is, projected costs from 2030 are discounted
back to the present. 2011 fuel prices in this model were discounted from $(2011) to $(2013),
then increased at their expected rate-above-inflation from 2011 until 2030.
For coal plants, state-wide average fuel costs were available from the EIA, up to 2011.
According to the Reference case of the EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook 2012, delivered coal
prices were expected to increase at a rate of 0.85% above inflation through 2035. EIA-823 data
includes voluntarily submitted lists of fuel orders from individual plants, which were used to
estimate heat-rates. Other heat rates were assigned at the author’s discretion, based primarily
on the age of the plant. Operation and Maintenance costs were assigned based on a study by
Black and Veetch which indicated their expectations of operational cost for future pulverized
coal plants. Total marginal costs were calculated from:
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cg$/MWh = HeatRate(MMBtu/MWh) · FuelCost($/MMBtu) +OandM($/MWh)
Coal costs used in the model are shown in Table A.1:
Table A.1 Coal Fuel Costs
State $(2011)/MMBtu 2011 $(2013)/MMBtu 2013 $(2013)/MMBtu 2030
Iowa 1.43 1.51 1.75
Illinois 1.72 1.82 2.10
Minnesota 1.93 2.04 2.36
Missouri 1.72 1.82 2.10
Nebraska 1.51 1.60 1.84
North Dakota∗ 1.34 1.42 1.64
Wisconsin 2.50 2.64 3.05
∗ – A significant portion of the power used in Minnesota, Iowa, and Nebraska is produced in
North Dakota. To account for this, 2GW of coal is sited at the Minnesota bulk node
Natural gas prices were expected to increase at a rate of 1.37% over inflation between 2010
and 2030. Natural gas costs were calculated starting from state-average costs in 2011. Heatrates
for natural gas units were again estimated. These estimates were based around the average
operating heatrate for natural gas units, as reported in EIA’s annual report for 2011. The EIA
source did not clearly differentiate between combined cycle generators and gas turbines, so the
bulk units in bordering states have their capacity split equally between combined cycle and gas
turbines. Combined cycle units are far more efficient, so they were assigned lower heat rates
and thus had lower marginal costs. The natural gas fuel costs used in the model are shown in
Table A.2:
Table A.2 Natural Gas Fuel Costs
State $(2011)/MMBtu 2011 $(2013)/MMBtu 2013 $(2013)/MMBtu 2030
Illinois 5.15 5.53 6.97
Wisconsin 5.20 5.58 7.03
Iowa 5.44 5.84 7.36
Minnesota 5.88 6.31 7.95
Missouri 4.97 5.34 6.72
Nebraska 5.70 6.12 7.71
Nuclear generation costs were not published the same way that fossil generation costs were
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published, so the parameters used for those units were calculated in a slightly different way.
In the EIA 2011 annual report, there is a table of average reported operation, maintenance,
and fuel costs for 2001 to 2011. Here, each year’s cost was discounted to the present, and the
year-over-year increase in cost was found for each year and each category of cost. The average
yearly rate of increase for each cost category was calculated, and the most-recent cost (2011,
in $(2013)) was projected to 2030 for each category. The same cost was used for every nuclear
unit. Nuclear units, in this model, were also unique in that their minimum generation level
was set to 80%. All other generators were assigned a minimum generation level of 0. Nuclear
unit operational costs are detailed in Table A.3.
Table A.3 Nuclear Generator Costs
Cost $(2011)/MWh $(2013)/MWh $(2013)/MWh Annual
in 2011 in 2013 in2030 % Increase
Operation 10.89 11.39 11.93 0.27
Maintenance 6.80 7.17 8.07 0.70
Fuel 7.01 7.57 10.46 1.92
Total 24.70 26.14 30.46
There was one hydro turbine in the model. It was modeled at 30% of its nameplate capacity,
with its operational cost coming from the EIA annual report. There were a large number of
petrol-driven peaking turbines in the model. The price of these units was roughly estimated
from 2011 fuel oil costs, but they were so costly that they are never dispatched.
Table A.4 is a summary of the generators modeled within the state of Iowa. Table A.5
summarizes the conventional generation in bordering states.
Table A.4 Iowa Generation Resources Summary
Number Capacity Min. Dispatch HeatRate $(2013)/MWh
(MW) (% Capacity) MMBtu/MWh in 2030
Coal 24 7013 0% 5000-13600 31.7 - 46.7
Combined Cycle 3 1427 0% 7000 55.2
Gas Turbine 18 1245 0% 10000-12000 78.9 - 93.6
Nuclear 1 597 80% 30.5
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Table A.5 Non-Iowa Generation Resources Summary
Capacity (MW) Min. Dispatch HeatRate $(2013)/MWh in 2030
Coal 46405 0% 10500 45.6 - 55.1
Combined Cycle 16123 0% 7000 50.7 - 59.4
Gas Turbine 16123 0% 10000 72.5 - 84.8
Nuclear 17054 80% 30.5
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A.2 Wind Model
The wind resources in this model were represented as generators with a cost equal to that
of their operation and maintenance, and a maximum output that varied by system state. Indi-
vidual windfarm data was sourced from the Iowa Wind Energy Association [?], and from news
sources [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46]. Available maximum output is calculated
based on data from the Eastern Wind Interconnection Transmission Study, performed for the
DOE in 2011.
A.2.1 Wind Generators
As of the beginning of 2013, approximately 5.1 GW of nameplate capacity wind generation
was installed in the state of Iowa. The vast majority of that wind resource was built as
windfarms. In this model, Iowa wind energy is represented by 39 wind farms.
Wind resources are differentiated by “Existing” wind and “New” wind. “Existing” wind
resources include all windfarms in service before 2012, to the best of the author’s knowledge.
This group also includes several windfarms expected to be built before 2015. Minnesota and
Illinois also have significant current wind capacities, and are the states most closely tied to the
Iowa system. Thus, the existing wind in these states is also included, as a number of separate
bulk wind generators, placed near the locations of existing wind resources in these states. Like
conventional generation, most of these windfarms are connected to state-wide nodes. Two of
Minnesota’s bulk wind generators are connected to nodes near the border of Iowa, since the
resources there are large enough and close enough to effect the local power flow.
“New” wind resources include wind farms selected by the ”Generation Expansion” process
step, but also include some bulk wind generation located in Illinois and Minnesota. Iowa wind
resources quadruple in this model. It is not reasonable that Iowa would be the location of all
new wind in the Midwest. Consequently, 5 GW of new nameplate capacity wind is added to
each of Minnesota and Illinois, approximately tripling wind nameplate capacity in these states
[19].
No wind retirements are considered here. The lifetime of a windfarm is still a somewhat
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open question, but is guessed to be around 20-25 years. Some windfarms in California, built in
1981, are still in operation. The vast majority of Iowa windfarms were built after 2005, and the
earliest were built in 1999. It is likely that some existing windfarms will be decommissioned
before 2030, but they could very well be replaced by newer windfarms. It is not the interest
of this study to investigate this relationship, so the simplifying assumption is made that if any
existing windfarms are retired, they will be replaced by windfarms of similar geographic size
and nameplate capacity, since the land is already developed and the sites were feasible and
desireable when the windfarms were first built.
A.2.2 Wind Operation and Maintenance Costs
Wind is assigned a marginal price of $10.50/MWh for windfarms built after 2004, and up to
$16.50/MWh for plants built before that date. The National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL)’s
Wind Energy Market Report for 2012 reports that the year-1 Operation and Maintenance costs
for windfarms built before 2004 average out to around $12/MWh, but rose by around 50% near
year 5. Windfarms built since 2004 were reported to have year-1 costs of $7/MWh — in this
model, that cost is assumed to rise by 50% after year 5 as well.
The Production Tax Credit, now at $22/MWh and tied somewhat to inflation, only applies
for 10 years from the date of plant construction. In the recent past, it has become uncertain
how long this credit will be renewed in the future. If it is still in place after 2020, then the
marginal cost in 2030 of operating most wind farms built after 2020 would be reduced by that
amount, and could even be negative. This, however, is an uncertain prospect, and in the view
of the author the PTC is quite unlikely to still be in place in 2030.
A.2.3 Wind Investment Cost Adder for Generation Expansion
Wind farm investment costs are used in the “Generation Expansion” step. The annual
costs assigned to wind are based on the capacity of a candidate windfarm, and are a calculated
annuity which would pay off an investment at a specified cost of capital. The goal in this step
is to identify an approximate annualized cost of building then operating a windfarm. This is
combined with an approximate annual cost for local collector transmission. The transmission
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adder is an annuity from present value of the investment cost of transmission, with an additional
quantity for annual operation and maintenance. Since the operation and maintentance cost
for wind are covered by the generation costs, the only value needed for the wind farm is
the annuity from present value of the up-front investment cost of the project. In the NREL
market report, an average cost for all wind farm projects is listed for 2012. In another graphic,
windfarm costs are differentiated by region, for 2011. In 2012, the full project costs for new
windfarms averaged $1800 / kW nameplate capacity. In the regional differentiation, heartland
wind projects averaged about $50/kW lower than the national average, so the present cost for
new wind is approximately $1750.
The learning curves suggested that for all years studied, a doubling in installed wind capacity
lead to a 14% decrease in cost. Since 2004, that rate has slackened to around %7.5 for each
doubling. The scenarios in this report increase the installed wind in Iowa by a factor of 4, and
by a factor of 3 in adjoining states. Not all wind will be built at once. The average price of
new wind, accounting for a learning curve, and using a conservative estimate of a tripling of
installed capacity nation wide, can be calculated as follows:
$1750(1− 7.5%)
∫ 3
1 (
log2(x)
3−1 ) = $1750(0.925)
∫ 3
1 (
log(x)
(3−1) log(2) )
= $1750(0.925)
x log(x)−x
(3−1) log(2)
∣∣3
1
= $1750(0.9345) = $1636/kW
Using a lifetime of 20-years and a weighted average cost of capital of 8%, the annuity from
present value of $1636/kW is $167/kW/yr.
A.2.4 Temporal Representation of Wind Output
Wind farm output was represented first as an hourly time-series, then converted into a
summarizing set of blocks based on system state. 5 blocks were used to represent the average
wind available at each site, for varying levels of net load (Load-Wind).
An hourly time-series listing MW of available wind was calculated for each windfarm in
the model. This timeseries was a scaled copy of the time-series of the geographically-nearest
site published in the dataset for the EWITS, for the year 2004. These hourly time-series
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represented the cumulative output of a windfarm composed of 80-m wind turbines for each
hour in a year. They were scaled by the identified nameplate capacity of each windfarm, to
produce a time-series output limit for each hour of a year.
A separate time-series was used to represent the load at each node in the model. This is
described further in the section entitled “Load Model”.
For each windfarm, the entire year was summarized as a set of 5 system state blocks. Net
load is here defined as total load minus total available wind. These blocks represented varying
levels of net load, and theywere selected for the state of Iowa at present. A single time-series
was made, summing all the load nodes for each hour, and summing the wind levels for each
hour. The cumulative wind time-series was subtracted from the cumulative load time-series,
and the values of this net load were sorted from lowest to highest. The hours were separated
into bins, representing varying levels of net load. The hours with the lowest net load were used
to calculate load level and wind level at each node and each wind farm for block 1. The hours
with the highest net load were used to calculate load level and wind level at each node and
each wind farm for block 5. A summary of the system state for all of Iowa, with only existing
wind, is shown in Table A.6.
Table A.6 System States in Model
State Hours Per Year MW Load (% Peak) MW Wind (% Nameplate)
1 438 4481 (48.4) 4249 (83.5)
2 1752 5157 (55.7) 3427 (66.7)
3 4380 5516 (59.6) 1626 (31.6)
4 2015 6708 (72.5) 764 (14.9)
5 175 8136 (87.9) 431 (8.4)
These hourly bins were used to define the average load and average wind available for out-
of-state loads and out-of-state windfarms as well. However, since they were differentiated by
hours when Iowa’s load is low and Iowa’s wind is high, the system states for out-of-state wind
plants were correlated with Iowa wind — when the wind output in Iowa was very low, it was
not as low in neighboring states. Similarly, in the system state with highest wind and lowest
load, out-of-state wind was not as high. A list of wind farms included in the model is given in
Table A.7. A summary of wind farms and system states is given in Table A.8.
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Table A.7 Wind Generators in System Model
Name Node Pmax $(2013)/ EWITS
(MW) MWh Site
in 2030
Adair Adair 174.8 10.5 s1094
Barton Barton 160 10.5 s2512
Carroll Carroll 150 10.5 s0491
Century Century 200 10.5 s2443
CerroGordo CerroGordo 41.25 10.5 s2568
CharlesCity CharlesCity 75 10.5 s2995
CraneCreek Saratoga 99 10.5 s1729
Crosswinds Graettinger 21 10.5 s0948
CrystalLake CrystalLake 416 10.5 s2321
Endeavor Endeavor 150 10.5 s1349
FlyingCloud FlyingCloud 42.5 10.5 s1349
HancockCounty Hancock 97.7 10.5 s2322
HardinHilltop Rippey 14.7 10.5 s0491
Intrepid Intrepid 175.5 10.5 s0783
IDWG Burt 2.25 10.5 s2321
IowaLakesSuperior FlyingCloud 10.5 16.5 s0424
IowaLakesLakota BuffaloCenter 10.5 10.5 s2591
LostLakes LostLakes 100.65 10.5 s1349
Pomeroy Pomeroy 286.4 10.5 s2072
PrairiePioneer Pioneer 229.35 10.5 s1729
Sibbley Endeavor 4.9 10.5 s0879
StormLake StormLake 188.25 16.5 s0852
StoryCounty StoryCounty 300 10.5 s4779
TopofIowa TopofIowaI 189.7 13 s2720
Victory Victory 99 10.5 s0373
Walnut Walnut 153 10.5 s1423
WhisperingWillows WhisperingWillows 199.65 10.5 s3121
Winnebago CrystalLake 20 10.5 s2673
RollingHills RollingHills 446.2 10.5 s1571
FranklinCounty Franklin 100 10.5 s3121
ElkWind Elk 40.8 10.5 s4061
Laurel Laurel 119.6 10.5 s3777
Rippey Rippey 51 10.5 s4779
Hawkeye Fayette 36 10.5 s4179
Vienna Vienna 103.5 10.5 s3864
Wellsburg Wellsburg 138.6 10.5 s3121
Eclipse Eclipse 200 10.5 s0667
EnglishFarmsI Montezuma 200 10.5 s3777
New Harvest NewHarvest 100 10.5 s1044
PocahontasPrairie Pocahontas 80 10.5 s2072
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Name Node Pmax $(2013)/ EWITS
(MW) MWh Site
in 2030
MN wind1 Minnesota 271.8 10.5 s4330
MN wind2 Adams 815.4 10.5 s2511
MN wind3 LakefieldJunction 1630.8 10.5 s0392
IL wind1 Illinois 1371 10.5 s3693
IL wind2 Illinois 1371 10.5 s4094
Table A.8 Wind Farms and System States
Wind Capacity System States (MW)
Farms (MW)
Iowa 40 5227 4249 3427 1626 764 431
Other States 5 5460 3666 3125 1809 1210 1003
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A.3 Load Model
Load data for this model was estimated from energy use statistics, population data, tem-
perature data, and geographic data. Initially, an hourly time-series load was computed for each
load node. Later, that time-series was summarized into 5 system-state blocks.
A.3.1 Annual Energy Usage
Energy use estimation began with an estimation of population for both the last year of EIA
energy-use data, and for the future year under study (that is, 2030). EIA data was available
from 2011, so population estimates were made for 2011. Each state was assigned an estimated
population growth rate from the most recently published long-term population projections
available from the US Census Bureau. The growth rate was differentiated by state, and by
decade. Actual census results were available from the 2010 census, and for simplicity, the 2010-
2030 growth rates calculated from the 2004 study were applied to the 2010 census data. The
2011 populations for each state were calculated as in (A.1).
pop2011state = censusPop2010state · growthRate201020202011−2010state (A.1)
Similarly, (A.2) was used to calculate populations in 2030:
pop2030state = censusPop2010state·growthRate201020202020−2010state ·growthRate202020302030−2020state
(A.2)
Energy use data from 2011 was used to estimate annual energy use in 2030, differentiated
by state. State-by-state energy usage from 2011 was sourced from the EIA. For each state, an
estimated annual energy per person was calculated, based on the 2011 estimated populations
and 2011 energy use data. Total energy usage was estimated to increase at a rate of 1%/year
across all states in the model. Energy use in 2030 was calculated state-by-state by scaling the
expected population in 2030 by the current per-person energy usage, then multiplying by a
scaling factor such that the total energy across the region increased by 1% per year. State-by-
state energy usage was estimated as follows:
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energyRegion2030 =
∑
state
energyEIA2011state · (1.01)2030−2011
energyPer2011state = energyEIA2011state/pop2011state
energyPer2030state = energyPer2011state · energyRegion2030∑
state energyPer2011state · pop2030state
energy2030state = energyPer2030state · pop2030state
Population and energy usage data and projections are shown in Table A.9 and Table A.10.
Table A.9 Population Estimates 2011 & 2030
2010 - 2020 - 2010 - 2010 - 2010 2011 2030
2020 2030 2011 2030 Actual Est. Est.
Growth(%) Growth(%) Growth(%) Growth(%) (M) (M) (M)
Illinois 2.5 1.5 0.24 3.99 12.83 12.86 13.34
Wisconsin 4.8 2.4 0.47 7.39 5.69 5.71 6.11
Iowa 0.4 -2.2 0.04 -1.82 3.05 3.05 2.99
Missouri 4.7 3.7 0.46 8.58 5.99 6.02 6.50
Nebraska 1.9 1.0 0.19 2.90 1.83 1.83 1.88
Minnesota 8.9 6.9 0.85 16.34 5.30 5.35 6.17
Total 34.68 34.82 36.99
Table A.10 Energy Usage Estimates 2011 & 2030
2010 2010 2011 2030 2030
Est. (MWh / Est. (MWh Est.
(M MWh) person) (M MWh) /person) (M MWh)
Illinois 144.76 11.28 147.44 12.91 172.27
Wisconsin 68.75 12.09 70.19 13.83 84.49
Iowa 45.45 14.92 46.19 17.07 51.06
Missouri 86.09 14.37 87.87 16.45 106.96
Nebraska 29.85 16.34 30.39 18.70 35.15
Minnesota 67.80 12.78 69.47 14.63 90.26
Total 442.69 12.76 451.55 14.60 540.17
A.3.2 State Peak Load Calculation
Load time series were scaled from estimated peak loads, which were in turn estimated based
on state-by-state annual energy use.
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In the 2006 report, Iowa investor-owned utilities reported a cumulative peak load of around
7200 MW. This report did not outline peak load for RECs or Municipal utilities for the state,
but previous reports listed the peak load for the region, as reported by MidAmerican Power
Pool and Alliant control areas. In each of the previous years where the data overlapped,
investor-owned utilities accounted for around 90% of cumulative peak load for the state. The
same report projected that the 2011 peak load for investor-owned utilities would be 8140 MW.
However, this projection was several years before the recession which began in 2007. Between
2008 and 2009, energy usage statewide dipped by 4%, and didn’t return to 2008 levels until
2012. Thus, the projections of peak peak load from 2006 were likely to be significantly greater
than the true peak loads. Load factors have also increased over time. In the 2006 report, state-
wide load factor was around 61%. Over Midwest ISO’s entire profile, the annual load factor,
calculated in the same manner, was approximately 0.69% (98.6 GW peak load, 594 TWh) in
2012. Using the EIA 2011 energy usage data and a 63% load factor, the implied 2011 peak
load would be 8340 MW, which appears to be a reasonable estimation.
Time series loads were based on heuristically assigned relationships between temperature,
season, time-of-day, and geographic location. First, an annual peak load was identified. Next,
an hourly profile was created and scaled to that peak load.
Peak loads were based on annual energy usage and an estimated annual load factor for each
state. Load factors were 0.66 for all states — except Iowa and Nebraska, which are more rural,
and were assigned load factors of 0.63. These load factors were in the range of current state-wide
load factors. Demand-side management and other energy efficiency efforts may improve load
factors over the interceding decades, but these factors are not considered in this calculation.
Based on the energy usage estimates and these load factors, the peak loads in each state were
calculated according to (A.3.2). The state peak loads used in the model are given in Table
A.11.
peak2030state = energy2030state/hours2030/loadFactorstate
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Table A.11 Peak State Loads 2030
State 2030 Energy Load Factor 2030 Peak
(Million MWh) Load (MW)
Illinois 172.3 0.66 29,795
Wisconsin 84.5 0.66 14,613
Iowa 51.1 0.63 9,251
Missouri 107.0 0.66 18,500
Nebraska 35.1 0.63 6,368
Minnesota 90.3 0.66 15,611
A.3.3 Loads for Nodes within Iowa
Load within the state of Iowa was split between 99 defined load nodes. Like the state-to-
state load estimation, in-state node loads were scaled based on population.
First, the population in each county, for 2030, was estimated. Iowa’s 2030 population was
estimated in a previous section. The future population of each county was estimated by finding
the average difference between the growth rate in each county, and the rate of growth in the
state of Iowa, over 3 decades, then applying both the state average rate of growth and the
county-specific differentiation to each county. That calculation is described in (A.3).
pop1990county = pop1980county · (1 + growthRate19801990Iowa) + diff19801990county
pop2000county = pop1990county · (1 + growthRate19902000Iowa) + diff19902000county
pop2010county = pop2000county · (1 + growthRate20002010Iowa) + diff20002010county
diffFuturecounty = (diff19801990 + diff19902000 + diff20002010)/3
pop2020county = pop2010county · (1 + growthRate20102020Iowa) + diffFuturecounty
pop2030county = pop2020county · (1 + growthRate20202030Iowa) + diffFuturecounty
(A.3)
The result of this calculation was that, in general, populous urban counties grew slightly
faster than the state average, and more rural counties grew less quickly, or decreased in pop-
ulation slightly. Averaging the differences over multiple decades ensured that only long-term
trends were applied into the future. This was not a statistical method, simply a heuristic
estimation.
The future population of each county was assigned to a node in the network model. Some
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nodes represented the load for multiple rural counties. Other nodes, such as those near Des
Moines,were assigned only a portion of a county’s population. The peak load at each node was
found by scaling the state peak load by the population assigned to that node, over the entire
state population.
A.3.4 Hourly Load Timeseries
For each load node, a time-series load was calculated based on the peak load at that node,
the hour of the day, the season of the year, the daily average temperature at a nearby airport
weather station, and an estimated load factor for that node.
Average daily temperature data from a number of airport weather stations was used to
calculate a daily thermal adder to the load. The stations used are listed in Table A.12. Data
was used from the year 2004, the same year for which the EWITS wind data was calculated.
For each load node, the distance between that node and the nearest two weather stations was
calculated, and the average daily temperature for that node was taken to be the weighted aver-
age temperature of those stations, weighted by distance. A thermal factor was then calculated
for each day in the year, with a value between 0 and 1. The average temperature calculation
is given as (A.4), and the thermal factor is given as (A.5).
Table A.12 Weather Stations Used in Load Timeseries Calculation
City Call Sign Latitude Longitude
Davenport, IA KDVN 41.550 -90.583
Des Moines, IA KDSM 41.600 -93.617
Sioux City, IA KSUX 42.500 -96.383
Waterloo, IA KALO 42.500 -92.350
Chicago, IL KMDW 41.833 -87.617
Kansas City, MO KMKC 39.133 -94.567
Milwaukee, WI KMKE 43.000 -88.000
Minneapolis, MN KMIC 44.917 -93.333
Omaha, NE KOMA 41.250 -96.000
Sioux Falls, SD KFSD 43.500 -96.750
TNd,n =
TSd,s1 ·Dn,s1 + TSd,s2 ·Dn,s2
Dn,s1 +Dn,s2
(A.4)
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Where
TNd,n — Average temperature
oF , at node n, on day d
TSd,s — Average temperature
oF , at station s, on day d
Dn,s — Linear distance between node n and station s
s1, s2 — Two nearest weather stations
kTd,n =

1.0 · TNd,n−55maxTNn−60 , TNd,n < 60oF
0.8 · 60−TNd,n60−minTNn) , TNd,n >= 60oF
(A.5)
Where
maxTNn — Maximum average daily temperature
oF at node n
kTd,n — Thermal factor, at node n, on day d
kT represents the proportion of heating or cooling load which will be applied to the hourly
timeseries. Since Iowa is typically a summer-peaking region, the maximum value of kT for a
cooling day is limited to 1, and the maximum value for a heating day is limited to 0.8.
Two hourly load curves were defined — one for summer and one for winter. These curves
were also defined from 0 to 1, and represent a load shape during a typical summer or winter
day. The load curve for a specific day was a combination of summer and winter curves, based
on the day of the year. A graph of the summer and winter load shapes is given in Figure A.1,
and the calculation of a day’s hourly curve is presented in (A.7).
isSd = 0.5 + 0.5 · cos(d− 210
365
· 2pi) (A.6)
kDd,h = isSd · summerh + (1− isSd) · winterh (A.7)
Where
summerh — The summer curve value for hour h
winterh — The winter curve value for hour h
isSd — A factor describing how summery day d is
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Figure A.1 Summer and Winter Load Curve Shapes
kDd,h — The daily load pattern factor for day d, at hour h
Recall that each load was assigned a load factor — whether the load represented a whole
state or just a county or two. The daily load pattern time-series and the daily thermal factor
time-series were combined to create an annual load pattern that varied between a minimum
value and maximum value, while maintaining a specific load factor. The hourly timeseries is
calculated from (A.8):
hourlyd,h,n = minLoad+ a · kDd,h + b · kTd,n (A.8)
hourlyd,h,n was used to scale the peak load, so that load factor LFn was simply the annual
average of hourlyd,h,n. a and b weree calculated such that ¯LFn was equal to the desired load
factor:
a = (LFn −minLoad− (1−minLoad) · k¯Tn)/( ¯kD − k¯Tn) (A.9)
b = 1−minLoad− a (A.10)
Finally, each individual load timeseries was calculated, based on its peak load and the
hourly time-series hourlyd,h,n.
loadd,h,n = hourlyd,h,n · peakLoad2030n (A.11)
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Table A.13 System Node and Load Summary
Nodes Loads Peak Load (MW) System State Loads (MW)
Iowa 199 100 9405 4476 5155 5512 6719 8138
Other States 5 5 84579 45877 51368 54596 63054 73338
A.3.5 Temporal Representation of Load
The production cost model itself did not use a full hourly representation of the load. Instead,
as with the wind availability, load was summarized in a series of system states.
The bins of hours used in the calculation of wind system states were used to summarize
load levels for various levels of net load. For the 20GW 765kV overlay scenario, the cumulative
in-state load levels for Iowa are listed in Table A.6. By basing the hourly load curves on
data from the same period that wind availability was based on, a general relationship between
temperature and wind speed should be represented in the hourly data, and the system state
summaries of both wind and load should generally represent the anti-correlated relationship
between the two.
Since the system state bins were based on the the relationship between load and wind in
the state of Iowa, the load in states external to Iowa should be somewhat less correlated with
the the load in Iowa. A summary of the nodes and loads modeled in Iowa is given in Table
A.13.
A.4 Transmission Line Model
Transmission lines were modeled with reactances and powerflow limits. No losses were
modeled, and no capacitances were considered, nor were any transformers modeled. The trans-
mission model was simply a network of reactances, converted to p.u. on a 100MVA system
base. Line parameters were estimates based on information that could be obtained publicly,
and on some basic assumptions of line attributes. Transmission line locations were obtained
from a map provided by the Iowa Utility Board, as well as a number of public and news sources.
The author had the opportunity to study the real transmission system in detail while
working at Midwest ISO, and found no major discrepencies between the lines listed in this model
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and the lines in the current transmission system. Some line capacities may be innaccurate, as
may reactances, but there are no missing lines, and I estimate that all major line ratings were
within 10% of their true value. Ideally, a system model such as that of MISO or MidAmerican
would have been acquired for use with this project, but at the time this project started, the
author had no working relationship with MISO. In addition, most system models did not
contain geographic information, so conversion from an existing model would likely have been a
tedious task (nearly as tedious as the process used to create the current model!).
A.4.1 Existing Transmission Line and Substation Locations
The Iowa Utility Board provided a dated map of transmission and generation resources in
Iowa, from 2001. Lines were differentiated by voltage, and were projected on a geographic map
of Iowa. This was a symbolic map, so the trajectories of lines were similar to the actual routes,
though the actual routes of many of these lines may have been off by several miles. The map
also listed substation locations.
Starting from the IUB map, the author traced some other unlisted lines, using the sattelite
view in Google Earth, to create a map of the transmission lines near the border of Iowa. Other
transmission maps, sourced from various public reports, were used to confirm the locations and
voltages of those out-of-state lines.
Some more recent transmission lines were not included in the 2001 map, and were identified
based on news items from trade organizations. Line upratings, such as those near Story County,
were confirmed based on news items from the transmission owner (ITC) and from Midwest ISO’s
past transmission expansion plan (MTEP) publications. Transmission lines listed in the most
recent MTEP plan were also added to the model, since they are expected to be in service long
before 2030.
Transmission line maps were stored as a series of Google Earth xml-like files — one for each
voltage level, and an extra file listing substation locations.
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A.4.2 Overlay Transmission Line and Substation Locations
The process of choosing overlay transmission line locations was described in Chapter 3.
Overlay transmission elements were drawn into a Google Earth map, and stored in the same
manner as were the existing transmission lines and substations. When assembling a scenario,
existing transmission lines and overlay transmission lines were treated equally. Overlay trans-
mission line parameters were calculated according to the same process laid out below.
A.4.3 Estimation of Transmission Line Parameters
Transmission line parameters were estimated based on limited publicly-available informa-
tion. Many of the lines in this model were listed in the FERC Form 1 fillings of Alliant and
MidAmerican. FERC filings list substation names, line lengths, line voltages, and usually
list conductor size for all lines over 100kV. Other data, such as line spacing and number of
conductors, were estimated by observing these lines in Google Earth.
For known transmission lines with identifiable attributes – size and number of conductors,
and line spacing – reactances and powerflow limits were estimated. Reactance was calculated
in Ω/mi, according to the well known approximation in (A.12). The lengths of the lines were
measured, and their reactances were scaled by their length. A Surge Impedance Loading was
calculated for each line, and St.Clair’s curve was used to estimate the powerflow rating of
lines over 50 miles long. The thermal power flow rating was calculated as the thermal limit
of a line, in 1000 W/m2 solar irradiance, 35 oC ambient temperature, a crosswind of 2 ft/s,
with a thermal limit of 75oC for older lines and 90 oC for more recent lines. MTEP listings
frequently refer to re-conductoring lines and uprating them to 90 (oC) or 100 (oC). Many
publications have listed the capabilities of HTLS conductors at 150 - 240 (oC), but I have seen
no evidence that lines in this region of the country have been rated for routine operation at
those temperatures.
XL(Ω/mi) = 2.022 · 10−3f ln 1
Rb
+ 2.022 · 10−3f lnDm (A.12)
Where
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XL — Average per-phase reactance of the line, in Ω/mi
D — Geometric Mean Distance between phase conductors or phase bundles, in ft
Rb — Geometric Mean Radius of phase conductors or phase bundles, in ft
For lines with unknown attributes, a generic set of line parameters was prepared, calculated
based on approximate geometric properties. Two sets of parameters were prepared – one for
existing transmission lines, and one for future transmission lines — including MTEP projects,
backbone transmission, and candidate collector transmission lines. The generic line attributes
are listed in Table A.14. Parameters are for each circuit in the line.
Table A.14 Line Attributes and Parameters
Type kV Conductor Height Spacing X PSIL Temp Rating
(ft) (ft) (Ω / mi) (MVA) (oC) (MW)
Old 115kV 115
ACSR Tern
32 H 15 0.760 36 75 150
795 kcmil
Old 161kV 161
ACSR Tern
32 H 18 0.782 69 75 210
795 kcmil
Old 230kV 230
ACSR Rail
32 H 23 0.806 132 75 331
954 kcmil
Old 345kV 345
2 x ACSR Rail
37 H 29 0.668 373 75 994
954 kcmil, 18”
New 161kV 161
ACSR T2 Dove
37 V 15 0.716 76 75 273
2x556.5 kcmil
New 161kV
161
ACSR T2 Dove
37 V 15 0.690 79 75 273
Dbl. Cct. 2x556.5 kcmil
New 345kV 345
2xACSS Finch
32 V 25 0.644 385 100 1100
1113 kcmil, 18”
New 345kV
345
2xACSS Finch
32 V 25 0.616 403 100 1100
Dbl. Cct. 1113 kcmil, 18”
New 765kV 765
4xACSS Finch
70 H 45 0.493 2505 100 6500
1113 kcmil, 18”
Table A.15 gives a summary of the AC transmission lines used in this model.
A.4.4 Estimating Transmission Line Costs
Transmission line costs were estimated by looking over project costs listed in the most recent
MTEP project status report. This report listed transmission line voltages, lengths, ratings, and
current project cost projections for a variety of projects. Projects were differentiated by voltage,
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Table A.15 AC Transmission Lines in System Model
kV # Lines Miles x(p.u.)/mi Rating (MW)
115 18 327.7 0.00555 - 0.00608 60 - 233
161 209 3914.7 0.00275 - 0.00313 147 - 456
230 14 601.9 0.00151 - 0.00153 246 - 331
345 78 2604.4 0.00045 - 0.00056 665 - 1100
by number of circuits, and by whether they were new lines, or upgrades within existing right-
of-ways. Average cost-per-mile was calculated for each voltage level. Table A.16 summarizes
the observations from this exercise. It was not clear, in many cases, whether new projects were
built with one or two circuits.
Table A.16 Average Cost of New and Uprate Transmission Projects in MTEP11 Status Report
# Uprated # New Uprate New
/ Rebuilt / Rebuild $/mi
$/mi
69kV 138 25 $380 $541
115kV 31 20 $624 $1,288
161kV 22 9 $695 $984
230kV 1 11 $500 $820
345kV 5 51 $2,549 $2,298
765kV 0 1 $2,604
This status report was retrieved in October 2011. In January 2013, the same review was
performed, just for 345kV and 765kV projects. Many project costs had changed, and the av-
erage cost observed in January 2013 was $2.65M/mi for new 345kV projects, $1.5M/mi for
projects sharing existing right of way, and $3.79M/mi for the 765kV project. This deviation
from the previously-estimated costs was not unexpected, because transmission project costs can
vary significantly between projects, and can be impacted drastically by factors such as local
opposition to development. When reading the status report in 2013, substation construction
and upgrade costs were also observed for 345 kV and 765kV projects. Among 345 kV regional
transmission upgrade projects, substation upgrade costs averaged $16.7 M for each substation
impacted. The 765 kV project had an initial estimated substation construction and upgrade
cost of $15M, but the most recent reported cost was $65M. These costs were used to estimate
transmission overlay costs. The variability of costs should make clear that transmission invest-
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ment costs are quite variable, so estimated costs will not be precise reflections of actual future
costs.
The costs used in this project were informed by the MTEP cost observations, but adjusted
slightly to reflect the limited scope of transmission options considered for the project. Trans-
mission line costs were considered in two places. First, in estimating overlay costs. Second, in
estimating collector circuit costs.
Transmission overlay costs were calculated by listing the number of substations touched by
new transmission lines, and calculating the number of total miles of new or upgraded trans-
mission, differentiating by voltage. The overlay cost estimations are shown in TableA.17.
Table A.17 Overlay Cost Estimates based on RGOS Cost Assumptions, Within Iowa
RGOS JCSP SMARTransmission 765kV HVDC
345kV 765kV 765kV 20% 345kV 765kV 765kV Overlay Overlay
Optimal Optimal + HVDC Wind +765kV + HVDC
Transmission $M/Mi mi mi mi mi mi mi mi mi mi
345kV Sng. 1.6 1004 350 343 417 74
345kV Dbl. 2.3 865 311 304 77 493 809
765kV 3.2 211 1008 460 560 938 1140 755 706
HVDC 2.2 1000 700 400 400 546
6471.1 4500.9 4260 3339.2 3297.1 3648 3296 3393.1 3061.9
Substation $M
345kV 11.8 23 18 15 7 1 17 25
765kV 25.1 3 13 8 8 12 12 10 6
HVDC800 550 2 2 1 1 1
HVDC400 350 2
1446.7 538.7 1477.8 833.4 863 301.2 801 351.2 995
Transformer $M
345kV 5.7 28 18 14 4 2 17 25
765kV 28.8 2 13 8 8 12 12 10 6
217.2 477 310.2 253.2 357 345.6 288 269.7 142.5
Total 8135 5516.6 6048 4425.8 4517.1 4294.8 4385 4014 4199.4
The costs assigned to candidate collector transmission lines are given in Table A.18. These
costs are based around the costs observed in the MTEP report, but are simply approximations,
and are intended to reflect the properties of the candidate transmission types. As noted in
Chapter 4, the last two options are modeled as two circuits and are therefore redundant. The
other double-circuit line is modeled as a single high-capacity circuit, and presents a tradeoff
between capacity and redundancy.
A.5 Security Constraints
Security constraints were enforced in OPF dispatches for all five system states. Security
constraints were modeled using line outage distribution factors (LODFs) to prevent contingency
flows from overloading lines. Security constraints were considered for outages on every 345kV
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Table A.18 Candidate Transmission Line Options
Type kV Cct. Cost Incremental X Rating SIL
($M/mi) ($M/pu/mi) (Ω / mi) (MW/cct) (MVA)
161kV Single 161 1 0.8 0.1 0.715 273 76
161kV Double 161 1 1.2 0.1 0.345 546 158
345kV Single 345 1 2.3 0.1 0.643 1470 385
161kV Double 161 2 1.5 0.2 0.715 273 76
(Redundant)
345kV Double 345 2 2.8 0.2 0.619 1470 403
(Redundant)
line in the overlay transmission system, as well as every candidate transmission line in the last
phase of the transmission expansion optimization. No re-dispatches were allowed.
Outages were considered for every line over 345kV and all collector network circuits. For
each outage, the LODF onto every line was computed. LODFs were calculated according to
the method described by Jiachun Guo et. all [78]. For each outage o, a constraint on monitored
line m was only included if the LODF of line o onto line m could result in a change in flow
of 10% or more of the monitored line’s rating — that is, if LODFo,m > 10%
Pmaxm
Pmaxo
. For the
overlay network, only three such constraints were modeled for any one contingency o. The
three constraints were chosen according to which three lines m would see the highest impact
LODFo,m · Pmaxo/Pmaxm. For the collector network, all impacted lines which would meet
the 10% criteria were included.
A.6 DC interface
The export and import of power between Iowa and other states was modeled as sets of DC
transmission lines. These lines linked nodes near the border of Iowa with the centralized nodes
of the external states. The capacities of these links was approximated based on the transmission
known to flow out of these bordering nodes. 345kV transmission lines were modeled as 1000MW
bi-directional DC ties, and 161kV lines were modeled as 100MW or 200MW DC ties. Other
ties were modeled between external states which bordered each other. Several lines were not
assigned limits, but were limited by the constraints of the AC transmission system. A summary
of DC interface ties is tiven in Table A.19
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Table A.19 DC Interface Tie Lines
From To # Capacity
State State Lines (MW)
Iowa Illinois 6 3000
Iowa Minnesota 4 5200
Iowa Missouri 4 2500
Iowa Nebraska 5 1700
Iowa Wisconsin 2 1500
Illinois Missouri 1 1000
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APPENDIX B. TRANSMISSION LINE LOADING: CONSIDERATIONS
FOR THE USE OF HIGH TEMPERATURE CONDUCTORS
B.1 Transmission Line Load Limitations
Transmission lines are physical structures, installed in the natural environment – an envi-
ronment which subjects them to wind, rain, ice, snow, sunlight, and pollution. Beyond the
natural environment, these structures exist in a human-developed environment. Structures
must be designed to minimize damage to themselves, as well as preventing injury to humans
and other structures. A successful design will be safe, reliable, and efficient. A few specific
limitations will be described below, the consideration of which are required for a successful
design.
Transmission lines will be designed to limit the distance that their conductors will sag, so
that a minimum vertical clearance between the cables and the ground, the minimum distance
to any local structure, and the minimum distance to other local transmission lines is main-
tained. This clearance must be guaranteed for a variety of conditions, including maximum
high-temperature sag and maximum static load. Guidelines for establishing a maximum static
load are outlined by the National Electrical Safety Council (NESC) in the US and the Inter-
national Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) throughout the world, and generally define this
load in terms of the amount of ice accumulation that is likely to occur on a given line. Another
form of static loading is wind displacement, where a steady wind will act on a conductor. Ice
accumulation and high winds both occur during the same part of the year, so lines must be
rated to withstand both phenomena simultaneously. Cables have limited strength, so they
must be designed to not exceed that strength even under heavy loading.
High temperatures cause conductors to expand and elongate. This effect causes the con-
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ductors to sag. Thermal sag may be a limiting factor for the ampacity of a transmission line.
Decreasing the sag of a cable can increase the capacity of the transmission line or decrease the
number of support structures that a design requires. Sag can be decreased by several means —
increasing the stringing tension of the cable, increasing the conductive material in a line (thus,
decreasing its operating temperature), or using a high-temperature low-sag conductor which
elongates less under increased temperatures.
Care must be taken to maintain the distances between individual conductors. Uncontrolled
conductors which sway in strong winds may pass close to each other, causing arcing and short-
circuit behavior. This is unacceptable. Many strategies are used to prevent this from occurring,
including increasing the spacing between phases, adding mid-span spacers to limit conductor
motion, or adjusting conductor tension.
Vortex shedding occurs when air becomes turbulent after passing cables. In some transmis-
sion line designs, this can cause Aeolian vibration, a constant hum of the cable. This vibration
causes significant conductor motion, and can shorten the lifespan of the cable and the support
structures due to fatigue. Aeolian vibration is only a significant concern for transmission lines
built in a very specific scale of geometry, such that the frequency of vortex shedding behavior
closely matches their natural frequency of vibration. It can be mitigated by adding conductor
spacers, which change the natural frequency of the conductor. Vibration can also be mitigated
by using unique conductors which dissipate mechanical energy or through conductors of unique
geometries which spread the vortex-shedding behavior over a range of frequencies. In general,
longer and heavier cables will be more resistant to vibration.
Ice shedding is a common event for lines which accumulate ice. When ice falls off of a
conductor, it often comes off in large quantities. This sudden change in loading will cause
the conductor to jump. This displacement is mostly vertical, rather than horizontal. This
phenomena will be analyzed for lines that may accumulate ice, to show that in the event of ice-
shedding, phase conductors will not be brought close enough to induce arcing. This is typically
remedied by increasing the vertical spacing between conductors.
In some circumstances, terrain, weather, and wind in combination can produce galloping.
Galloping is a violent motion of conductors which may cause displacements of cables by up to
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10 feet in long spans. The displacement of galloping will typically be restricted to an elliptical
zone around the static position of the line. Like Aeolian vibration, it may be reduced by adding
phase-spacers. Slackening conductors may also reduce this behavior.
Generally, thicker (and thus heavier) conductors and longer spans will reduce the motion
caused by wind or ice phenomena, at the cost of increased structural requirement at the sus-
pension points and potentially greater sag.
B.2 Sag Calculation
The sag of a transmission cable is impacted by several phenomena including changes in
heating, changes in loading, and long-term creep. The distance that a cable will sag depends on
the length of the conductor span, the weight of the conductor, its initial tension, and its material
properties. The cable itself will have a unit weight, core cross-section and diameter, conductor
cross-section and diameter, and stress-strain curves for both the core and the conductor. It
will also have a coefficient of thermal elongation.
In any overhead transmission line, there will be multiple support structures. The distance
between any two structures is called a span. The cable in a single span of a transmission line
can be described by a set of hyperbolic functions which describe catenary curves [84]. For a
cable with a span-length l, weight w, and horizontal tension H, the maximum sag distance S
(the vertical distance between the point of attachment and the cable, at the lowest point in the
span) is described by the hyperbolic function:
S =
H
w
[
cosh
(
wl
2H
)
− 1
]
(B.1)
Where
S — Maximum sag distance, in ft.
H— Horizontal tension at each end, in lbs.
w — Weight per unit length, in lbs./ft.
l — Span length, in ft.
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and cosh is the hyperbolic cosine function. This function is nonlinear, and is not simple to
work with for lines with multiple spans. For this reason, the function is often simplified by
linearizing about l = 0.
S = S(0) +
S′(0)
1!
l +
S′′(0)
2!
l2 . . .
S′(l) =
∂S
∂l
=
1
2
sinh
(
wl
2H
)
S′′(l) =
w
4H
cosh
(
wl
2H
)
S = 0 +
1
2
(0)l +
w
4H (1)
2!
l2 + . . .
S ' wl
2
8H
(B.2)
The total length of the cable L in this span is described by the hyperbolic function:
L =
2H
2
sinh
(
wl
2H
)
(B.3)
This function is often linearized around l=0 as well:
L ' l + w
2l3
24H2
' l + 8S
2
3l
(B.4)
∆L = L− l ' w
2l3
24H2
(B.5)
∆L, the difference between L and l is referred to as the ‘slack’.
A transmission line composed of multiple spans can be generalized using the principle of
the ruling span[85]. In this generalization, a single span is formed which is representative of
the entire transmission line. A span with these dimensions will have a sag which is equal to
the sag that would be seen if the transmission line had equal spans, and the cable mounts
could move freely. If the mounts are free to move, the horizontal tension from the cable at
any point of attachment must be equal from both horizontal directions. For the ruling span
itself, the tension at both ends is equal to the tension that would be found at each of the equal
spans. This method is used in order to compare the behaviors of different conductor sizes and
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materials, throughout a single transmission line. The ruling span SR is the span length of this
conductor. For a transmission line with n spans,
SR =
√∑
S3i∑
Si
(B.6)
In a real transmission line, conductors will be held in place by clamps attached to insulators,
which may be stiff or free-hanging, but which will restrict the horizontal motion of the cable.
Lines will also vary in elevation, which will change the distribution of weight of the conductors
and thus affect the tension applied at the insulators.
Example
1-mile of a transmission line is to be re-conductored, using Drake 795-kcmil
ACSR conductor. The line has a ruling span of 400-ft. Drake has a rated tensile
strength (RTS) of 31,500 lbs. , and a per-unit weight of 1093 lb/1000ft. The line
will have an initial horizontal tension of 18% RTS. Find the initial sag distance
and the slack for the ruling span of this line.
l = 400ft.
H = 18%× 31500lbs. = 5670lbs.
w =
1093lbs.
1000ft.
= 1.093
lbs.
ft.
First, find the sag, using the exact formula (B.1):
S =
H
w
[
cosh
(
wl
2H
)
− 1
]
=
5670
1.093
[
cosh
(
1.093× 400
2× 5670
)
− 1
]
= 3.856ft.
Next, apply the approximate formula(B.2):
S ' wl
2
8H
=
1.093× 4002
8× 5670 = 3.853
Now, calculate the slack, using the exact formula (B.3), and compare to the approximate formula (B.5):
∆L =
2H
w
sinh
(
wl
2H
)
− l = 0.0991ft.
∆L ' w
2l3
24H2
= 0.0991ft.
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Example
For the line in the previous example, if the conductor was instead replaced with
Tern 795-kcmil ACSR, which has a tensile strength of 22,100 lbs. and weight of
895 lbs./1000ft., find the new initial sag.
l = 400ft.
H = 18%× 22100lbs. = 3978lbs.
w =
895lbs.
1000ft.
= 0.895
lbs.
ft.
S ' wl
2
8H
=
0.895× 4002
8× 3978 = 4.500ft.
Example
Find the ruling span for a transmission line with spans of {320-ft., 400-ft.,
420-ft., 400-ft., 400-ft., 350-ft., 420-ft.}
SR =
√
3203 + 4003 + 4203 . . .
320 + 400 + 420 . . .
= 391.7ft.
B.2.1 Thermal Elongation
Heat causes conductors to expand. As a conductor expands, it becomes longer and sags
lower. The distance that a particular conductor expands is often described by a linear tem-
perature coefficient αT . The length of a simple conductor, for temperatures T near an initial
temperature T0 may be calculated as follows [85]:
LT = (1 + aT × (T − T0))LT0 (B.7)
Where
LT — Length of the cable at temperature T (
◦C)
LT0— Length of the cable at initial temperature T0(
◦C)
aT — Coefficient of thermal expansion,
ft.
ft.
10−6
◦C
B.2.2 Stress-Strain Behavior
Conductor cables under tension will undergo deformation. Figure B.1 shows a stress-strain
diagram for a simple conductor. Strain (elongation) of the conductor is mostly linear at low
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C
σ
σ
E
C
Figure B.1 Simple Stress-Strain Behavior
stress (tension). This linear behavior is considered elastic. As tension increases past the yield
stress, some of the strain becomes permanent. After this point, if the cable is relaxed, it will
shrink linearly, but will retain some deformation permanently. This permanent deformation is
plastic deformation.
The length of a conductor in its range of elastic behavior, with respect to stress σ is
represented by:
Lσ = L× (1 + σ + C)
σ =
σ
E
=
H
EA
(B.8)
Where
Lσ — Length under stress σ, in ft.
L — Length under no stress, in ft.
σ — Elastic strain, in
ft.
ft.
σ — Stress, in lbs.
in2.
E — Modulus of elasticity for the conductor, in lbs.
in2.
A — Cross-sectional area of conductor, in in2.
H — Tension applied to the conductor, in lbs.
C — Plastic deformation of the cable, due to inelastic deformation and creep, in
ft.
ft.
If a conductor is coated with a large enough amount of ice, it may be stretched past its
yield stress. When the ice is eventually shed, the conductor will contract elastically, but will
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still bear some permanent deformation.
Every transmission line cable is under some tension. Over time, this tension will tend to
permanently stretch the cable. This behavior is known as creep. Creep has been modeled and
parameterized for most types of cables. Transmission lines are long-term investments. They
are typically used for 40 years or more, so it is important to design a line that will operate
safely for many years in the future.
The elongation of a conductor under stress was described as simple and linear. In high-
precision transmission design programs such as PLSS-CAD and SAGT, higher-dimension poly-
nomials are used to express the load-strain curves, so that plastic deformations and creep can
be calculated precisely.
B.2.3 Sag at High Temperatures
When a conductor undergoes thermal elongation, the length L of the cable increases while
the span l remains the same. This results in a decrease in tension in the conductor. So, to
find the sag distance of a hot conductor, we must consider both thermal expansion and strain
under tension. The tension of a conductor and the temperature at which the cable was strung
will be known or specified. To find the sag, you must find a tension H at which the length of
the elongated cable is equal to the catenary cable’s length [85]:
L = L0(1 + aT × (T − T0))
(
1 +
H −H0
EA
+ C
)
(B.9)
Where
L — Length at temperature T , in ft.
L0— Initial length, in ft.
H— Horizontal tension at temperature T , in lbs.
H0— Initial horizontal tension, in lbs.
T — Temperature, in ◦C
T0— Initial temperature, in
◦C
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Substitute in the linear approximation of cable length, from (B.4).
l +
w2l2
24H2
=
(
l +
w2l2
24H20
)
(1 + aT × (T − T0))
(
1 +
H −H0
EA
+ C
)
(B.10)
Given temperature T , equation (B.10) can be solved for horizontal tension H. This tension H
can in turn be used with (B.2) to calculate the sag.
Example
A 400-ft span of Hawk 477-kcmil ACSR conductor is originally tensioned at
20% RTS, on a 60 (15.5◦C) day. The cable is rated at 75◦C. Find the tension
and sag of the cable at its original and rated temperatures. Assume no permanent
elongation (C = 0). Hawk ACSR has the following properties:
A = 0.435in.2
T = 19.3× 10
−6
◦C
E = 11.5MPsi
HRTS = 19500lbs.
w = 0.656
lbs.
ft.
T = 75◦C
T0 = 15.5
◦C
H0 = 20%× 19500lbs = 3900lbs
Multiply (B.10) by H2, rearrange as a polynomial, and solve for H:
0 = k1H
3 + k2H
2 + 0H − k4
k1 =
(
1 +
w2l2
24H20
)
(1 + T (T − T0))
(
1
EA
)
k2 =
(
1 +
w2l2
24H20
)
(1 + T (T − T0))
(
1− H0
EA
+ C
)
− 1
k4 =
w2l2
24
Use MATLAB roots() command:
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1 roots([k1 k2 0 k 4 ])
2 ans =
3 −2277.2 + 1701.1i
4 −2277.2 − 1701.1i
5 1774.0
Only the positive-real root has physical meaning here. H = 1774lbs. Now, compute the sag:
S ' wl
2
8H
= 7.40ft.
Example
After 10 years, the transmission line in the previous example has undergone
creep, and now has a permanent elongation of 0.04% (C = 0.0004). Find the new
tension and creep at 75◦C. Recompute k2, and solve for the tension.
1 roots([k1 k2 0 k 4 ])
2 ans =
3 −3776.3
4 −2514.5
5 1509.4
Again, only the positive-real root has physical meaning here. H = 1509.4lbs. Now, compute the sag:
S ' wl
2
8H
= 8.692ft.
B.2.4 Sag with Ice Loading
Ice accumulation will significantly increase the weight of a transmission line cable, con-
tributing to increased sag. A cable must be shown to maintain adequate ground clearance,
even under heavy ice loading. The NESC standards for clearance provide guidelines for cal-
culating the final sag of a transmission line, based on the region in which the line is to be
installed. Transmission owners may impose their own stricter standards, based on the weather
conditions to which the line is likely to be exposed. The following methodology is based on the
NESC standard [86], and is diagrammed in Figure B.2.
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Figure B.2 NESC Ice-Loading Methodology
The sag of the cable must be calculated for a force F which is the resultant of the weight
of the ice-coated cable, the horizontal force from wind, and an adder kf . F is defined:
F =
√
(w + wi)2 + f2w + kf (B.11)
Where
F — The magnitude of the resultant force acting on every foot of the cable, in lbs/ft
w — Weight of the conductor itself, in lbs/ft
wi— Weight of the accumulated ice, in lbs/ft
fw— Force from winds acting perpendicular to the conductor, in lbs/ft
kf — A constant additional force, added to the resultant, in lbs/ft
The weight of the conductor itself should be available from vendor documentation. Ice loading
is usually described in terms of ‘x inches of ice’ — that is, a cylindrical layer of ice x inches
thick, coating the conductor. The volume of x inches of ice is given:
vi =
[(
D
24
+
x
12
)2
− D
2
4
]
pi (B.12)
Where
vi — Volume of ice per unit length, in ft
3/ft
D — Diameter of the conductor, in in
x — Thickness of ice coating the conductor, in in
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Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3
NESC Loading Criteria (Heavy) (Medium) (Light)
Radial ice (in) 0.5 0.25 0
Horizontal wind pressure (lbs/ft2) 4 4 9
Temperature T (◦C) -20 -10 -1
Constant kf (lb/ft) 0.3 0.2 0.05
Figure B.3 NESC Criteria for Ice-loaded Sag Calculations
Figure B.4 NESC Loading Zones
The weight wi of the conductor with x inches of radial ice is wi = vi × ρi + w, where ρi is the
density of ice ( 57lb/ft3) and w is a the weight of the conductor itself in lbs/ft.
Force fw is calculated based on a constant pressure Pw applied to the exposed cross-sectional
area of the ice-coated cable. fw can be calculated from fw = Pw ×
(
D
12 +
2x
12
)
. Table B.2.4 lists
the standard parameters required for NESC loading tests, by loading class. Figure B.4 shows
the regions where those loading classes will be generally applicable [86].
The elongation of an ice-loaded conductor is calculated similarly to calculation of thermally-
induced elongation, but here the weight the cable is substituted with the force from ice-loading,
so that the slack on the left hand of the equation is representative of the length of a catenary
curve with the ice-load, and the right hand represents the elongation of the cable which was
originally tensioned at H0 at temperature T0. Ice loaded sag S can be found by solving B.13
for tension H, then computing S from (B.2).
l +
F 2l3
24H2
=
(
l +
w2l3
24H20
)
(1 + aT × (T − T0))
(
1 +
H −H0
EA
+ C
)
(B.13)
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Figure B.5 Composite Stress-Strain behavior of 24/7 636kcmil ACSR
B.2.5 Behavior of Layered Cables
Most conductors used in new transmission lines are composed of two or more materials.
The most common — Aluminum Conductor, Steel Reinforced (ACSR) — has a stranded steel
core surrounded by layers of strain-hardened aluminum. The steel core provides a great deal of
strength, while the aluminum has very good conductive properties. The two materials utilized
in this cable will expand at different rates due to temperature and tension. At low temperatures,
ACSR can be approximated as a combination of the properties of both steel and aluminum.
At higher temperatures, most of the tension will be imparted on the steel core, and it will
elongate much like a regular steel cable. High temperatures impart slack to the cable, so cables
operating at heightened temperatures will be under decreased tension.
To account for this combination, we must look at the stress-strain behavior of both mate-
rials, and show how they combine. Figure B.5 shows the load-strain curves of aluminum and
steel superimposed over each other [87]. Initial curves are the inelastic behavior of the layer
under stress. Final curves represent the elastic behavior, after inelastic strain has occurred.
The red curve is the composite elastic behavior of the conductor.
The aluminum conductor layer and steel core have differing cross-sectional areas and dif-
ferent elastic moduli, as well as different thermal expansion coefficients. The creep behavior of
each material is different as well. If the aluminum conductor layer exhibits more creep behavior
over time, the relationship between these curves may also shift. Core materials, which are typ-
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Figure B.6 Composite Stress-Strain behavior with Creep and Thermal Elongation
ically stronger than the conductor material, often exhibit very little creep. Figure B.6 shows
the effect of creep and thermal elongation on the composite load-strain behavior [88]. Curve
1 describes the aluminum, curve 2 describes the core, and curve 12 describes the composite
behavior. Notice that the values of t1 + c1 and t2 + c2, which represent thermal elongation
and creep, are unequal. The dotted line indicates the behavior of the aluminum strands un-
der compression, which may also be modeled. Under high compression, a cable may begin to
’birdcage’, wherein its component strands separate and unwind near the compression clamps
that hold the cable.
As shown in Figures B.5 & B.6, there is often a transition point above which the behavior of
the cable is dependent on both the core and conductive layer, and below which the conductive
layer is in compression and the behavior is dependent solely on the core material. When
a strung cable is heated, its thermal elongation causes excess sag and lower tension. The
transition point to core-only behavior will be seen at a fixed temperature, which depends on
the original stringing tension of the cable and its layers. High-temperature cables are often
designed to shift the location of that transition point to a lower temperature, so that the whole
load is applied to the core, which often has a lower coefficient of thermal elongation.
B.3 Ampacity of a Conductor
Ampacity is the current-carrying capacity of a cable. A cable will have a maximum op-
erating temperature, which may be limited by the physical makeup of the cable, or may be
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limited by a maximum amount of allowable sag. High current in a cable will cause significant
resistive heating. At the same time, direct sunlight will also heat the cable. The cable will be
cooled by wind, through convective heat transfer. All of these factors impact the temperature
of the cable, so to establish a thermal current-carrying limit, some operating conditions must
be assumed.
B.3.1 Heat Balance Equation
The thermal behavior of a conductor can be calculated using a heat-balance equation. The
simple steady-state model of a cable is described as follows [89] [90]:
QC +QR = QS +QEM (B.14)
Where
QR — Radiant heat loss per unit length, in W/ft
QC — Convective heat loss per unit length, in W/ft
QS — Heating from solar insolation per unit length, in W/ft
QEM— Heating due to AC resistance per unit length, in W/ft
B.3.2 QR — Radiant Heat Loss
Radiant heat loss is thermal energy emitted by electromagnetic waves, due to the temper-
ature difference between an object and its environment. Radiant heat loss can be estimated
based on the geometry of a conductor, its temperature, and the ambient temperature of the
environment around it, demonstrated in B.15.
QR = kske
(
Dpi
12
)
(T 4 − T 4a ) = 0.138× 10−8keD(T 4 − T 4a ) (B.15)
Where
ks — Stefan-Boltzmann constant, for black-box radiation = 0.5268× 10−8 Wft2K4
ke — Emissivity, typically between 0.23 and 0.91 – low for new cables,
high for dirty or oxidized cables, usually around 0.5 (unitless)
D — Diameter of the cable, in in
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T — Cable temperature, in K
Ta — Ambient temperature, in K
B.3.3 QC — Convective Heat Loss
Convective heat loss is the effect of heat transfer due to fluid (in this case, air) passing in
contact with an object (here, a metal conductor). Convective heat loss for conductor cables
has been studied, and fitted to several different relationships. Forced convection is the heat
loss due to wind forcing air past a cable. If there is no wind, natural convection occurs. To
compute convective loss, you must first compute the Nusselt number Nu, which itself will be
based on the Reynolds number Re. Re describes the turbulence of the air flowing past the
conductor. In the IEEE Standard 738 [89], forced convection heat loss QC is approximated,
based on the work of House and Tuttle[91]:
Re =
vρD12
η/3600
(B.16)
Nulo = 0.32 + 0.43Re
0.52 for laminar (smooth) air flow (Re < 1000)
Nuhi = 0.24Re
0.6 for turbulent air flow (Re ≥ 1000) (B.17)
kφ = 1.194− cos(φ) + 0.194 cos(2φ) + 0.368 sin(2φ) (B.18)
QC,force = piλkφ Nu(T − Ta) (B.19)
Where
v — Component of wind speed which is normal to the cable, in fts
D— Diameter of the cable, in in
ρ — Specific mass of air, in lb
ft3
η — Dynamic viscosity of air, in lbsft−hr
λ — Thermal conductivity of air, in Wft◦C
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Temperature Dynamic Air density ρ Thermal
Tfilm viscosity (lb/ft
3) conductivity
η of air (λ)
(◦C) (lb/ft-hr) Sea level 5,000 ft 10,000 ft 15,000 ft ( Wft◦C)
0 0.0415 0.0807 0.0671 0.0554 0.0455 0.00739
10 0.0427 0.0779 0.0648 0.0535 0.0439 0.00762
20 0.0439 0.0752 0.0626 0.0517 0.0424 0.00784
30 0.0450 0.0728 0.0606 0.0500 0.0411 0.00807
40 0.0461 0.0704 0.0586 0.0484 0.0397 0.00830
50 0.0473 0.0683 0.0568 0.0469 0.0385 0.00852
60 0.0484 0.0661 0.0550 0.0454 0.0373 0.00875
70 0.0494 0.0643 0.0535 0.0442 0.0363 0.00898
80 0.0505 0.0627 0.0522 0.0431 0.0354 0.00921
90 0.0515 0.0608 0.0506 0.0418 0.0343 0.00943
100 0.0526 0.0591 0.0492 0.0406 0.0333 0.00966
Figure B.7 Material Constants of Air
φ — Angle between wind direction and the cable
T, Ta — Cable temperature and ambient temperature, in
◦C
For natural convection, heat loss is approximated by [89]:
QC,nat = 0.283ρ
0.5D0.75(T − Ta)1.25 (B.20)
Forced convection and natural convection occur at the same time, so QC is the vector sum of
QC,forced and QC,nat . For the IEEE Standard, however, it is suggested that convective cooling
should be chosen to be the largest of QC,forced or QC,nat [89]. This is a conservative assumption,
so that convective cooling is not overestimated.
Values of ρ, η, and λ are widely available, usually in fluid dynamics texts. A brief table
of these values is given in Table B.7 [89]. Tfilm represents the average temperature between
the cable and the environment, Tfilm = (T − Ta)/2. Other models for calculating QC exist
which may take other atmospheric conditions into consideration, and which utilize different
approximations.
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Figure B.8 Solar Elevation Angle
B.3.4 QS — Heat Gain from Solar Radiation
Heat from solar radiation is absorbed by the projected area of the cable. The amount of
heat varies by the location of the line, its direction with respect to the sun, the reflectiveness of
its surface, and the clarity of the air. The IEEE Standard model for calculating QS is given:
QS = kaQse
D
12
sin(ω) (B.21)
ω = arccos [cos(HC) cos(Zc − Zl)] (B.22)
Where
ka — Solar absorption coefficient, unitless. In most practical situations, ka ' 0.5 [90]
Qse— Elevation-adjusted solar and sky heat flux rate, in
W
ft2
. Values will range
from 79-125 W
ft2
, where 1000 W
m2
= 93 W
ft2
indicating a typical sunny day[90].
ω — Effective angle of incidence of the Sun’s rays
HC— Altitude of the Sun, in deg above the horizon. At its peak, this angle will be
equal to HC = 90
◦ − (Latitude− 23.5◦), as illustrated in Figure B.8 [90]
Zc — Azimuth of the Sun, in deg clockwise from due North
(in the Northern Hemisphere, this will be 180◦ at noon)
Zl — Azimuth of the transmission line, in deg clockwise from due North
(an East-West line will have an azimuth of 90 or 270 deg)
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In many practical cases, sufficient accuracy may be acheived with the simpler approximation
[92]:
QS = kaQse
D
12
(B.23)
B.3.5 QEM — AC Losses
AC current losses represent the resistive loss of a conductor due to AC current. This
calculation uses the AC resistance of the cable, which represents not only the resistivity of
the cable itself, but also the skin effect caused by alternating current. DC resistance increases
nearly linearly with temperature. AC resistance follows this increase closely. The change of
AC resistance with temperature can be approximated by a linearization around a reference
temperature. Resistance and resistive losses are calculated:
RT,AC = R20,AC × (1 + αR(T − 20)) (B.24)
QEM = I
2
RMSRT,AC (B.25)
Where
IRMS — RMS current flowing in a single conductor
R20,AC— AC resistance of the conductor, at 20
◦C, in Ω/m
RT,AC— AC resistance of the conductor, at temperature T , in Ω/m
αR — Temperature coeffiient of resistance, in
◦C−1
Values for R20,AC and αR can be found on spec-sheets for conductors.
B.3.6 IRATED — Ampacity of a Conductor
GIven QR,QC , QS , and QEM , for some operating temperature T , the ampacity of a cable
can be calculated. Equation (B.14) is used, and (B.25) is substituted in, resulting in:
QC +QR −QS = I2RMSRT,AC (B.26)
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Which can be reorganized as:
IRMS =
√
QC +QR −QS
RT,AC
(B.27)
Equation (B.27) will specify the rated steady-state current of a conductor for the environ-
mental conditions used in the calculation of QC , QR, and QS . The conditions assumed for
these calculations have typically been conservative assumptions about the windspeed and tem-
perature during periods when the cable will run near its limit — for instance, a wind speed of
2 ft/s and an ambient temperature of 40◦C. Limits may be specified for several distinct parts
of the year — for instance, a cable may have separate ratings for summer and winter months.
A great deal of research has been done on the topic of Flexible AC Transmission Systems
(FACTS). In many of these systems, the sag and temperature of one or all of the conductor
spans in a transmission line will be monitored continuously, as will local weather conditions.
Ampacity may be recalculated in real-time, based on present conditions. If these conditions are
more favorable than the conservative conditions mentioned above (for instance, the temperature
is below peak summer temperature, or there is significant wind), then the conductor may be
allowed to operate at a higher ampacity during that time period. These systems could lead to
better utilization of new or existing transmission lines.
Example
A new 161-kV transmission line is built at an altitude of 1000-ft, using Drake
795-kcmil ACSR conductors, one conductor per phase. The conductor temperature
is limited to 75 ◦C in normal operation. Find the thermally-limited power rating
of the line, when the ambient temperature is 40 ◦C, and wind is blowing at 2 ft/s.
Drake ACSR has the following properties:
A = 0.7264in2
D = 1.108in
R75,AC = 0.139
Ω
mi
= 0.139
Ω
mi
1mi
5280ft
= 2.6326× 10−5 Ω
ft
v = 2ft/s
Tα = 75
◦C = 348K
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T = 40◦C = 313K
Assume:
QSE = 93
W
ft2
ka = 0.5
ke = 0.5
η = 0.0499
lb
ft− hr (Interpolated from Figure B.7)
ρ = 0.0614
lb
ft3
(Interpolated from Figure B.7)
λ = 0.00909
W
ft◦C
(Interpolated from Figure B.7)
Radiant Heat Loss:
QR = kskeDpi(T
4 − T 4a ) = (0.5268× 10−8
W
ft2K4
)(0.5)(
1.108in
12
)pi(3484K4 − 3134K4)
QR = 3.8724
W
ft
Convective Heat Loss:
Re =
vρD/12
η/3600
=
(2ft/s)(0.0614lb/ft3)(1.108/12ft)
(0.0499/3600 lbft−s )
Re = 818.0 (Re < 10,000, Low turbulence)
Nu = 0.32 + 0.43Re0.52 = 0.32 + 0.43(818)0.52 = 14.384
QC = piλNu(T − Ta) = pi
(
0.00909
W
ft−K
)
(14.38)(348K − 313K)
QC = 14.373
W
ft
Solar Heating:
QS = kaDQSH = (0.5)(
1.108
12
ft)(93
W
ft2
)
QS = 4.2935
W
ft
Rated Conductor Current:
IRMS =
√
QC +QR −QS
R75,AC
=
√
(14.373 + 3.8724− 4.2935)W/ft
26.326µΩ/ft
= 727.99A
Thermal MVA Rating:
PRATED =
√
3VllIRMS =
√
3(161× 103V )(727.99A)
PRATED = 203.01MVA
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B.4 High Temperature, Low Sag Transmission Technologies
Constructing new transmission lines is often difficult politically, and can be expensive.
Transmission planners would like to maximize the carrying capacity of new and existing lines,
to reduce the number of new lines that must be built.
Operating transmission lines at high current rates causes significant conductor heating.
Heating of conductors can cause significant conductor sag, which will either limit the length
of spans or require taller support structures. Conventional conductors may also be limited by
their own maximum operating temperature, above which they will physically degrade.
One way to increase line capacity is to replace the conductors (reconductor) with larger or
stronger conductors. The scope of this upgrade will be limited by the size of the cables that
the original support structures can hold, and the sag of the new cable. Engineers may also seek
to reconductor a line due to mechanical problems such as vibration or galloping.
There are a variety of types of cable which have been developed which may perform better
than conventional conductors. These cables are significantly more expensive, so they are not
often used for new transmission lines, but they may present economical options for upgrading
existing lines.
B.4.1 Conventional Conductors (AAC, AAAC, ACSR)
Most of the transmission lines in service today utilize aluminum (AAC), aluminum-alloy
(AAAC) or steel-reinforced aluminum conductors (ACSR). Aluminum is utilized because of its
high conductivity and low weight density. Steel is added in ACSR for extra strength, and for
its resistance to sag.
The aluminum used in conventional conductors carries all or most of the tension in the
cable. In order to provide adequate strength, the aluminum strands are work hardened (or cold
worked) to increase their physical strength. This increase in strength is due to dislocations in
the crystal structure of the material which make it difficult for layers of atoms to slip past each
other. These dislocations also slightly increase the electrical resistance of the conductor.
Heating a cold-worked conductor can cause it to anneal. When a material anneals, the dis-
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locations in its crystal structure begin to release, reducing the materials strength. Conductors
should not be operated at temperatures which cause them to anneal. This is the basis of the
operating temperature of most conductors.
Aluminum (AAC) cables are made entirely from extruded aluminum strands. They are
simple and cheap. But, they are only as strong as the aluminum they are composed of, and
they exhibit significant sag due to aluminum’s low elastic modulus. Some cables are made with
an aluminum alloy (AAAC), which gives them higher tensile strength. Aluminum cables are not
commonly used for new transmission projects, but many are still in use on older transmission
lines.
Steel reinforced aluminum conductor (ACSR) cables are made with a steel cable at their
core, surrounded by strands of aluminum. Both the steel and aluminum are cold-worked, so
each provides some portion of the tensile strength of the cable. When heated, elongation is
most closely related to the steel core, which stretches less than the aluminum.
AAC, AAAC, and ACSR cables are limited to operating temperatures of 90-100◦C. Above
that limit, the aluminum conductor will begin to anneal and lose strength. Often, transmission
lines with these cables have been designed to operate below 60-75◦C, to limit their sag.
B.4.2 Aluminum Conductor, Steel Supported (ACSS)
Another kind of cable, steel supported aluminum conductors (ACSS), known in the older
literature as SSAC, and euphemized with the term “Sad SAC” is a sag-resistant steel-cored
conductor [87]. Unlike ACSR, ACSS is almost entirely supported by its steel core. The alu-
minum strands are not cold-worked in manufacture, so they have the same properties as fully
annealed aluminum. The steel core provides most of their tensile strength.
The behavior of ACSS is a composite of the steel core and annealed aluminum, though the
aluminum carries little of the load, because of its low yield strength. The operating temperature
of ACSS is not limited by the properties of aluminum, since the aluminum is already fully
annealed. Instead, the temperature limitation comes from the properties of the steel core,
which has an annealing temperature around 240◦C (though, the surface temperature may be
significantly cooler). This is significantly higher than ACSR or AAAC. A higher temperature
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Figure B.9 Ampacity of ACSR and ACSS cables
Figure B.10 Cross-sectional Comparison of Roundwire and Trapwire
limit means that a greater amount of current can be passed without weakening the cable.
Figure B.9 shows the rated ampacity of equivalent ACSR and ACSS cables at rated operational
temperatures (75 ◦C and 200 ◦C, respectively), ambient temperature of 25 ◦C and wind at 2
ft/s [93].
ACSS and some other high temperature conductors are often built as compact conductors.
These conductors are composed of trapezoidal wires which have a closer fit than round wires
of the same cross-sectional area (see Figure B.10) [94]. Compact (‘Trap Wire’) conductors can
replace conventional conductors of the same diameter, while increasing the cross-sectional area
of the conductor. This will lower the resistance per-mile, and increase the ampacity of the
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Figure B.11 Cross-sectional Area Comparison of Roundwire and Trapwire
cable. Figure B.13 compares the amount of aluminum in ACSS conductors with round strands
vs. those with trap wire. Resistance is inversely proportional to cross-sectional area. Figure
B.10 shows the ampacity of common sizes of ACSR, ACSS, and ACSS/TW cables of the same
diameter [95][93].
Figure B.12 Ampacity Comparison of Roundwire and Trapwire
The high-temperature sag behavior of ACSS is generally better than that of ACSR. Often,
the steel core will be pre-tensioned prior to installation, to prevent creep behavior. Plastic
elongation of the annealed aluminum layer does not contribute significantly to final sag, since
the slack is picked up by the elastic behavior of the steel core.
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ACSS is among the cheapest high-temperature conductor technologies, with a bulk price
1.5-2x that of ACSR. It is composed of the same materials that make up ACSR, and is a
commonly used to replace ACSR when uprating transmission lines.
B.4.3 (Super) Thermal-Resistant Aluminum Alloys — (Z)TACSR and (Z)TACIR
Aluminum alloy conductor strands have been developed that are resistant to annealing far
above the normal temperatures of pure aluminum. These conductors are strain hardened and
are alloyed with small amounts of other metals, such as Zr. The alloyed metals change the
nature of the metallic crystal, increasing its annealing temperature. Alloys differ, depend-
ing on the desired operating temperature of the conductor. These alloys are often listed as
Thermal-resistant and Super-thermal-resistant aluminum alloys (TAl and ZTAl). These alloys
are designed to operate continuously at 150 ◦C and 200 ◦C respectively [96].
(Super) Thermal-resistant Aluminum Alloy Cables, Steel Reinforced ( (Z)TACSR) are
formed similarly to ACSR, but utilize TAl or ZTAl rather than the typical work-hardened
aluminum conductor stranding. TAl and ZTAl materials are also used in GTASCR and ACCR
cables, as mentioned below.
TAl and ZTAl have slightly lower conductivities than are seen in regular aluminum, so
larger cables may be required in order to achieve the ampacity of equivalent ACSR cables.
B.4.4 Composite Cores — ACCC and ACCR
Composite-cored cables have cores formed from fibers embedded in a matrix material. These
materials tend to be very strong, and have small coefficients of thermal expansion. When the
aluminum conductor layer elongates, it quickly imparts the whole load of the cable onto the
core, which exhibits very little elongation with respect to heat. In high-temperature settings,
these cables exhibit much less sag than ACSR or ACSS.
Aluminum Conductor, Composite Core (ACCC) , licensed by CTC Cable Corporation,
utilizes a composite core made of stranded carbon-fiber and epoxy, and fully annealed aluminum
as a conductor. The composite core is very strong, and has an extraordinarily small coefficient of
thermal elongation . The operating temperature of ACCC is limited by its composite core, since
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the aluminum conductor is already fully annealed. Although the manufacturers rate the core
at 180◦C, independent testing has shown that above 150◦C, the core will begin to permanently
deform. Above 170◦C, the core will begin to degrade, permanently losing strength [94]. This
thermal operating range is lower than that of ACSS cables of a similar size. But, within its
thermal operating range, the high-temperature sag characteristics of ACCC are much better
than ACSS.
Figure B.13 Composite-core Cables. Left: ACCC. Right: ACCR [94]
3M sells a cable technology called Aluminum Conductor, Composite Reinforced (ACCR)
which has a composite core made of Aluminum-Oxide strands embedded in aluminum, and
conductor strands composed of a hardened heat-resistant Al-Zr alloy. The behavior of the core
is similar to that of steel, but is significantly lighter, and is itself conductive. The alloy used
in ACCR allows it to operate at 210◦C normally, and 240◦C in emergency [97]. The thermal
expansion of ACCR is larger than that of ACCC, but still quite a bit less than that of ACSR
or ACSS. Cross-sections of ACCC and ACCR are shown in Figure B.4.4
3M markets their product exclusively for uprating transmission lines through reconductor-
ing. Their literature suggests that ACCR has costs 3-6 times those of comparably sized cables,
but is cost-effective in situations where 30-40% of existing support structures would have to be
replaced in order to uprate with ACSR.
Like ACSS, ACCC and ACCR cables are often sold as trap-wires. Due to the complexity
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of their composite cores, these cables are more expensive than ACSR or ACSS cables.
B.4.5 Invar Core - TACIR
Invar is the trade-name of 64FeNi, an alloy that has a low coefficient of thermal expansion
at high temperatures. It can be used in place of a steel core to improve the sag behavior of
a conductor. Invar and composite cores are usually paired with high-temperature aluminum
conductor strands, in order to minimize the sag that is caused by operating at high temperature
[98].
Thermal Resistant Aluminum Alloy Conductor, Invar Reinforced (TACIR) is one type of
cable which utilizes an Invar core. TACIR and ZTACIR (the Super-Thermal-resistant variety)
utilize aluminum alloy conductor strands that can be operated at high temperatures without
degrading their strength.
Invar steel has a coefficient of thermal elongation between those of composite cores and
galvanized steel. It has been used extensively for new transmission lines in Japan and Korea,
where right of way is extremely limited.
B.4.6 Gap-Type Conductors — Gap-Type (Super) Thermal-Resistant Aluminum
Alloy Conductor, Steel Reinforced (G(Z)TACSR)
In a gap-type conductor, a stranded core is surrounded by a hollow cylinder of trap-wire,
forming a gap between the core and the conductor which is filled with thermal-resistant grease
(see Figure B.14) [99]. When it is strung, special techniques will be used to impart the entire
load on the core. In this way, the transition point between core-behavior and combined behavior
can be controlled.
G(Z)TACSR utilizes a thermal-resistant aluminum alloy conductor, much like ACCR. The
core is generally made of galvanized steel, the same as would be found in ACSS or ACSR. The
gapped nature of this conductor makes it complicated to install. It may require specialized
hardware, in order to pre-tension the core.
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Figure B.14 Gap-type Conductor Construction [99]
Figure B.15 Comparison of Thermal Ampacity Limits for 3 Varieties of Conductor
B.5 Comparison of High-Temperature Conductors
High temperature conductors are often used to uprate existing transmission lines, utiliz-
ing their decreased thermal expansion, higher allowable temperatures, or their higher cross-
sectional area to increase ampacity without increasing final sag.
Increases in allowable operating temperature correspond to significant increases in ampacity.
Figure B.15 demonstrates the relationship between temperature and ampacity for 3 conductors
of the same diameter. The ‘Hawk’ ACSR cable has the lowest operational temperature limit.
The ‘Hawk ACSS’ cable has slightly less resistance, since it is made with annealed aluminum
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Figure B.16 Real Power Loss (kW/mile) for 3 Varieties of Conductor
which is slightly more conductive than worked aluminum. This allows it to operate at a slightly
higher current than the ACSR. The ACCC/TW conductor is a trap-wire, and the core takes
up very little space. As a result, its conductive 0-worked aluminum has quite a bit more cross-
sectional area and less resistance than the ACSS cable, which causes it to heat up less than the
ACSS. This comparison was done for environmental conditions identified below the figure.
Operating at higher current will incur greater I2R(T ) losses. R increases with temperature
and current, so losses will increase at slightly greater than the square of current. This relation-
ship is visualized in Figure B.16 for the same 3 conductors as before. It should be clear that
the significant increases in ampacity allowed by the high-temperature conductors come at the
cost of significantly higher joule loss.
Losses decrease nearly linearly with resistance. Resistance in conductors is proportional to
cross-sectional area of a conductor. Ampacity also increases with added cross-sectional area.
Thus, one way to improve ampacity and decrease losses is to use cables of the same type with
larger cross-sectional areas. This has been the primary strategy when uprating lines, prior to
the emergence of high-temperature alternatives.
The primary feature of all the cable technologies above is their improved sag behavior.
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Figure B.17 Sag vs. Temperature for Each Conductor Type
Figure B.18 Sag vs. Radial Ice Loading for Each Conductor Type
Figure B.17 & Figure B.18 show the results of a study by an Irish utility [98], which compared
the theoretical performance of a variety of high-temperature conductors in order to find which
would be most appropriate for re-conductoring an existing 220kV transmission line.
All 5 of the high-temperature conductors outperform the ACSR alternative under high-
temperature conditions. It is clear where some of the cables transition all of their load to their
cores. For ACCR, the transition point is around 65 ◦C. For GTACSR, it is even lower, since
most of the tension should already be applied to the core at its initial stringing temperature,
which is around 20 ◦C. Other conductor technologies such as ACSR and TACIR have very
high transition temperatures, which will not be reached under normal operating conditions.
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Figure B.19 Cost of Uprating, based on Normal Peak Loading
Figure B.18, however, shows that some conductors may be inappropriate for regions with
heavy ice-loading. The performance of ACCC and ACSS is significantly worse than that of
ACSR. These two conductors have fully annealed aluminum conductor strands, which require
their cores to carry the entire tension load. The core of ACCC has a particularly low elastic
modulus, and small cross-sectional area. As a result, even though this cable has low sag under
high current, it experiences significant ice-loaded sag.
High-temperature conductors have higher material costs than standard conductors, ranging
from 1.3-6x the cost of equivalent ACSR cables. They also operate at high temperatures,
incurring significant losses, and requiring specialized high-temperature hardware. However,
their improved sag capabilities allow these cables to be used in longer spans, or at lower sags,
reducing the number of towers that would have to be built or replaced.
Figure B.19 comes from the same report as above, and shows the relative present-value cost
of uprating a 220kV transmission line. Construction costs were added to losses (capitalized over
25 years), for a range of peak loading values. Curves for individual conductor technologies are
terminated where that cable would meet its physical limitations. They were compared against
a scenario in which the existing transmission line was reconductored with ACSR cable, to be
capable of providing 150MVA of capacity. The cost at 0 MVA represents construction costs
alone, since losses will be zero.
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It is evident that the construction cost of uprating with any of the high-temperature tech-
nologies will be significantly lower than uprating with ACSR. Uprating with ACSR would likely
require many of the support structures to be raised or replaced, in order to meet existing sag
requirements at a higher temperature. The high-temperature conductors would not require as
many structural upgrades, evidently.
The cost difference between ACSR and the other conductors varies. ACSS, which is phys-
ically very similar to ACSR, has a cost of 1.5-2x that of ACSR. According to 3M, the cost of
ACCR is 3-6x that of ACSR. The rest of the cable technologies appear to lie within that range
of 1.5-6x.
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APPENDIX C. COMPACT AND HSIL TRANSMISSION LINE DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
C.1 Introduction
It is advantageous to both transmission line developers and to landowners to minimize the
space required for a transmission line. This is the basic idea behind compact transmission line
design. Compact transmission lines are not fundamentally different from traditional transmis-
sion lines, but because they are designed to take up less space, they require some considerations
that may not be necessary when designing transmission lines with more traditional form factors
[100].
Traditional transmission lines were designed very conservatively — with wide spaces be-
tween phase conductors which made the risk of phase-to-phase flashovers very low, and left
surface voltage gradients at very low levels. They had simple wooden frame designs which were
cheap and easy to build.
In recent years, building new transmission lines has been difficult. Often, the largest im-
pediment to a transmission project is securing right-of-way access. Landowners are hesitant to
comply with developers who they may see as outsiders, without their interests in mind. Some
people balk at the spectre of a transmission line cutting across their property, altering the per-
ceived beauty of the landscape. Neighbors may fear that their property values will decrease.
These concerns [101] are very common.
This resistance has a cost to developers, who must go through a great deal of work to procure
the easements necessary for new transmission lines. As a result, transmission developers have
found ways to decrease the right of way necessary for new projects. This is often done by
reusing existing right of way, occupied by existing distribution lines. Developers often choose
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to uprate existing transmission lines to higher voltages or to conductors with higher current
ratings.
Compact line design is the result of this space-saving strategy. New transmission lines
are designed to take up far less lateral space by utilizing modern materials and altering tower
geometries. The structures in these modern designs are simpler and require less space, reducing
their visual impact. These designs reduce phase-to-phase and phase-to-structure distances,
which in turn increase voltage gradients on conductors and reduced flashover voltage thresholds.
Methods first used in EHV transmission design are utilized in order to guarantee that audible
noise (AN), radio noise (RN), and EM fields are kept at acceptable levels. Reduced phase
spacing has the added benefit of increasing the surge impedance loading of lines, which can
increase the loading limit of long lines.
The horizontal cross-section of compact lines is decreased using several methods. Triangular
and vertical arrangements of phases are used, rather than horizontal arrangements, in order to
decrease the width of the structure. Steel pole structures and composite insulators are often
used as well. These materials have increased strength, and can be used to support the lines
with less material.
Figure C.1a shows a traditional support structure, as well as several typical compact struc-
tures. Traditional ‘H-frame’ structures were built of wood, and often utilized suspended ceramic
insulators. Compact lines are typically built with tubular steel poles or single wooden poles,
and suspended on composite insulators. As in Figures C.1b and C.1c, post-insulators are of-
ten used which provide structural support, requiring fewer steel pole arms. Some designs use
v-shaped configurations of insulators to accomplish a similar function. Vertical structures with
steel or wooden poles tend to be taller than H-frame structures, but take up less lateral space.
An emphasis is placed on controlling the motion of conductors, so that they can be spaced
closer together without risking flashovers. Post insulators, and insulators in bracing positions
are used to reduce motion at the point of suspension. Span lengths can be decreased, in order
to decrease the physical motion of conductors. Phase-to-phase spacers may also be utilized to
guarantee adequate spacing.
Insulators must be designed to adequately protect from flashovers. Phase-to-phase spacing
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure C.1 (a) Horizontal ‘H’-frame, (b) Vertical delta design with bracing post- and line-
insulators, (c) Vertical design with post insulators
must be designed to limit voltage gradients and EM fields. Bundling can be used at lower-than-
traditional voltages in order to further limit surface gradients. Shield wires and well-calibrated
surge arrestors are used to further insulate the decreased air gaps against lightening-induced
voltage surges.
As long as proper design considerations are followed, compact lines should operate no
less reliably than traditional lines, and should not cause high numbers of complaints due to
audible or radio noise. Design studies suggest that the cost of construction of these lines is not
significantly higher than traditional designs [102]. But, the decreased cross-section may make
such lines seem more agreeable to neighbors and lease holders.
Decreasing phase-to-phase spacing often has the added effect of increasing the Surge Im-
pedence Loading (SIL) of a line. Surge Impedence Loading is the transfer level at which the
reactive losses of the line match the capacitive reactance of the line, resulting in a transfer of
all real power. Lines with high SIL can handle larger transfers of real power without violating
voltage or stability limits, so lines with close phase-spacing will be better for long-distance
transmission of AC power. Short transmission lines tend to be limited more by thermal effects
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than by voltage or stability effects.
C.2 Phase Spacing and Conductor Motion
One of the primary insulators for overhead transmission lines is air. Transmission lines are
mechanically designed to maintain adequate air gaps under a variety of environmental condi-
tions, in order to prevent phase-to-phase and phase-to-tower faults. Wind and ice phenomena
can significantly impact the behavior of conductors in the natural enviroment, so great care is
taken to prevent these phenomena from reducing phase-to-phase spacing and causing faults.
Methods for calculating sag due to static ice and wind loading were covered in Appendix B.
Conductor loading due to ice should be considered for a variety of credible scenarios, in order to
assure that phase-to-phase faults do not occur. In traditional horizontal phase arrangements,
unequal ice loads are unlikely to cause phase-to-phase faults. Compact designs, however, fre-
quently feature conductors aligned in the same vertical plane. Unequal loading of conductors,
inaccurate tensioning, or excessive vibration may cause a conductor to stray into proximity of
a conductor above it. On top of this, phase-to-phase spacing is reduced in these designs. For
this reason, a study of conductor motion is very important in compact lines.
C.2.1 Clearances
Sufficient clearance must be guaranteed such that under most normal conditions, phase-
to-phase clearance, phase-to-tower clearance, and phase-to-obstacle clearance is maintained.
These clearances must be maintained with respect to several voltages and voltage surges.
Clearances are more precisely described as voltage withstand distances. The ability of a
dielectric (for transmission line clearances, this is air) to withstand a voltage is described as a
probability distribution. For a given distance, a 50% withstand voltage will be defined, and a
standard deviation will be either defined or assumed. Assuming that withstand voltages have
a nearly normal distribution, an air gap of distance L has a 98% withstand voltage V98% of
V98% = V50% − 2.05σ, where σ represents the standard deviation of the withstand voltage of
the air dielectric.
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Minimum phase-to-ground clearances are specified by the National Electric Safety Code
(NESC) for a number of environments [86]. These clearances are designed to account for
peak operating voltages, switching-surge levels (transient peak voltages caused by switch open-
ings and closings), elevation, and distance to obstacles, among other factors. Phase-to-tower
clearances are maintained by utilizing adequate insulation. Post insulators and line insulator
in bracing configurations are often used in compact transmission lines, so phase-to-structure
clearances are fixed, and phase-to-tower clearances often do not depend on conductor motion.
Voltage surges due to switching are described as p.u. proportions of peak system voltage.
In general, an EHV line must be designed to withstand switching surges of 1.75 - 2.5 p.u.
Transient models of the network are used to simulate switching events, and a voltage crest
level is selected to represent a switching surge overvoltage that will be exceeded very rarely —
typically, only 2% of switching events. The switching-surge withstand strength of air has been
measured empirically, and can described by (C.1)[103]:
V50%,ss = Kg,ssKa1080 ln(0.46L+ 1) (C.1)
Where
V50% — Peak switching surge voltage which an L meter air gap will withstand
50% of the time, in kV
L — Air gap distance, in m
Kg,ss — Gap factor describing air gap geometry
Ka — Correction factor for altitude
Kg,ss is a correction factor to relate the strength of a rod-plane gap to that of the geometry
being studied. A list of appropriate gap factors is given in Table C.1 [90]. Ka is a correction
factor due to the decreasing dielectric strength of air at high altitudes — presented as Table
C.2. The required withstand voltage of an air gap between a conductor and another object
(the tower, another conductor, the ground) will be given at a confidence level. For transient
events, this level is frequently given as 90% (that is, air will withstand a voltage surge of
peak magnitude V90% in 90% of instances). If the 90% withstand voltage is greater than or
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Gap Type Switching Lightening Power-Frequency
Surge Surge Voltage
Kg,ss Kg,ff Kg,pf
Rod-to-plane 1.00 1.00 1.00
Conductor-to-obstacle 1.30 1.08 1.16
Conductor-to-plane 1.15 1.04 1.09
Conductor-to-tower 1.45 1.12 1.22
Conductor-to-conductor 1.60 1.16 1.26
Table C.1 Gap Factors Kg
Altitude Altitude factor Ka
(m) up to from 201 kV from 401 kV from 701 kV
to 200 kV to 400 kV to 700 kV to 1100 kV
0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
500 0.970 0.975 0.982 0.987
1000 0.938 0.946 0.959 0.970
2000 0.870 0.883 0.906 0.923
3000 0.798 0.815 0.844 0.867
Table C.2 Altitude Factor Ka
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equal to the 2% switching surge peak voltage, the probability that a given switching surge will
exceed the breakdown voltage of air will be far less than 1%. The dielectric strength of air
due to switching surges can be assumed to have a standard deviation of σv = 5− 6%. A 90%
probability level can be calculated:
V90% = (1− 1.29σv)V50% (C.2)
Voltage surges due to lightening are much faster than switching surges, and the resistance
of air dielectric to these rapid surges is slightly different than that of slow surges. Lightening
surges may be greater than 3x times the peak system voltage. The withstand voltage for
lightening will again be selected to represent a level which will rarely be exceeded. Lightening
has been well-studied, and there are many ways of measuring the risk probabilities of lightening
strikes. A lightening surge insulation level will be based on these statistical methods, and will
represent an acceptable level of risk, usually expressed as outages per 100 miles of line per year.
Several aspects of tower design may be manipulated to decrease lightening flashover risk, such
as proper arrangement of shield wires and use of surge arresters. Lightening withstand voltage
can be calculated:
V50%,ff = Kg,ffKa530L (C.3)
Phase-to-phase clearance has been a topic of some study. All power lines must be designed to
withstand lightening-induced surges and switching surges, under static conditions (no motion).
Many kinds of conductor motion can reduce phase-to-phase clearance, so it is important to
consider conductor motion in the design of a transmission line. These are largely mechanical
issues, caused by wind and ice cover. When considering conductors in motion, phase-to-phase
clearances are based on power-frequency voltages, rather than on switching surge or lightening
surge voltages. It is assumed that the probability of both a transient surge occuring and two
conductors in motion coming into close proximity of each other at the same time is very low.
All air gaps must adequately withstand the largest power-frequency voltages that are expected
on the line. If a long line is open on one end and uncompensated, the capacitive charging of the
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Figure C.2 V50% Voltage withstand requirements for Power Frequency Voltage, Switching
Surges, and Lightening Surges
line may cause a significant power-frequency overvoltage. Withstand voltages must account for
the possibility of these voltage levels. Figure C.2 compares voltage withstand requirements for
a variety of voltage considerations.
Power-frequency flashover withstand voltages can be calculated from the emperically de-
rived curve in (C.4)[104].
Vr.m.s.50% = Kg,pfKa750 ln(1 + 0.55L
1.2) (C.4)
Since, unlike transient switching and lightening events, power-frequency voltage occurs over
long periods of time, power-frequency withstand voltages must be set at a higher withstand
probability. Dielectric resistance to power-frequency voltage is assumed to have a standard
deviation around σv = 3%, but withstand voltage is required to be 3σv, corresponding to a
99.9%probability.
There is some evidence that for high-magnitude surges, the peak phase-to-phase voltages
may be significantly less than
√
3× phase-to-ground surge voltages [105]. An approximate
relationship between phase-to-phase and phase-to-ground switching overvoltages is shown in
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Figure C.3 p.u. Voltage withstand requirements V50%,pp/V2%,pg
C.3. For lightening surges, Kiesling suggests Vpp,ff = 1.2Vpg,ff [90]. For power-frequency
voltages, Vpp,pf =
√
3Vpg,pf .
Withstand distances can be calculated from desired withstand voltages by inverting the
withstand voltage equations.
For switching surges:
L90%,ss = 2.17 exp
[
Vss
1080KaKg,ss(1− 1.29σv) − 1
]
(C.5)
For lightening-unduced surges:
L90%,ff =
Vff
530KaKg,ff (1− 1.29σv) (C.6)
For power-frequency voltage:
L99.9%,pf = 1.64
[
exp
Vpf,rms
750KaKg,pf (1− 3σv) − 1
]0.833
(C.7)
Withstand distances only represent the insulating properties of air gaps. When designing
insulation, insulator strands will be selected which have adequate withstand voltages, even
when wet or dirty.
Figure C.4 shows the results of a survey done by EPRI, using data from real compact
transmission lines — some of which were uprated from lower voltage transmission lines. The
Phase Spacing Ratio is the ratio of the actual phase-to-phase spacing distance Lpp over the
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Figure C.4 Lpp / Lpp,pf,98%, for Traditional and Compact Transmission Lines
spacing required to insulate against a peak power frequency voltage Lpp,pf . While, overall, it
shows that compact transmission line phase spacing in compact line is decreased, the value of
that decrease varies significantly between individual lines.
Example:
A 161kV transmission line is to be built. Its maximum expected operating
voltage is 1.05 p.u. It is to be built in Iowa, where the altitude is 300m above
sea level. It must be built to withstand 90% switching surges of peak magnitude
2.5 p.u. and 90% of lightening surges of peak magnitude 3.0 p.u. Find the a)
phase-to-tower and b) phase-to-phase wishstand distances for 1) switching surges,
2) lightening surges, and 3) power-frequency withstand.
1a) The tower is grounded, so phase-to-tower distance is based on phase-to-ground
voltage. Phase-to-ground withstand voltage for switching surges:
Vpg,ss =
161kV√
3
·
√
2 · 1.05 · 2.5 = 345kV
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From C.2 and C.1,
Ka = 0.982
Kg,ss = 1.45
For phase-to-tower switching surges, the required withstand distance is
L90%,pg,ss = 2.17 exp
Vpg,ss
1080KaKg,ss(1− 1.29σv) = 2.17 exp
345
1080 · 0.982 · 1.45(1− 1.29 · 0.06) = 1.036m
2a) Phase-to-tower withstand voltage for lightening surges:
Vpg,ff =
161kV√
3
·
√
2 · 1.05 · 3.0 = 414kV
The lightening surge flashover withstand voltage for this gap is:
Kg,ff = 1.12
L90%,pg,ff =
Vpg,ff
530KaKg,ff (1− 1.29σv)
=
414
530 · 0.982 · 1.12(1− 1.29 · 0.03) = 0.739m
3a) The power-frequency phase-tower withstand voltage is approximately:
Vpf,pp−rms = 1.05 · 161kV/sqrt3 = 97.9kV
L99.9%,pg,pf = 1.64
[
exp
Vpf,pg−rms
750KaKg,pf (1− 3σv) − 1
]0.833
= 1.64
[
exp
97.9
750 · 0.982 · 1.22 · (1− 3 · 0.03) − 1
]0.833
= 0.294m
1b) Now, find the phase-to-phase withstand distances. Estimate Vpp,ss from Vpg,ss, using
Figure C.3 to find the likely peak phase-to-phase overvoltage.
Vpp,ss = 1.49 · Vpg,ss = 514kV
Kg,ss = 1.60 for a conductor-to-conductor gap. Therefore:
Lpp,ss = 2.17 exp
Vpg,ss
1080KaKg,ss(1− 1.29σv) = 2.17 exp
514
1080 · 0.982 · 1.60(1− 1.29 · 0.06) = 1.102m
2b) Similarly, phase-to-phase lightening surge flashover withstand distance is calcu-
lated:
Vpp,ff = 1.2 · Vpg,ff = 497kV
L90%,pp,ff =
Vpp,ff
530KaKg,ff (1− 1.29σv) =
497
530 · 0.982 · 1.16(1− 1.29 · 0.03) = 0.856m
3b) Finally, power-frequency phase-to-phase withstand distance is calculated
Vpf,pp−rms = 1.05 · 161kV = 169.5kV
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L99.9%,pg,pf = 1.64
[
exp
Vpf,pp−rms
750
√
3KaKg,pf (1− 3σv)
− 1
]0.833
= 1.64
[
exp
293.6
750 · 0.982 · 1.26 · (1− 3 · 0.03) − 1
]0.833
= 0.4686m
C.2.2 Types of Conductor Motion
Wind and ice loading can cause a variety of types of conductor motion around which or
against which a line will be designed.
C.2.2.1 Blowout
Blowout is the most basic conductor motion. Blowout refers to the magnitude of the
horizontal displacement of a conductor, due to wind. This is most commonly caused by steady
winds. Gusts of wind can cause more dynamic blowout, though the behavior will be significantly
damped by the weight of the conductor itself.
Wind will exert pressure on a conductor, orthogonal to the conductor itself. For high-speed
winds, that pressure can be estimated to be equal to [86]:
P =
ρ
2
V 2 (C.8)
Where
P — Pressure, in Pa
ρ — Air density, in kg/m3. Typically, around 1.225 kg/m3
V — 5-minute average wind speed at conductor height, in m/s
Wind speeds should be selected to represent the highest wind speed expected over a period
of time. From the pressure calculated in C.8, the force exerted on the conductor per unit length
can be calculated:
Fw = P
d
100
Cf , (C.9)
where d is the diameter of the conductor in cm, Cf is a force coefficient (assumed to be 1.0 for
conductors), and Fw is force per unit length, in N/m. Blowout should be calculated for the
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maximum sustained wind speed. This is the method used in the NESC estimation of force due
to wind. There are more accurate methods for calculating force due to wind —- the method
shown above is a conservative estimate. Work published by CIGRE` has suggested that this
method consistently leads to overestimations of force, and suggests the linear approximation
given in C.10 [102]. Trapezoidal (compact) conductors and self-damping conductors have been
shown to have lower drag coefficients than traditional stranded conductors, and the effctive
force on these conductors will likely be less than traditional stranded conductors.
FN/m = 0.0265 · dcmVm/s, or
Flbf/ft = 0.00675 · dinVmi/h (C.10)
Where
FN/m, Flbf/ft — Force per length of conductor, in N/m and lbf/ft respectively
dcm, din — Diameter of conductor, in cm and in respectively
Vm/s, Vmi/h — Wind speed, in m/s and mi/h respectively
To calculate blowout, a transmission line is modeled as a point mass on a pendulum. Specify
the weight per length of the conductor and force per length on the conductor. Then, set the
moment of the pendulum to zero, and solve for the angle θ as shown in Figure C.5. Blowout
angle θ and blowout distance dbo are calculated from:
Fw cos θ = Fm sin θ
Fw
Fm
=
sin θ
cos θ
θ = arctan
Fw
Fm
= arctan
Fw
mg
(C.11)
dbo = S sin θ (C.12)
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θ
θ pi
2 − θ
θ
Figure C.5 Blowout Pendulum Model
Where
Fw — Force exerted by wind per unit length, in N/m
Fm — Weight of the conductor per unit length, in N/m
m — Mass of the conductor, per unit length, in kg/m
g — Acceleration due to gravity, 9.81 m/s2
θ — Blowout angle
S — Total sag distance of span, under given windloaded conditions, in m
More detailed models of conductor blowout can include the length, cross-section, and weight
of insulators as well.
Example
A 200-MW transmission line with nominal voltage of 161-kV is constructed
with ACSR ‘Dove’ 556.5-kcmil conductors. The sag distance of the conductor is
15-ft. Find the conductor blow-out for a wind speed of 90-mph, given:
d = 0.927in (C.13)
w = 0.766lb/ft (C.14)
The imperial version of C.8 is:
P = 0.00256V 2 (C.15)
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Fw = P
d
12
Cf (C.16)
Where
P — Pressure, in lbs/ft2
V — Wind speed, in mi/hr
Fw— Force due to wind, in lbs
d — Diameter of conductor, in in
Cf— Force coefficient, usually assumed to be 1.0 for stranded conductors
P = 0.00256(50)2 = 20.74lbf/ft2
Fw =
0.927
12
20.74 = 1.602lbf
θ = arctan
Fw
w
= arctan
0.494
0.766
= 32 deg
dbo = 10 sin 32 deg = 5.4ft
Blowout due to gusts will likely be accompanied by some differential motion. Conductors
will not all blow out to the same distance, with the same speed, or at the same time, due to
the variability of wind across time and space. Two conductors in the same plane may not be
affected to the same degree as each other - especially if the leading phase causes significant
turbulence in the wind stream. Differential motion refers to the speed and distance of the
displacement of one conductor in reference to the other. Analytical and experimental studies
have shown that, in general, the magnitude of differential displacement between two phases in
a transmission line will usually be less than 10% of the magnitude of blowout[106] [107].
C.2.2.2 Partial Ice Loading and “Jumping”
Ice loading of conductors impacts their sag, reducing phase-to-ground clearance. It is also
important to look at the effect of unequal ice loading between phases. Unequal ice loading
can cause one phase to sag close to another, decreasing the phase-to-phase spacing. A typical
calculation will assume maximum ice loading on one strand, an error distance between calcu-
lated sag and in-service final sag, and no ice loading on the strand below. Under these assumed
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static conditions, the distance between phase conductors must be greater than the acceptable
withstand distance for a maximum switching surge.
If a significant amount of ice is suddenly shed from a conductor, it’s elasticity will cause
it to “jump”. These jumps can be very large - up to 10 feet vertically, in some cases. Care
should be taken to maintain vertical conductor spacing, even in cases of unequal ice loading
and jumping behavior. Research on this phenomena was done on a test line in Saratoga, New
York, and jump calculations are presented as a series of empirical curves and correction factors
in EPRI’s first book on compact line design [102]. Jumping is not as significant an issue in
more traditional transmission designs, where phases are arranged horizontally.
C.2.2.3 Vibration
Conductor vibration can occur with lines of any form factor, so it is a well-studied set of
phenomena. There are several varieties of conductor vibration which can occur. Vibration is
caused by wind, and can change significantly in character, depending on temperatures and ice
cover.
Aeolian Vibration is a resonant oscillation caused by vortex shedding by a conductor exposed
to a steady wind [102]. This resonanace has a magnitude approximately the width of the
conductor, and a frequency of 2-150 Hz. It only occurs for a specific range of tensions and
wind speeds. Vibration of this type will cause wear at suspension points, and shorten the
life of the structure. This does not significantly impact phase-to-phase clearance, but it may
preclude high-tension installations, limiting span lengths. Methods of mitigating this vibration
include limiting conductor tension, use of self-damping conductors such as GTACSR, T2, or
oval conductors [90], and use of energy-dissipating dampers [102]. Several types of vibration-
resistant conductors are shown in C.6. Vibration-resistant conductors dissipate the energy of
vibration or break up the uniform flow of wind over the wire [108].
Wake-induced Oscillation (WIO) occurs when turbulent air, disrupted by a windward con-
ductor, causes oscillation of a conductor in its wake - diagramed in Figure C.7. Oscillations are
several conductor-diameters wide and 1-3 Hz - the natural frequency modes of span conduc-
tors. Like Aeolian Vibration, WIO is unacceptable, since its violent motion causes excess wear
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Figure C.6 Oval Vibration-Resistant Cable [109]
, GTACSR Gap-Type Self-damping Conductor [110], and T2 Conductor [111]
θ
wind
Windward
Leeward
d x
Figure C.7 A 4-Conductor bundle, with tilt angle and spacing parameters identified
and mechanical damage. WIO occurs only if the gap between conductors is small, so it has
been observed most often on EHV lines with bundled conductors [112]. Conductor spacing (xd ,
horizontal distance between conductors, over their diameter) is used to describe the boundaries
for this type of motion. Phase-to-phase conductor spacing ratios are typically much higher
than 30, so WIO is not an issue. WIO most often occurs for conductors with spacing ratios
of 10-15. Bundled subconductors are typically spaced less than 18” apart, and often fall into
this range. WIO occurs more often in bundles with more than two subconductors, and only
occurs when leeward subconductors lie within a narrow range of angles relative to the windward
conductor. Methods for reducing WIO include adjusting the tilt of bundles out of the 5o− 15o
range, increasing phase-to-phase spacing ratios xd , and reducing effective spanlengths through
the effective use of subconductor spacers.
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Galloping is violent large-scale conductor motion caused by unequal wind pressure over the
length of a span. This occurs most often when there is ice build up and strong steady wind[112].
Galloping motion is primarily vertical in direction, with magnitudes that can be very large - on
occasion, meeting or exceeding the total sag distance of a conductor. Since many new compact
lines are vertically oriented, galloping may be a limiting factor in designing phase-to-phase
spacing. Spacing phases too close in the vertical plane may result in excessive phase-to-phase
flashovers. T2 conductors (alternately called ”VR”) conductors are specifically designed to
mitigate galloping. These are pairs of smaller conductors, twisted together over wide distances.
Under strong winds, these cables will twist as the conductors move. This twisting constantly
changes the amount of surface-area exposed to wind, and tends to dissipate kinetic energy more
widely across the span, damping vibrations. T2-type conductors may cause increased corona
over other conductor alternatives, and so may themselves limit the phase spacing of the line.
Other measures to limit galloping include specialized midspan interphase spacers and a variety
of novel measures which effectively detune the conductor’s vibrating mode.
C.2.3 Right of Way
Phase spacing can impact the Right of Way (ROW) required for a transmission line. ROW
is the area leased or purchased by a transmission line owner in order to build a transmission
line. ROW easements must be acquired for the entire length of a line. Acquring ROW can be
difficult, as it requires transmission developers to acquire permission from dozens of landowners
and neighbors. Limiting the amount of required ROW is desirable. Narrower lines are often less
visually and physically obtrusive, so land owners are more likely to be accepting of easements
on their property. Lines with decreased ROW will also fit in more places, which opens up more
options for route designers. Developers must pay for ROW easements, so decreasing ROW can
save on costs as well.
ROW width can be limited by a variety of factors. Traditionally, calculation of necessary
ROW included the entire width of transmission line structure, space to accomodate natural
conductor motion, and a buffer zone — based on voltage flashover clearance or limits on EM
field levels[102]. This is demonstrated in Figure C.8.
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LoLb LbLbuff Lbuff
Figure C.8 Right of Way Requirements
A minimum ROW width, limited only by flashover distance, can be calculated as follows:
LROW = Lo + 2 · (Lb + Lbuff ) (C.17)
Where
Lo — Lateral distance between two most outer conductors
Lb — Blowout distance for a conductor or set of conductors, as calculated in (C.12)
Lbuff— Buffer zone, here representing the minimum required conductor-to-obstacle
flashover withstand distance, defined by the NESC or calculated in (C.5)- (C.7)
The arrangement and decreased phase spacing of compact lines often produce weaker electric
and magnetic fields than traditional lines. These lines may require less ROW width in order
to limit the electric and magnetic field levels at the edges of the easement. Nominal limits of
these fields have been established, based on proven physiological effects [113]. But the scientific
literature on extended human exposure to low-level electric and magnetic fields from overhead
power lines have not conclusively demonstrated long-term risks [90]. Field limits based on
safety considerations will be discussed in a more detailed manner in C.3.2.
Vertically oriented transmission lines clearly present the narrowest physical profile, and
often the lowest field levels. One of the most common transmission designs is vertical steel-pole
construction. Other common designs include single-pole delta designs and specialized lattice
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structures with delta arrangements of lines. Most compact designs require less ROW than
traditional horizontal arrangements.
C.3 Corona, Audible Noise, Radio Interference, and other Electromagnetic
Field Issues
Phase spacing and transmission line geometry will impact the electric fields formed by a
transmission line. High electric field gradients can cause corona, audible noise (AN), radio-
frequency interference (RI), and losses. Traditionally, these effects have primarily been seen
in the design of EHV and UHV lines. But, phase compaction in lower voltage lines can cause
levels of electric fields that are as high as older EHV lines. As with most aspects of compact
line design, the corona and electric field considerations are not fundamentally different than
considerations placed on traditional line designs. But the narrower phase spacing causes factors
that previously only affected EHV lines to impact lines at lower voltage.
Corona is a partial discharge resulting from the ionization of air near the surface of a
conductor [114]. It occurs only when the voltage stress of the air dielectric rises above a critical
level. Corona causes a variety of undesireable environmental effects, including audible noise,
radio and television frequency interference, and real power losses (”corona losses”). Excessive
noise or interference will prompt complaints from landowners and those living near transmission
lines, so it is desireable to minimize these effects. High electric fields can also damage insulators
and other structural equipment, which can decrease reliability and increase maintenance costs.
Historically, the public has raised concerns over the levels of electric and magnetic fields to
which nearby landowners and neighbors may be subjected. There is little evidence of longterm
health effects due to these fields, but some practical limits have been established which account
for safety from known physiological effects.
C.3.1 Corona Onset Factors
Corona occurs when the voltage gradient at an electrode rises above a critical level, and gas
molecules in the air become stripped of their electrons. This process releases UV light, which
is thought to dislodge further electrons from the gas. This process cascades outward from the
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electrode until the conditions are not sufficient to cause further ionization. These cascades
produce streamers of ionized gas and UV light. The ionization produces audible noise as well
as ultra-wideband radio noise [115].
Corona occurs near electrodes with high electric field gradients. Conductors act as elec-
trodes, and their arrangement can be used to increase or decrease gradient levels at conductor
surfaces. Large diameter conductors tend to increase the AN and RI, irrespective of their sur-
face gradients. Their larger diameter tends to create electric fields that do not decay as quickly
with distance - causing ionization further from the surface of the conductor. The number of
bundled conductors will also increase AN generated by a line [116].
Surface conditions of conductors are influential on the level of corona. Conductors covered in
dust and polutants are frequently noted to have higher levels of AN and EMI, as are conductors
with pitted or irregular surfaces [116]. Hydrophobic surfaces, under wet conditions, also tend
to be noisy - due largely for the tendancy of water to collect as droplets and streamers, which
create an unven surface over which to spread the instantaneous charge. Low air density also
tends to increase corona.
Irregularly shaped clamps and other hardware can cause an irregular charge build-up and
excessive localized field gradients. Grading rings are often used on conductor clamps in order
to smooth out the electric field and prevent corona from forming. Inappropriate or incorrectly-
installed hardware is the source of 90% of complaints from the public, so use of correct hardware
is essential.
Corona onset gradient is often estimated from Peek’s formula - an empirical formula devel-
oped in the 1920s using copper conductors at < 150kV. Peek’s formula is [117]:
EC = E0mδ
[
1 +
0.301√
δr
]
(C.18)
δ =
273 + t0
273 + t
· p
p0
(C.19)
Where
EC — Minimum peak gradient for visual onset of corona, in kV/cm
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E0 — Gradient breakdown strength of air, Peek estimated this as 29.8kV/cm
m — Conductor surface factor, unitless
δ — Relative air density
r — Conductor radius, in cm
t, t0— Air temperature in
oC, and reference air temperature 25oC
p, p0— Air pressure in mm, and reference air pressure 760mm
If conductors are corroded or contaminated, local corona may occur on the conductor
surface even at low gradient levels. But, Peek’s formula indicates an approximate gradient at
which corona becomes visible – glowing and emitting streamers. The accuracy of this equation
depends heavily on selecting an appropriate surface factor m. New clean conductors will have
m values around 0.88-0.96, older conductors with some weathering will have values around
0.68-0.82, and wet conductors will have values as low as 0.12-0.23 [118]. It should be clear that
corona will be a much more significant factor in wet weather.
The author of [90] suggests that most high-voltage transmission lines have surface field
gradients that do not exceed 17kVrms/cm = 24kVpeak/cm. ABB’s switchgear manual suggests
that most lines will not have fair-weather field gradients above 16− 19kVrms/cm, though some
may be as high as 21kVrms.
C.3.2 Calculating Electric and Magnetic Field Magnitudes
Transmission line geometry may be limited by electric and magnetic field limits. Strong
electric fields can cause corona, which creates excess AN and RI, and which incurs real losses.
In addition, both electric and magnetic fields should be limited in order to account for health
concerns. A whole chapter could be written describing the calculation of these fields, but that
is not the purpose of this chapter. Instead, a practical estimation method is presented for both
electric and magnetic fields. The reader is directed towards [] and [] for further study on the
calculation of electric fields, and [] for the calculation of magnetic fields.
The field gradient at the surface of a conductor can be described by several metrics. The
maximum field gradient is the highest level of field gradient observed at the surface of a single
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conductor or subconductor. The maximum bundle gradient is the highest gradient among all
the maximum gradients within a bundle. The average-maximum bundle gradient refers to
a simple average of the maximum field gradients of the subconductors in a bundle. For the
calculation of corona phenomena, average-maximum bundle (AMB) gradient is used to describe
the surface gradient for one phase of the line.
ABB’s Switchgear Manual suggests the following method, which calculates the maximum
RMS surface gradient for any subconductor in a 3-phase horizontally spaced transmission line
with radially symetric bundles and no shield wires. It is closely based on a well-accepted
method devised by Markt and Mangele [119].
Erms =
Vrms√
3
·
1 + (n− 1)r/R
nr ln
2HD
re
√
4H2 +D2
(C.20)
req =
(
nrRn−1
)1/n
(C.21)
Where
Erms — Maximum subconductor RMS field gradient, in kVrms/m = 100× kVrms/cm
Vrms — Phase-to-phase RMS line voltage, in kV
H — Geometric mean height of conductors, in m
D — Geometric mean distance between centers of phase bundles, in m
req — Equivalent radius of a conductor with the same capacitance as a bundle, in m
r — Subconductor radius, in m
n — Number of subconductors in the bundle
R — Bundle radius, in m
Height H is based on mean span height — typically taken to be 1/3 of the distance between
maximum sag and the suspension point. Peak values of field gradient Erms are equal to
Epeak =
√
2 · Erms. This gradient value should be kept well below the corona onset gradient,
and may be further limited by audible noise or radio interference considerations.
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E-field Magnetic field Magnetic
strength strength flux density
E ( kVrms / m) H (A / m) B (µ T)
Occupational 8.33 800 1000
Public 4.17 160 200
Table C.3 ICNIRP suggested exposure limits for 60-Hz non-ionizing radiation
Electric fields must also be measured at ground level at locations far from transmission lines
— for instance, when designating ROW width. One of the bases used to limit electric fields is
human safety. Electric fields can cause discomforting experiential phenomena in humans. Some
subjects have reported perception of electric fields as low as 2− 5kV/m, with annoyance noted
for some subjects in the 15− 20kV/m range. High levels of electric fields may cause sparking
on metallic objects. At higher levels, fields can cause measureable stimulation of peripheral
nerve fibers. There is well-established evidence of electric and magnetic fields coupling with
magnetic phosphenes in human retinas, causing a perception of visual flickering. Taking all
human effects into account, organizations such as the ICNIRP have prescribed limits on human
exposure to electric and magnetic fields. Table C.3 lists one set of those limits for 60 Hz [113].
These generally represent levels of exposure well below those that have been associated with
measured phenomena, to account for unknown levels of perceptive variation among humans.
Safety levels are linked to immediate phenomena, which can be documented and measured, not
any long-term effects. In the ICNIRP guidelines, it is noted that there is no conclusive evidence
linking low-frequency non-ionizing radiation with cancer rates or long-term health risks.
To present the calculation of electric fields far from a transmission line, we must dig a little
deeper into the methodology of calculating electric fields, but again, the method of derivation is
not the emphasis here - simply, the breif demonstration of a known method. A transmission line
is modeled as a set of parallel line charges with densities Qk expressed as complex quantities
in coulombs/meter. Each of these lines has a known potential Vk, a phasor with real and
imaginary parts expressed in volts. The ground plane has an assumed potential of 0. In order
to account for this uniform ground potential, a set of ’image’ charges are defined such that
for each conductor in the line with charge Qk at height Hk, a conductor of opposite charge
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−Qk exists at height −Hk. With these mirrored charges, the potential of the ground is zero
everywhere, and all field lines enter the ground perpendicularly, as we should expect. Shield
wires and other grounded conductors are included, with potentials of zero. At each line k, the
sum of potentials due to the other charges Q1, Q
′
1, Q2, Q
′
2..., Qk, Q
′
k, ...QN , Q
′
N must be equal to
its own voltage Vk. The potential at line k due to line l is related by Pkl, known as Maxwell’s
coefficient of potential. Coefficients of potential are equal to:
Pkk =
1
2pi0
ln
(
2Hk
rk
)
(C.22)
Pkl =
1
2pi0
ln
(
D′kl
Dkl
)
(C.23)
Where
Pkk — Self potential coefficient, in m/F
Pkl — Mutual potential coefficient, in m/F
rk — Radius of conductor k, in m
Hk — Height above ground of conductor k, in m
Dkl — Distance from conductor k to conductor l, in m
Dkl — Distance from conductor k to image conductor l, in m
If bundles exist and are arranged in radial symmetry, they can be reduced to equivalent
conductors located at their bundle centers, with radii calculated as in (C.21). The relationship
between charges [Q], potentials [V ], and potential coefficients [P ] is known to be [Q] = [P ]−1[V ].
Solve for Q. These charges can be used to calculate the electric field at a point Hm meters
above ground level Xm meters from the center of the line, using the following formulae:
E˜kx =
Q˜k
2pi0
·
 xm − xk
(xm − xk)2 + (hk − hm)2 −
xm − xk
(xm − xk)2 + (hk + hm)2
 (C.24)
E˜ky =
Q˜k
2pi0
·
 hm − hk
(xm − xk)2 + (hk − hm)2 −
hm + hk
(xm − xk)2 + (hk + hm)2
 (C.25)
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Erms =
√
|
∑
k
E˜kx|2 + |
∑
k
E˜ky|2 (C.26)
Where
Erms — Magnitude of total electric field at measurement point (Xm, Hm)
E˜kx — Lateral component of the complex field gradient due to charge k
E˜kx — Vertical component of the complex field gradient due to charge k
xm — Lateral coordinate of measurement
xk — Lateral coordinate of charge k
hm — Vertical coordinate of measurement
hk — Vertical coordinate of charge k
The level Erms should be kept below whatever reference level is considered necessary. If
the most limiting reference level is human safety according to the ICNIRP, then Erms should
be set below the public level (4.17 kVrms / m) at the edge of the ROW. Electric fields at
the edge of ROW can be reduced by decreasing phase spacing and minimizing the number of
subconductors used. Increasing conductor height will also reduce electric field strength.
Magnetic field levels should also be calculated for the edge of the ROW, to assure public
safety and compliance. Like electrical fields, magnetic field strength can be decreased by
reducing phase spacing and increasing conductor height. Magnetic fields should also be set
below safe limits.
Magnetic field levels are comparatively simple to calculate. The following formulae can be
used to calculate the magnetic field level at a point Hm meters above ground level Xm meters
from the center of the line:
B˜kx =
µ0µr I˜k
2pi
· hm − hk
(xm − xk)2 − (hm − hk)2 (C.27)
B˜ky =
µ0µr I˜k
2pi
· xk − xm
(xm − xk)2 − (hm − hk)2 (C.28)
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Brms =
√
|
∑
k
B˜kx|2 + |
∑
k
B˜ky|2 (C.29)
Example:
A 345kV transmission line is to be built with horizontal phase spacing. Bundles
are 2-954 kcmil ACSR, with diameter 1.196” and spacing of 18”. Phases are spaced
24’ apart, with a suspended height of 50’ and a 20’ average sag. The line is rated at
1200 MW. Find the maximum surface field gradient, and the electric and magnetic
field levels 5’ off the ground 30’ from the outside phase — representing the head
of a person standing on the edge of a ROW.
1a) Maximum surface field gradient
Find the mean conductor height H, the height 1/3 the distance between suspended
height and sagged height. Also find req.
H = [(50− 20) + (1/3) · 20]36.67ft
req =
(
nrRn−1
)1/n
=
(
2 · (1.196/2) · (18/2)2−1)1/2 = 3.281”
Convert other measures to m.
r = (1.196/2)” = 0.0152 m = 1.52 cm
R= (18/2)” = 0.229 m
H= 36.67’ = 11.18 m
D= (18 · 18 · 36)1/3= 9.217 m
req= 3.281” = 0.0833 m
Now, calculate Erms
Erms =
345√
3
·
1 + (2− 1)0.0152/0.229
2 · 0.0152 ln
2 · 11.18 · 9.217
re
√
4 · 11.182 + 9.2172
= 1511kV/m = 15.11kV/cm
Check the corona onset gradient for a weathered conductor m=0.7, and δ=1.
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EC,rms = (E0/
√
2)mδ
[
1 +
0.301√
δr
]
= (29.8/
√
2) · 0.7 · 1
[
1 +
0.301√
1 · 1.52
]
= 18.35kV/cm
Maximum conductor surface gradient is still well below corona onset.
1b) Calculate E-field at the measurement point
First, calculate [P], from (C.22) and (C.23). req should be the same as above.
P =
1
2pi0

ln
2H
req
 ln
D′12
D12
 ln
D′13
D13

ln
D′12
D12
 ln
2H
req
 ln
D′23
D23

ln
D′13
D13
 ln
D′23
D23
 ln
2H
req


=

10.05 2.10 1.08
2.10 10.05 2.10
1.08 2.10 10.05
× 1010
Now, calculate the charges at each phase, based on V˜ . V˜ is a phasor of phase-to-ground
voltage at each phase.
[Q˜] = [P ]−1[V˜ ] = 10−10 ·

10.05 2.10 1.08
2.10 10.05 2.10
1.08 2.10 10.05

−1

345
√
3
6 0o
345
√
3
6 120o
345
√
3
6 240o

=

2.365× 10−6 6 5.59o
2.557× 10−6 6 240o
2.365× 10−6 6 114.41o

Finally, calculate Ekx and Eky for each phase, and calculate Erms. Utilizing (C.24 -
C.26) results in the following:
Ex =

144.06 5.59o
327.5 6 240o
611.8 6 114.41o
 , Ey =

1366.4 6 185.59o
2568.86 60o
4525.9 6 294.41o
 , Erms = 2738V/m = 2.738kV/m
1c) Calculate the magnetic field at the measurement point
The nominal current in each phase is |I| = 1200MW/345kV/√3 = 2008.2A. Now, calculate
each Bkx and Bky, and find |Brms|. Utilizing (C.27 - C.29) yields:
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Figure C.9 Electric and magnetic fields at a height of 5’, for variations of the example problem
Bx =

145.0 6 0o
181.66 120o
207.86 240o
µT, By =

58.96 180o
106.56 − 60o
219.36 60o
 , µTBrms = 152.8µT
In Figure C.9, the E and B fields at head level have been calculated for several variations on
the transmission line in the example above. The black dotted line indicates the ICNIRP public
exposure reference limit for each value. Notice that both fields are significantly less intense for
the lines with vertical phase spacing. The fields cancel more evenly, since the absolute distance
from the measurement point to the conductors is less uneven, and the absolute distance from
the measurement location to the conductors is greater. These lines will be significantly taller
than the traditional horizontally spaced line. But, they cover less lateral space, and their EM
field performance is far less limiting than that of horizontal lines. Increasing bundle spacing
will significantly increase electric field levels near the lines. Notice also that raising the line
just 5 feet significantly decreases both electric and magnetic fields.
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C.3.3 Audible Noise
Audible noise caused by corona should be considered in the design of compact lines. Corona
causes high-frequency broadband noise, as well as humming at harmonics of the fundamental
power-frequency. The broadband noise is caused primarily by corona streamers, while the hum
is caused by surface corona. High levels of noise will not be tolerated by neighbors or other
landowners. Corona noise will be most significant during wet or rainy weather — often, the
only time that a line exhibits corona is during poor weather. In fair weather, for the most part,
lines will operate at well below the corona onset gradient voltage.
Noise ordinances may differentiate between wet and fair weather noise limits. Limits may
also differentiate between daytime and nighttime noise levels, with nighttime levels being more
stringent. Noise ordinances specify allowable noise levels as statistical measures of A-weighted
sound pressure. A-weighting is an approximation of human perception of noise levels — a sum-
mation of perceived loundness over a wide range of audible frequencies — and is the commonly
used measure of environmental noise. Noise limits are measured from the edge of a ROW.
Noise ordinances vary significantly by location, but many are based on EPA guidelines set out
in 1974 which suggest the following long-term-average outdoor noise limits[120]:
Ldn ≤ 55dBA or
Leq(24) ≤ 55dBA (C.30)
Ldn = Leq + 10dBA (C.31)
Leq(24) = 10 log
1
24
[∑
i∈d
10Leq,i +
∑
i∈n
10Ldn,i
]
(C.32)
Where
Leq — Equivalent long-term average noise level, over a single hour, in dBA
Ldn — Equivalent night-time noise level (typically, 10:00 PM to 7:00 AM), in dBA
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Leq(24)— Equivalent long-term average noise level over 24 hours, in dBA
d — Index of daytime hours
n — Index of nighttime hours
In (C.30), Ldn is used as a limit for residential areas, farmyards, and places where people may
spend large parts of their day. Leq(24) is suggested as a limit for places that are more infrequently
occupied. Nighttime noise levels are given a 10dBA adder to account for the greater potential
for noise to become an annoyance at night. The EPA report notes that background noise levels
at night are typically much lower, so noises that would not be perceptible during daytime hours
become more pronounced at night. Ldn is an hourly limit, and is more restrictive than Leq(24)
which is weighted average. Since rainy and wet conditions can occur at any hour of the day,
and corona noise is typically highest during rainy periods, many lines are designed to meet the
more restrictive Ldn limit, rather than the normal daytime limit Leq. If a line is designed to
meet the 24-hour average limit, Leq(24) should be calculated with rainy noise levels replacing
several of the night-time hours.
Audible noise levels can be approximated by a variety of methods. One oft-cited empirical
method was derived by engineers at Bonneville Power Administration, based on long-term
statistical data from a number of test lines. They suggest that noise levels during measurable
rain can be calculated [121]:
Leq,i = −164.6 + 120 log10Ei + 55 log10 de,i (C.33)
Leq = 10 log10
{
n∑
i=1
exp[0.23(Leq,i − 11.4 log10Di − 5.8)]
}
(C.34)
de =

d, if n ≤ 2
0.58 · n0.48 · d, n > 2
(C.35)
Where
Leq,i — Noise potential of phase i, in dBA
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Figure C.10 Audible noise at a height of 5’, for variations of the example problem
Leq — Audible noise for all phases, in dBA
Ei — Maximum voltage gradient at phase i, in kVrms/cm
de,i — Equivalent diameter of conductor i, in mm
d — Diameter of conductor, in mm
Di — Distance from measurement location to point i, in m
Corona noise during fair weather is hard to predict, since corona is often non-existent.
However, during hot summer months, lines can exhibit significant corona and noise. Observe
that when operating at high temperatures (for high-temperature conductors this may be 100oC
or higher), air density will drop according to (C.19), and corona onset may occur at lower
gradient levels. BPA suggests that fair-weather noise of a line is typically 25dBA below the
noise level with measureable rain.
In Figure C.10, audible noise levels have been calculated according to the BPA method
for several variations of the line listed in the previous example problem. Notice again that a
vertical phase arrangement decreases audible noise levels. Wide bundle spacing and narrow
phase spacing both appear to increase noise levels. As before, a small increase in tower height
also leads to preferable outcomes. Though not pictured here, increasing conductor size will
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also lead to significant decreases in audible noise.
C.3.4 Radio and Television Interference
Corona produces significant broadband radio- and tv-frequency interference noise (RI and
TVI). As with audible noise, RI and TVI are most severe during rainy weather — when
corona most often occurs. However significant RI has been noted, even during fair weather.
Observations suggest that in foul weather, RI can increase by 20dB [122] — enough to cause
perceptible static.
TVI is most significant for rural residents. Typically, VHF and UHF signals are very strong,
and even significant noise does not cause noticible degredation. But, for rural customers with
high-gain directional antennas, sporatic cases of interference have been known to occur. As
noted previously, most corona issues are caused by improper or badly-installed hardware, not
line geometry. Often, disturbances of this kind can be remedied by repairing or replacing badly
performing hardware.
Radio noise tends to increase with decreased phase spacing, and increases with decreased
conductor size. It is not significantly affected by the number of subconductors in a bundle.
Radio noise is most strongly affected by the nearest phase to the observer [116].
The IEEE Radio Noise Design group has published design guides on industry practices to
reduce radio and TV interference [122]. EPRI has published detailed models for calculating
expected interference at a variety of frequencies [123].
C.3.5 Corona Losses
Corona activity results in losses in real power. High voltage gradients rip electrons off
gas molecules, producing ions and UV light, and displacing ions. This consumes energy and
produces an added irregular power draw from the conductors. In poor weather conditions,
when corona occurs, these losses can be nearly equal to resistive losses. But, on an annual
average, losses are very slight - often orders of magnitude less than resistive losses.
Corona losses can be estimated, according to empirical formulae. One such formula, based
on data from a BPA test line, is given in (C.36) [115]. This formula is appropriate for calculating
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corona loss in poor weather:
PdB = 14.2 + 65 log10
(
Em
18.8
)
+ 40 log10
(
d
3.51
)
+K1 · log
(n
4
)
+K2 +
A
300
(C.36)
K1 =

13, n ≤ 4
19, n > 4
K2 =

10 · log10
(
RR
1.676
)
, RR ≤ 3.6
3.3 + 3.5 · log10
(
RR
3.6
)
, RR > 3.6
Where
PdB — Per-phase losses, in dB above 1W/m
n — Number of subconductors
d — Diameter of each subconductor, in cm
Em — Maximum average maximum gradient of subconductors in bundle, in kV/cm
RR — Rain rate, in mm/hr
A — Altitude, in m
Per-mile 3-φ corona losses can be calculated:
P3−φ = 1609.4 ·
3∑
i=1
10PdB,i/10, (C.37)
where PdB,i is the decibal corona loss at phase i and P3−φ is the 3-phase losses in W/mi. This
same study suggests, based on observations of a test line, that to calculate average losses during
fair weather, subtract 17dB from the average losses during rainy weather.
C.4 Increased Loadability due to High Surge-Impedence Loading designs
Transmission line loadability can be increased through the use of designs with increased
surge impedence loading levels. Compact transmission lines, with their generally narrower
phase-to-phase distances, tend to have lower surge impedence and thus higher Surge-Impedence
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Figure C.11 St. Clair’s Loadability Curves
Loading (SIL) values than traditional transmission lines. This is especially important for Extra-
High-Voltage (EHV) lines (345kV and up) which tend to be built over longer distances and
require greater reactive control. Long transmission lines designed with lower surge impedence
tend to support greater stable transfers of power.
This section will first describe increase SIL can lead to higher line ratings, then it will
investigate the phenomena that lead to lower Surge Impedence.
C.4.1 The Effect of High Surge Impedence Loading on Transmission Line Rating
Several factors will determine the rating of a transmission line. Short lines are limited most
severely by physical restrictions - the sag of conductors at high temperatures, costly losses, or
EM field levels. Resistive losses are the main contributor to physical constraints. These are
easily reduced through the use of larger conductors, or a larger number of conductors. Thermal
constraints are mostly independent of line length, since they do not measure total losses, only
the temperature at every point along the line. Longer lines tend to be limited by voltage drop
limits and angular stability limits. These will be length-dependant, as the quantities that they
limit will increase with line length (voltage drop is nearly linear with reactance, as is angular
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separation). These are influenced primarily by reactive losses, which can be reduced, but not as
simply or substantially as can resistive losses. Empirical studies and years of experience have
shown transmission designers that the transfer limit of a line generally follows the same curve
– called a St. Clair curve – based on SIL and total line length. A typical St. Clair curve is
shown in Figure C.11 [124]. Note that voltage and angle stability only become limiting factors
for lines longer than 50 or 100 miles. Lower voltage transmission lines are rarely impacted by
these limitations, since they are not typically used for long-distance transfers.
Compact lines, due to their typically-narrower phase-to-phase distances, tend to have lower
surge impedances, and thus higher SIL levels than traditional line configurations. In some cases,
lines have been designed explicitly with this in mind [125] [126]. As previously mentioned, some
line ratings may be increased by utilizing designs with higher SIL. A variety of geometrical
variations can be exploited to increase SIL.
C.4.2 Surge Impedence Loading
Surge Impedence is the natural impedence of a transmission line. Surge Impedence Loading
(SIL) is the MW power transfer level at which reactive power required to support the magnetic
field of the line is balanced by capacitive power produced by the line’s electric field. At this
level, reactive losses of the line are canceled out and only resistive losses occur.
A distributed parameter model of a transmission line can be described by the following
terminal equations [127]:
V1 = V2 cosh γl + ZcI2 sinh γl (C.38)
I1 = I2 cosh γl +
V2
Zc
sinh γl (C.39)
Zc =
√
z
y
(C.40)
γ =
√
yz (C.41)
Where
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V1, V2 — Voltage at the source and sink terminals, a phasor, in V
I1, I2 — Current at the source and sink terminals, a phasor, in A
Zc — Surge impedence (or “characteristic impedance”), a phasor, in Ω
γ — The propogation constant, a phasor, in Ω
z — Per-phase series impedence per distance, in complex Ω/mi
y — Per-phase shunt admittance per distance, in complex Ω/mi
l — Line length, in mi
For a line of given length l, this model can be converted to a PI-model lumped-circuit
equivalent with shunt admittance Y ′ and series impedence Z ′ as shown in Figure ??. It can be
shown that the parameters of this model circuit are equal to the following [127]:
Z ′ = Zc sinh γl = zl
sinh γl
γl
(C.42)
Y ′
2
=
1
Zc
tanh
γl
2
=
yl
2
tanh(γl/2)
γl/2
(C.43)
For transmission lines less than around 100 miles long, sinh γlγl ' 1, and tanh(γl/2)γl/2 ' 1. For
these lines, Z ′ = zl and Y
′
2 =
yl
2 are close approximations.
Surge impedance loading (SIL) occurs when the load driven by the line matches the natural
impedance of the line itself. A line with surge impedence of Zc serving power to a bus of voltage
V will have a nominal SIL of:
PSIL = V
(
V
Zc
)∗
=
V V ∗
Z∗c
=
|V |2
Z∗c
(C.44)
Example:
A 345 kV transmission line 200 miles long has a per-phase reactance of 0.7656Ω/mi,
resistance of 0.068Ω/mi, and capacitive admittance of 5.548×10−6jΩ−1/mi. Find this
line’s surge impedence, SIL, and PI-equivalent parameters Z ′ and Y
′
2 .
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Zc =
√
z
y
= 371.82− j1.65 Ω
PSIL =
|V |2
Z∗c
= 319.49− j14.15 MVA
γ =
√
yz = 9.14× 10−5 + j2.063× 10−3 Ω
Z ′ = zl
sinh γl
γl
= 12.83 + j148.85 Ω
Y ′
2
=
yl
2
tanh(γl/2)
γl/2
= 7.217× 10−7 + j5.628× 10−4 Ω−1
Test the approximations:
Z ′ ' zl = 13.59 + 153.11 Ω
Y ′
2
' yl
2
= 0 + j5.548× 10−4 Ω−1
Reactive losses tend to drag down line voltage and increase angular separation across a line.
These two effects can make heavily-loaded lines unstable [125]. If a line has a high SIL, it will
have natural reactive support at higher loading levels, resulting in less severe voltage drops
across the line.
In the following demonstration, a 345kV line, as described in the previous example, is
modeled at varying levels of delivered power P2. The transfer is assumed to have unity power
factor (S2 = P2) and receiving end voltage V2 of 1.0 p.u. Figure C.12 shows the reactive
power consumption of the transmission line. Notice that the total reactive power consumed
crosses 0 near 319MW - that is, near the nominal PSIL rating. Above that level, reactive
losses increase rapidly. Figures C.13 and C.14 show sending end voltage magnitude V1 and
the angular separation of the sending and receiving buses Θ1 and Θ2. Not surprisingly, large
transfers contribute to significant voltage drops and angular separations.
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Figure C.12 Reactive Power Contributions
Figure C.13 Terminal Voltages V1 and V2
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Figure C.14 Angular Separation Θ1 −Θ2
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Figure C.15 Reactive Losses, Terminal Voltages, and Angular separation, for V2 = 1.0p.u.
and V2 = 0.95p.u.
Due to a variety of operational states, net reactive consumption of a line may not be precisely
zero at a transfer level of P = PSIL. Voltage drops and angular separation will be exasperated
by lower terminal voltages. Lowering the line voltage decreases the capacitive VARs generated
by the line while increasing the current necessary to deliver power. Both of these effects increase
the net reactive consumption of the line. This effect is demonstrated in Figure C.15. A lower
receiving-end power factor will require greater absolute line current, and thus higher real and
reactive losses. The strength of the connected system may also impact reactive losses and
voltage levels [124]. A line with higher SIL will have generally better loadability than if the
same line were built with a lower SIL. But, two separate lines with the same SIL may behave
differently, depending on their context within the larger grid.
C.4.3 The Effect of Narrow Phase-Spacing and Bundle Geometry on Surge Im-
pedence Loading
Surge impedance is calculated based on two properties - series impedance z and shunt ad-
mittance y. Impedance z is composed of resistance and inductance. Resistance is dependent on
conductor materials, and does not change significantly with line geometry. Typically, resistance
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Figure C.16 Dimensions for (a) 3-Phase Conductor Arrangement (b) 3-Phase Conductor Ar-
rangement with Bundles of n Subconductors
is minimal compared to inductive reactance. Inductance depends strongly on coupled magnetic
fields which are quite dependent on line geometry. Shunt admittance is modeled as a capacitive
admittance, and is also impacted by line geometry. To discern the effects of geometry on surge
impedance, the series inductance and capacitive admittance of a line are investigated separately
in this section.
C.4.3.1 Series Inductive Reactance
The reactance of a transmission line measures the coupling of magnetic fields caused by
current flowing in the conductors. The primary geometric parameters that impact a line’s
series reactance are the Geometric Mean Distance (GMD) between phases conductors, and the
Geometric Mean Radius (GMR) of the bundled conductors.
A transmission line with geometry outlined in Figure C.16(a) has an average per-phase
flux-linkage-per-meter that can be accurately approximated:
λa =
µ0
2pi
[
ia ln
1
r′
+ ib ln
1
D
+ ic ln
1
D
]
(C.45)
r′ = re−µr/4 (C.46)
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D = (DabDbcDac)
1/3 (C.47)
Where
λa — Average a-phase flux-linkage per meter of line, in H/m
In a balanced line, λa = λb = λc
D — Geometric mean distance between phases, in m
µ0 — 4pi × 10−7Hm , Permeability of free space
r — External radius of a solid cylindrical conductor, in m
r′ — Radius of an equivalent hollow cylindrical conductor with the same flux linkage as a
solid conductor with radius r, in m
µr — Relative permeability of conductor material. For non-magnetic materials such as
Aluminum, typically µr ' 1
n — Number of subconductors in each bundle
Dab— Distance from phase-a conductors to phase-b conductors, in m
This equation is relatively accurate for balanced 3-phase transmission lines with periodic
transposition, for which D >> r. Observe that as the distance between phase conductors
decreases, the magnetic couplings of all phases are strengthened. If the currents on this line
are balanced and separated by 120o, ia + ib + ic = 0, or −ia = ib + ic. By substitution, we can
see that:
λa =
µ0
2pi
[
ia ln
1
r′
+ (ib + ic) ln
1
D
]
=
µ0
2pi
[
ia ln
1
r′
− ia ln 1
D
]
=
µ0
2pi
[
ia ln
D
r′
]
(C.48)
Clearly, as flux-linkage between phases are strengthened, self-linkage of each individual
phase is partially canceled by the combined linkage from the other two phases. Since reactance
x = ωL = ω λi , a decrease in flux will result in a decrease in inductive reactance x. So, decreasing
the average spacing between phases results in decreased series-reactance on the line.
A transmission line with multiple bundled conductors on each phase, as shown in Figure
C.16(b), can be represented in a manner very similar to that of a non-bundled transmission
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line. The generalized flux linkages for conductor a1 will be equal to:
λa1 =
µ0
2pi
[ia1 ln
1
r′
+ ia2 ln
1
da1,a2
...+ ian ln
1
da1,an
+ib1 ln
1
da1,b1
...+ ibn ln
1
da1,bn
+ic1 ln
1
da1,c1
...+ icn ln
1
da1,cn
]
(C.49)
where n is the number of subconductors per phase, and dai,bj is the distance from subconductor
ai to subconductor bj. Assume that phase current is split equally between all subconductors
(ia1 = ... = ian =
ia
n ). Equation C.49 becomes:
λa1 =
µ0
2pi
[ia ln
1
Rb
+ ib ln
1
Da1,b
+ ic ln
1
Da1,c
] (C.50)
Where
Rb =(r
′da1,a2...da1,an)1/n
Da1,b =(da1,b1da1,b2... da1bn)
1/n
Da1,c =(da1,c1da1,c2... da1cn)
1/n
Rb is known as the Geometric Mean Radius (GMR) of the bundle. If bundles are radially
symetric and identical for all phases, Rb will be identical for each subconductor. Notice that
since intra-bundle distances (e.g. da1,a2) are much smaller than inter-bundle distances (e.g.
da1,b1), it is reasonable to suggest that Da1,b ' Dab and Da1,c ' Dac. Equation C.50 becomes:
λa1 =
µ0
2pi
[
ia ln
1
Rb
+ ib ln
1
Dab
+ ic ln
1
Dac
]
, (C.51)
which looks very much like (C.49). If we assume as before that the phase currents are balanced,
and that the line is periodically transposed, we again have:
λa1 = λa1 =
µ0
2pi
[
ia ln
D
Rb
]
(C.52)
A single subconductor, then, will have inductance La1 =
λa1
i/n =
nλ
ni =
λ
i . Since D and Rb
are approximately equal for all subconductors in a bundle, and subconductors are connected
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in parallel, the per-phase reactance of a bundled transmission line will be approximately:
x = ωL ' ω 1
n× inλa1
' ωµ0
2pi
ln
D
Rb
(C.53)
If intra-bundle spacing decreases, Rb decreases and x will increase. This is the opposite of
what was seen with the decrease in phase spacing. This occurs because all bundled conductor
currents are in phase with each other. Bringing bundled subconductors closer together increases
magnetic flux coupling in phase with their self-inductance, intensifying rather than cancelling
out the fields of other subconductors.
Thus, both decreasing phase-phase spacing and increasing bundle spacing will have the
effect of decreasing series reactance x.
Example
A 345kV transmission line in horizontal configuration has phase-to-phase spac-
ing of Dab = 26
′, Dbc = 26′, and Dac = 52′. It is strung with 2-conductor bun-
dles of 954.0 kcmil “Rail” conductors (diameter = 1.165”), 18′′ apart. a) Find the
reactance-per-mile of this line. b) Find the reactance-per-mile if phase-to-phase
spacing were reduced to 23′. c) Find the reactance-permile if bundle spacing were
increased to 24”. d) Find the reactance-per-mile if the bundles were replaced with
3 636.0 kcmil “Rook” conductors (diameter = .977′′) arranged equilaterally 18”
apart.
a) Reactance per mile of original line
D = (DabDbcDac)
1/3
= 32.76ft = 9.985m
r′ = re−µr/4 = (1.165in/2) ∗ e−1/4 = .4537in = 0.0115m
Rb = (r
′d)1/2 = (.4537in ∗ 18in)1/2 = 2.8577in = 0.0726m
x = ω
µ0
2pi
ln
D
Rb
= 60(2pi)
4pi × 10−7
2pi
ln
9.985
0.0726
= 0.0003713Ω/m = 0.5975Ω/mi
b) Reactance-per-mile for 23′ spacing
D = (DabDbcDac)
1/3
= (23 ∗ 23 ∗ 46)1/3 = 28.98ft = 8.833m
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x = ω
µ0
2pi
ln
D
Rb
= 60(2pi)
4pi × 10−7
2pi
ln
8.833
0.0726
= 0.0003202Ω/m = 0.5826Ω/mi
c) Reactance-per-mile for 24” bundle spacing
D = (DabDbcDac)
1/3
= (26 ∗ 26 ∗ 52)1/3 = 32.76ft = 9.985m
Rb = (r
′d)1/2 = (.4537in ∗ 24in)1/2 = 3.2996in = 0.0838m
x = ω
µ0
2pi
ln
D
Rb
= 60(2pi)
4pi × 10−7
2pi
ln
9.985
0.0838
= 0.0003604Ω/m = 0.5801Ω/mi
d) Reactance-per-mile for 3-conductor bundle
D = (DabDbcDac)
1/3
= (26 ∗ 26 ∗ 52)1/3 = 32.76ft = 9.985m
r′ = re−µr/4 = (0.977in/2) ∗ e−1/4 = .3804in = 0.00966m
Rb = (r
′d)1/2 = (.3804in ∗ 18in ∗ 18in)1/3 = 4.977in = 0.1264m
x = ω
µ0
2pi
ln
D
Rb
= 60(2pi)
4pi × 10−7
2pi
ln
9.985
0.1264
= 0.0003294Ω/m = 0.5302Ω/mi
C.4.3.2 Capacitive Admittance
The capacitive admittance of a transmission line measures the strength of the electric field
formed between conductors of differing potentials. The primary geometric parameters used to
calculate this phenomena are also the line-to-line GMD and the GMR of bundled conductors.
The GMR used for calculation of capacitance is defined slightly differently than the GMR used
in the inductive reactance calculations.
A 3-phase transmission line with geometry outlined in Figure C.16(a) will have an approx-
imate potential of:
va =
1
2pi
(
qa ln
1
r
+ qb ln
1
Dab
+ qc ln
1
Dac
)
(C.54)
Where
va — Surface voltage of a-phase conductor, in V
qa — Charge per meter on conductor a, in coulombs/meter
 — Dielectric permittivity, typically close to 0 = 8.8542...× 10−12F/m
Dab— Distance from phase-a conductors to phase-b conductors, in m
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If this line is transposed periodically, (C.54) becomes:
va =
1
2pi
(
qa ln
1
r
+ qb ln
1
D
+ qc ln
1
D
)
(C.55)
Where
D = (DabDacDbc)
1/3, the GMD phase-to-phase spacing
If we assume that qa + qb + qc = 0 (physically, that the area near the line is at net-neutral
charge and the only displaced charges are those on the line’s conductors), then (C.55) becomes:
va =
1
2pi
(
qa ln
1
r
− qa ln 1
D
)
=
1
2pi
qa ln
D
r
(C.56)
Since capacitance is defined by the relationship c = qv , and va represents the phase-to-
neutral voltage of the line, the per-phase phase-to-neutral capacitance per meter of this line
is:
c =
2pi
ln(D/r)
(C.57)
Notice that if the GMD is decreased, capacitance increases. This may be understood by
refering back to (C.55). If D is decreased, charges qb and qc are both brought closer to charge
qa, and the electric field formed by each charge has a stronger effect on the other charges. Since
qa = −(qb + qc), the electric fields due to the combination of qb and qc will tend to cancel out
the field due to qa. So, as these charges are brought closer together, they partially cancel out
each others’ fields. Since potential va is the integral of electric field strength, the potential due
to a point charge qa is decreased. Now, a greater charge q will be required to form potential
v. Capacitance c = qv is therefore increased. Capacitive admittance b is equal to b = ωc, so a
decrease in GMD increases capacitive admittance.
Bundled conductors, shown in Figure C.16(b), can be represented in a similar fasion.
The generalized representation of the potential at point p in space due to charges at points
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a1...an, b1..., bn, c1..., cn is given by:
vp =
1
2pi
(qa1 ln
1
r
+qa2 ln
1
da1,a2
...+ qan ln
1
da1,an
+qb1 ln
1
da1,b1
+qb2 ln
1
da1,b2
...+ qbn ln
1
da1,bn
+qc1 ln
1
da1,c1
+qc2 ln
1
da1,c2
...+ qcn ln
1
da1,cn
)
(C.58)
Where
vp — Potential at point p
qai— Charge per meter on subconductor i of phase a, in coulombs/meter
dai,bj— Distance between the centers of subconductor i of phase a and subconductor j
of phase b, in m
It should be apparent that the distance between subconductors of different phases (e.g.
dai,bj) will be very close to the distances between bundle centers (e.g. Dab). With that approx-
imation, (C.58) becomes:
va1 ' 1
2pi
(qa1 ln
1
r
+ qa2 ln
1
da1,a2
...+ qan ln
1
da1,an
+qb ln
1
Dab
+ qc ln
1
Dac
)
(C.59)
Where
Dab — Distance between centers of bundles a and b, in m
qb — Total charge per meter of subconductors qb1, qb2..., and qbn: qb = qb1 + qb2...+ qbn
The potential due to charges qb and qc is nearly equal for all subconductors in bundle
a. The potentials on each subconductor of phase a should be nearly equal to each other
(va1 = va2... = van), since they are all energized to the same voltage. If another subconductor
potential, is substituted in (i.e. va1 = vai), it is clear, the potential due to other a-phase
subconductor charges is the same for all subconductors in a phase. If bundles are radially
symmetric, it can also be shown that each subconductor position is simply a transposition
of the first subconductor, so the effect of other subconductor charges on its potential will be
equal. This suggests that all subconductor charges in a phase will be equal to each other
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(qa1 = qa2... = qan =
qa
n ). Thus, for a transmission line with radially symmetric bundles, the
potential at a1 can be expressed:
va1 =
1
2pi
(qa ln
1
Rcb
+ qb ln
1
Dab
+ qc ln
1
Dac
) (C.60)
Where
qa — Total charge per meter of subconductors qa1, qa2..., and qan: qa = qa1 + qa2...+ qan
Rcb— Geometric Mean Radius for capacitive calculations, R
c
b = (rda1,a2...da1,an)
1/n
If, as before, we assume that all charges sum to zero, and that the line undergoes periodic
transposition, (C.60) becomes:
va1 =
1
2pi
(qa ln
D
Rcb
) (C.61)
Where
D — Geometric Mean Distance between bundles, D = (DabDacDbc)
1/3
The per-phase phase-to-neutral capacitance per meter of this bundled line is:
c =
2pi
ln(D/Rcb)
(C.62)
Observe that if subconductor bundle spacing is increased (Rcb is larger), capacitance c is
also increased. Since all subconductors in a bundle have approximately the same charge (thus,
the same polarity), the fields they produce will be complementary. Increasing bundle spacing
reduces the complementary effect of these fields, decreasing the field strength and increasing
the charge qa due to potential va.
Thus, both decreasing phase-to-phase spacing and increasing bundle spacing will have the
effect of increasing capacitive admittance b.
Example
The same transmission line as the previous example is to be built. a) Find
the capacitive admittance-per-mile of this line. b) Find the equivalent capaci-
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tive reactances of a 100-mile stretch of this line. c) Find the admittance-per-
mile if phase-to-phase spacing were reduced to 23′. d) Find the capacitance and
admittance-per-mile if bundle spacing were increased to 24”. e) Find the capac-
itance and admittance-per-mile if the bundles were replaced with 3 636.0 kcmil
“Rook” conductors (diameter = .977′′) arranged equilaterally 18” apart.
a) Capacitance and admittance per mile of original line
D = (DabDbcDac)
1/3
= 32.76ft = 9.985m
r = (1.165in/2) = .5825in = 0.0148m
Rcb = (rd)
1/2 = (.5825in ∗ 18in)1/2 = 3.2381in = 0.0822m
b = ω
2pi
lnD/Rcb
= 60(2pi)
2pi8.854× 10−12
ln 9.9850.0822
= 4.370× 10−9Ω−1/m = 7.033× 10−6Ω−1/mi
b) Capacitive reactance in equivalent model
Y ′
2
' yl
2
=
j7.033× 10−6Ω−1/mi× 100mi
2
= j351.6× 10−6Ω−1
|XY ′/2| = 1
Y ′/2
=
1
351.6× 10−6Ω−1 = 2844.3Ω
c) Capacitance and admittance-per-mile for 23′ spacing
D = (DabDbcDac)
1/3
= (23 ∗ 23 ∗ 46)1/3 = 28.98ft = 8.833m
b = ω
2pi
lnD/Rcb
= 60(2pi)
2pi8.854× 10−12
ln 8.8330.0822
= 4.485× 10−9Ω−1/m = 7.218× 10−6Ω−1/mi
d) Capacitance and admittance-per-mile for 24” bundle spacing
D = (DabDbcDac)
1/3
= (26 ∗ 26 ∗ 52)1/3 = 32.76ft = 9.985m
Rcb = (rd)
1/2 = (.5825in ∗ 24in)1/2 = 3.739in = 0.0950m
b = ω
2pi
lnD/Rcb
= 60(2pi)
2pi8.854× 10−12
ln 9.9850.0950
= 4.505× 10−9Ω−1/m = 7.251× 10−6Ω−1/mi
e) Capacitance and admittance-per-mile for 3-conductor bundle
D = (DabDbcDac)
1/3
= (26 ∗ 26 ∗ 52)1/3 = 32.76ft = 9.985m
r = (0.977in/2) = .4885in = 0.0124m
Rcb = (rd
2)1/2 = (.4885in ∗ 18in ∗ 18in)1/3 = 5.4092in = 0.1374m
b = ω
2pi
lnD/Rcb
= 60(2pi)
2pi8.854× 10−12
ln 9.9850.1374
= 4.8933× 10−9Ω−1/m = 7.875× 10−6Ω−1/mi
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C.4.3.3 Surge Impedence
It was observed that narrowing the phase-to-phase spacing of a line will decrease line reac-
tance x and increase capacitive admittance b. Recall that surge impedence is defined as:
Zc =
√
r + jx
jb
A decrease in x and increase in b will result in a lower Zc. Decreased surge impedence
equates to higher SIL, so a narrowing of phase spacing leads to an increased SIL. Increasing
bundle spacing also decreases reactance and increases capacitance. Thus, both narrowing phase
spacing and widening bundle spacing will increase the line’s surge impedence loading.
Increasing the number of subconductors in a bundle is also an effective method of raising SIL.
This increases the GMR of bundles. The average distance between subconductors increases,
which decreases flux coupling of in-phase currents and decreases complementary electric fields
for in-phase voltages. This method may be expensive, however, as it adds complexity and extra
parts to the design.
Example: Find the surge impedence and SIL of the 345kV line and its variants
described in the previous two sections. Assume that resistive losses are negligible.
a) 2-conductor 18” bundles, 26’ apart
Zc =
√
r + jx
jb
=
√
0 + j0.5975Ω/mi
j7.033× 10−6Ω−1/mi = 291.5Ω
PSIL = 3
|Vp−n|2
Zc
= 3
(345, 000/
√
3V )2
291.5Ω
= 408.4MVA
b) 2-conductor 18” bundles, 23’ apart
Zc = 284.1Ω
PSIL = 419.2MVA
c) 2-conductor 24” bundles, 26’ apart
Zc = 282.8Ω
PSIL = 420.8MVA
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d) 3-conductor 18” bundles, 26’ apart
Zc = 259.5Ω
PSIL = 458.7MVA
Assymetrical bundle shapes can also be employed to decrease surge impedence and increase
SIL [125], relative to symmetrical bundles of the same spacing. In simulations, assymetrical
designs have been shown to be more effective than symmetrical designs in reducing SIL. The
same principles that reduce reactance and increase capacitance are at work in these designs,
but their unique shapes appear to be more effective at reducing self-coupling of magnetic fields
and decreasing electric field strengths.
C.5 Conclusion
Compact transmission line design is not fundamentally different from traditional design,
but it requires consideration of more factors that were not as important in traditional design.
Reduction in phase-to-phase spacing can decrease line noise, decrease ground-level electrical
and magnetic fields, decrease required ROW, and increase SIL. On the other hand, decreased
phase-to-phase spacing can increase surface gradients on conductors, leading to corona. It
requires special designs and hardware to prevent excess flashover due to conductor motion
and decreased withstand distances. Widening bundles can increase SIL, but will exasperate
groundlevel electric fields. Adding subconductors will usually reduce surface gradients and
increase SIL. Increasing conductor size will reduce surface gradients, increase SIL, reduce au-
dible noise (due to decreased corona), and decrease ground-level electric field levels. But, if
conductor size is increased and surface gradients are held constant, audible noise will increase.
Phase arrangement is very important. Horizontal phase spacing is rarely used. Vertical
spacing leads to significant decreases in ground-level electric fields and magnetic fields, as well
as decreasing required ROW and increasing capacitance. However, tall vertical structures are
expensive, and may conflict with zoning ordinances or FAA guidelines. Other modern designs
include vertical-delta arrangements, which require more ROW than vertical designs but less
than horizontal arrangements. Still other more exotic tower arrangements acheive better phase
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compaction than vertical designs, though they are not yet common and may be perceived as
unsightly. Vertical lines are, by comparison, far more pleasing to the eye and may be more
readily accepted by the public.
Compact construction of transmission lines is a design philosophy rather than a set of
specific designs. Line compaction is utilized in the design of most new transmission lines.
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